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School
supplies
sought
Local residents are reminded of the 22nd Make A Difference Day from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. Saturday at the Stewart
Stadium parking lot.
School supplies for distribution through Need Line will
be collected in addition to items
for recycling: cardboard, mixed
paper, newspapers (please separate and bag the latter two),
aluminum cans, used eyeglasses, motor oil and adult
clothing. Volunteers are needed to help.
For more information, call
the Murray Family Resource
Center at 759-9592.

Steers, Roy
raise money
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two Democrats seeking their
party's congressional nomination in the 1st District got off
to a good fund-raising start in
the first half of the year.
Lee Steers, the commonwealth's attorney from Franklin,
reported raising $232,632 over
a five-month period.
Brian Roy, a chamber of
commerce executive and former U.S. marshal from Bencollecting
reported
ton,
$102,949 in one month of fund
raising. Most came from his
native Marshall County.
Candidates' reports for the
first six months of the year
must be filed by Monday.
Three term Republican Rep.
Ed Whitfield has not filed, but
his spokesman, Anthony Hulen,
said the congressman raised
about $214,661 from January
through June.
Roy did not enter the race
until May, when he resigned
as marshal, and did not hold
his first fund-raiser until June.
Steers started fund raising in
February.
Roy raised $65,022 in itemized contributions from Marshall County, where he was
elected sheriff four times.

Ainley retires;
McCallon new
CCHS principal
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Jerry Ainley always knew when he would retire, but he really didn't know when — until now.
After 22 years as principal of Calloway County High School, Ainley realized the time was right to walk away.
"I always felt like I'd know when the time came to retire," said
Ainley. "By this time of year, I'm always ready to see the kids come
back.
"I knew when I wasn't ready to see them come back, it was time
for me to go. And I really wasn't ready for them to come back this
time," he added.
Calloway Schools Superintendent Dr. Larry Salmon said Ainley's
replacement will be assistant principal Randy McCallon.
According to Salmon, the CCHS site based decision-making council unanimously voted to name McCallon to the post during a meeting Thursday night at the school.
Salmon said the school district will receive a special waiver from
the state Department of Education to name McCallon as the new
principal.
"Pending approval from the state department and based on the

• See Page 2

EDWARD SHERIDAN/edger & Times photo
State Sen. Joey Pendleton (right) talks with Murray Mayor Freed Curd (center) and
Murray State University Director of Alumni Affairs Jim Carter (left) during a meeting
of the West Kentucky Caucus Thursday at the Regional Special Events Center. The
meeting was sponsored by the Kentucky League of Cities.

Officials predict 'hectic' session

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
NEW REGENT...Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge David
Buckingham administers the oath of office Thursday for
Marshall County Judge/Executive Mike Miller, the newest
member of the Murray State University Board of Regents.

MSU awarded gift
from Ashland Inc.
the experience of students attendStaff Report
ing Murray State University, and
Murray Ledger & Times
Ashland Inc. announced Thurs- it represents an investment in our
day that it will contribute a future."
According to Brockway, the
$100,000 matching gift to Murray
has not earmarked the gift
school
State University's current fundraisto any program at this time.
ing effort.
"We have not, at this time,
The gift will be paid over a
about how the money
specified
be
will
period of four years and
directed toward programs that are will be used," he said. "But it
eligible for state matching funds. will.be a part of our overall cap"We appreciate this gift very ital campaign."
As a pan of the total gift, Ashmuch," said Murray State University Provost Gary Brockway.
"This gift will allow us to enhance • See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray Mayor Freed Curd spent many years
serving Kentucky as a state legislator.
It was no wonder, then, that when the West
Kentucky Caucus held a meeting in the Murray
State University Regional Special Events Center
Thursday night, Curd felt right at home.
"I just think it's great that we do have a facility here where we can host things like this," Curd
said "I feel great to have some part in getting it
here
The meeting was sponsored by the Kentucky
League of Cities. it is designed to give officials
at the city and county levels an opportunity to
have face-to-face contact with state legislators.
Officials from as far away as Madisonville
attended Thursday's meeting. State legislators Rep.
Bucky Buckingham, Rep. Charles Geveden, Rep.
Brent Yonts, Sen. Joey Pendleton and Sen. Bob
Jackson were also in attendance.
"This is a group of legislators that has been
very hard-working and has helped the League of
Cities numerous times in the past," said Sylvia
Lovely, executive director/CEO of the Kentucky
League of Cities.
"Government is exactly what we make of it,

ATLANTA (AP) — Authorities
are grimly piecing together what
they know about Mark 0. Barton.
the 44-year-old father, investor and
former murder suspect who walked
into two Atlanta brokerages and
killed nine people.
Some questions may never be
answered: Barton sped away after
the shooting rampage, driving to
a suburb where he killed himself
Thursday evening as police closed
in. Authorities later said he had

III See Page 2

killed his wife and two children yellow chrysanthemums and white
before committing one of the worst daisies — outside each with a
workplace massacres in the nation's card that said, "I'm so sorry. God
bless you."
history.
At the building where the first
injured,
were
people
Twelve
some by bullets and others by victims were killed, Allegiance
their frantic attempts to avoid the Telecom sales manager Eric Blaier
killer. Seven remained in critical was already at work but took a
break to sip a Diet Coke and gaze
condition today.
This morning, both buildings at the TV satellite trucks parked
where the shootings happened were outside.
open. Someone left a bouquet of
spring flowers — red carnations, • See Page 2

Airport project
needs city funds

Tonight Mostly clear Warm
and muggy. Low in the upper
70s. Light southwest wind.
hot
Saturday.. Continued
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both at the state and local level," Buckingham
said. "We've been very fortunate to have a number of outstanding people in Murray government."
In addition to a brief update on what will possibly happen during the 2000 General Assembly,
the state legislators fielded questions from the city
and county officials in attendance.
"This is going to be the most hectic General
Assembly since I've been in office," Yonts said.
"I think instead of one session this time, we could
be looking at multiple sessions."
One of the key issues that will face the General Assembly is the development of a new budget.
"My first and only prediction is that we may
be lucky to get a budget passed," Yonts said.
"This is the first time in several years that we
haven't had a surplus to work with," Jackson said.
"We set the estimations fairly conservatively, and
they were just about right."
Complicating budget matters even further will
be the decision by the General Assembly as to
how to distribute Kentucky's $112.7 million share
of the national tobacco settlement next year.

Shootings stun Atlanta
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Big
Brothers Big Sisters direcA NEW HOME...Murray Family YMCA staff members and
employee
Robert Hodges as he
tor Michelle Hansen opens the door for Woodcrafters
new
location.
to
YMCA's
the
moves almost S5,400 of donated furniture

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Building the Murray-Calloway County Airport's overlay project
hinges on a federal go-ahead that is all but certain.
Paying for the project. as well as other expenses, partly depends
on an increased contribution from the city of Murray, which is not
as certain, according to airport board Chairman Jim Fain.
"They're only saying they're going to give us $13,500," Fain said
Thursday night during the board's 34-minute meeting. He said the
board, which is slated to receive $30,000 from the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, had hoped for the same amount from the city.
The notice-to-proceed from the Federal Aviation Administration is
expected next week, then work can begin. Fain said. An overlay totaling 5 1/2 inches will cover the runway, while less-thicker layers wilt
top the taxiway and ramp.
The letter of approval from the FAA's Memphis district office was
expected before now, but Fain said he was told the letter contained
a typo and had to be re-drafted.
Still, the $1.109 million project has been "semi-approved" and
money is available, Fain said. Ninety percent of the cost will be paid
through federal funds; the remaining 10 percent will be divided through
state and local monies.
The board's local 5 percent will be just less than $55,500. And an
owed on the ongoing runway extension projestimated $60,000 is
ect, Fain said.
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approval of the site based council, I recommend that Randy McCallon be named as the new principal at Calloway County High
School."
Ainley's decision wasn't definite until early this week.
"I've wrestled with this all summer." Ainley noted. "I mulled it
over and prayed about it a lot ...
It wasn't an easy decision."
Ainley made his decision official Thursday morning in a brief
meeting with Salmon - resigning
effective Sept I.
"I wasn't shocked because I
knew he was considering it, but
I was surprised by the timing of
it," Salmon explained. "I never
thought that's what he wanted to
talk about when he asked to see
me."
Salmon praised Ainley's efforts
in the Calloway system.
"His service to Calloway County High School has been excellent," Salmon said. "We know he
has made a significant contribution to the lives of the children
of Calloway County ... His retirement is well earned."
Ainley leaves his Calloway
County post after serving as the
school's principal since 1977.
Before coming to CCHS, he
served as a teacher and coach at
Reidland High School and in a
similar capacity in the Graves County school system.
Ainley also served briefly as
an English teacher at Murray High
School before accepting the Calloway job.
"(Becoming a principal) was
the only goal I ever had," said
Ainley. "I never wanted to work
in the central office because I
couldn't be with the kids every day."
From building expansions to
more students and faculty. Ainley
CCHS.
has witnessed the growth of.
"When I came here, we had
just started a football team," he said.
"We didn't have a football field,
a baseball field or a soccer field.
We've added all of those things,
and we've added on to the school
two times.
"The faculty size has close to
doubled over the last 22 years.
That's basically been because of
the addition of programs. The num-

The $112.7 million is part of
$5.15 billion that is supposed to
be distributed among Kentucky
farmers over the next 25 years.
Lawsuits, however, such as the
one in Florida where a group of
smokers have sued a tobacco company for smoke-related health problems, could affect payment on the
settlement by the tobacco companies.
"It's been promised for 25 years,
but I wouldn't bet the farm on
it," Pendleton said. "If the lawsuit in Florida goes through, we
could only be looking at one year."
Pendleton said the General
Assembly will be looking into
ways to secure the money so it
will be distributed to farmers.
"If the farmers get the money,
they'll spend it locally," Pendleton said. "The rural area affects
the city area."
Lovely had echoed Pendleton's
thought earlier in the day during
a speech to the Murray Rotary
Club when she spoke of America
moving toward a "neo-agrarian
age."
"When those farmers stop bringing in their business, there will
be a noticeable difference in the
economy," Lovely said. "Anyone
who hasn't contacted their legislator about what's going on with
the tobacco settlement should do
so immediately."
While money was a concern,
none of the legislators seemed to
be in favor of the state using casino gambling as a source of raising additional revenue.
"At this point, I don't see a
need for Kentucky to increase its
gambling," Geveden said. "If it is
passed, I don't want to see 12 or
14 casinos run by the state."
If the evening had a theme, it
would be that Kentucky government is a large and complicated

JERRY AINLEY
her of students we have has stayed
about the same, but we did have
a high of 970 a few years ago."
Perhaps the biggest change during Ainley's tenure has been the
increase in technology.
"You'd never have dreamed 22
years ago that computers would
be such a big part of education."
said Ainley.
While many positive changes
have occured, Ainley points to an
increase in school security as a
negative one - which he says has
partly contributed to his decision
to retire.
"I think the security issue has
been the most drastic change," he
noted. "There are so many security measures that schools have to
look at now. It really should not
have to be that way. To me, it's
kind of taken a lot the joy out of
this job."
But despite the negative aspects
of his duties, Ainley has enjoyed
his time at CCHS.
"I think the greatest joy is being
with the kids every day, and just
being involved with what they're
doing," he said. "I've never had
the desire to leave this job for
anything."
What's next for Ainley?
"I hope to get involved in the
business sector somewhere in this
area," he explained. "I really don't
have any definite plans right now.
But I'll still be around."

II Airport ...
From Page 1

ed the first of the board's two
requested $15,000 funding increasBut the city council has bud- es. The fiscal court, which increased
geted only $13,500 as its appro- its base contribution to $15,000,
priation for the airport.
included the second one in its
The airport board's first-ever 1999-2000 budget.
budget, which was approved Thursday night, included $30,000 lineFain said he plans to talk to
items from city and county. A new the city council about matching
state law that took effect June I the county's contribution.
required the board to prepare a
"I hope I can convince them
budget. Fain said.
it's
important enough (to increase
Thursday
The airport board on
also approved its 1997-98 and 1998- its funding)," Fain said. "We do
99 list of expenses and revenues, have some expenses (which) will
which included $13,500 each from benefit them as much as anyone."
the city and county.
In other business, the board
Last year, both agencies grant- approved buying a $50,000 bond
,
for secretary/treasurer Justice
Mt OAN'
Fortenbery.
The board's next scheduled
meeting is Sept. 13.
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SYLVIA LOVELY
machine.
"People don't realize just how
big Kentucky government is," Yonts
said. "It can be very stressful up
there when things get started up."
"We've got 138 people up there,
and they represent a large crosssection of the state," Buckingham
said: "They do, I think, whatever
they can to help their constituents."
Still, none of the state legislators could really give a bad report
of the western Kentucky area.

Graves County officials arrested
Wood, 23, at his home when he arrived as they and Detective Sgt.
Max Parrish of the Calloway
County Sheriffs Department were
executing a search warrant.
The search stemmed from a report that items taken from a New
Concord home earlier this month
were at Wood's home.
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"I saw a lot of blood in the
hallway," said Chris Carter, 32,
who works on the building's third
floor. "There was a trail of blood
leading from one end of the hallway to the other." It wasn't immediately clear what relationship Barson had with the Momentum firm,
if any.
Barton then walked across a busy
six-lane road and into the AllTech Investment Group, a day trading firm in the Piedmont Center
building where he had been a
client. Five died there.
Barton, who was carrying a pistol in each hand, at one point
reportedly said: "I hope this doesn't upset your trading day."
Barton came into the office
"and after speaking with our branch
manager, suddenly stood up and
for no reason opened fire on the
manager and his secretary," Jai
Ramoutar, director of All-Tech,
said in a statement released from
the company's headquarters in
Montvale, N.J.
"This man then went into our
main trading room and began indiscriminately shooting the customers."
Nell Jones, 53, a day trader at
All-Tech, said she was sitting at
her computer when she heard shots.
"I was sitting outside the door
when he exited, so I was the first
person to look into his eyes," Ms.
Jones told WSB-TV."He was someone who was very calm and determined, no feelings. The bullet
missed me and then he turned to
shoot at other people, so I was
able to escape,"
Campbell said the victims were
shot with 9 mm and .45-caliber
handguns.

time" spent working on perjury and
obstruction-of-justice issues, the
Dallas-based law firm of Rader,
Campbell, Fisher & Pyke said in a
statement. "In sum, we continue to
assert that Ms. Jones' attorneys are
entitled to the full amount of fees
claimed, if not more."
Peter Lavallee, administrator of
Clinton's legal fund, said the trustees wouldn't consider whether
they could use the money they've
raised for legal fees to pay the
president's fine unless Clinton tells
them he wants them to do so.
The award by U.S. District
Judge Susan Webber Wright was
on top of $850,000 Clinton paid to
Mrs. Jones to settle the sexual harassment lawsuit she brought against
him.
Clinton's testimony in the case
led to his impeachment by the U.S.
House and eventual acquittal in a
Senate trial.
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1413 Dudley Drive
A must see property. City living in a country quiet setting, 3
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Amenities include central vacuum & built in sewing machine
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Officials noticed a smell of
ether, which is sometimes used in
making meth, at the home and later
found other chemicals used in making the drug. Redmon said. He
added that they also found some of
the finished product drying.
They also found a riding lawn
mower that was stolen from the
Calloway County home and a
handgun under a seat in Wood's
vehicle, he said.
Wood was charged with first-degree manufacturing meth, a Class B
felony, and first-degree possession
of meth and receiving stolen property more than $300, both Class D
felonies.
He was also charged with misdemeanor carrying a concealed
deadly weapon, possession of marijuana, cultivation of marijuana less
than five plants, possession of drug
paraphernalia and possession of
burglary tools.

•Atlanta ...
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Graves County authorities are
continuing an investigation of a
Farmington man arrested Wednesday on drug- and theft-related
charges, according to a Graves
County sheriffs official.
Chief Deputy Dewayne Redmon
said Friday morning that Jason
Wood could face charges on top of
those filed against him, which include methamphetamine manufacturing and possession.

"A lot of good things are happening in western Kentucky," Jack"In the game of telecom sales,
son said. "I think we have a gov- it's business as usual," said Blaier,
ernor who really understands cen- who works on the same floor
tral Kentucky and that helps a where four victims were killed.
lot."
"Unfortunately true."
Speculation on a motive has
While Lovely said in her Rotary
on Barton's work as a
centered
Club speech that there is still room
trader, investors who dabble
day
Calthat
for improvement, stating
moment-by-moment
risky,
in
loway County still has 21 percent changes in the stock market, which
of its children living in poverty dropped sharply Thursday. But Barand a 69 percent educational attain- ton's family was slain earlier in
ment rate, she feels that the area the week and company officials
is on the right track.
said he hadn't traded since April
"I never dread coming to Mur- at the firm where five of his vicray because it's done such a good tims died.
job of advancing itself," Lovely
"We have no idea what caused
said. "This is a wonderful com- Mr. Barton to begin shooting,"
munity."
Mayor Bill Campbell said.
Clues may be found in notes
left with the bodies of his family. Police have not disclosed their
except to say that they
contents,
improve its system of higher eduFrom Page 1
had found a list indicating Barton
cation.
had intended to kill at least three
land will donate more than $2.5
"I don't know of any effective
people.
million to Kentucky's eight pub- higher education system in the more
shooting rampage — the
The
lic universities and the Kentucky
nation that can be run by just
the Atlanta area in little
in
third
Techniand
College
Community
government and tuition support,"
two months — and the
than
more
cal College System.
Patton said.
stunned the city
manhunt
ensuing
The gift from the Ashland Inc.
Increasing endowments and priand quickly capmillion
3.1
of
supplemented
help,
be
Foundation will
vate sector participation can
tured national attention. It was the
by an additional $2.5 million from
Patton said.
latest in a grisly wave ,of mass
the state of Kentucky.
”This is not all that we need
slayings at schools and workplaces,
to
addition
"Today's gift, in
to do, but it is one of the things
and President Clinton today
directly benefitting the universiwe must do," Patton said.
sadness at the bloodexpressed
ties, is intended to improve the
Universities are able to use the
shed.
for
profile of these excellent postsec- funds from challenge grants
ondary institutions," said Ashland
endowed chairs, professorships and
Barton, dark-haired and 6-footInc. Chief Executive Officer Paul graduate fellowships and research. 4, was wearing khaki shorts when
Chellgren during Thursday's news
The money will be paid in install- he walked into the Momentum
conference at the Capitol.
ments over the next two to five Securities brokerage at the Two
Under a bill enacted during the
years, the amount varying by insti- Securities Centre building in the
1997 special session of the Gen- tution. The University of Kentucky trendy Buckhead section of Atlanta
eral Assembly, the state has agreed
will receive the most funds, fol- about 3 p.m. Thursday.
to match private donations up to lowed by the University of
Four people were dead within
$110 million through the end of Louisville.
minutes.
this year.
Chellgren said he hopes his
company's donation will move other
businesses and individuals to donate
so the colleges and universities
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — federal court order Thursday to pay
can receive the remaining $12 milAfter
five years of court battles and about $90,000 in penalties for givlion in the state's matching fund
almost $1 million in remuneration ing false testimony about his relabefore the Dec. 31 deadline.
tionship with Monica Lewinsky.
Gov. Paul Patton said donations from President Clinton, it's now up
to
Paula
team
Jones'
to
legal
decide
But some in Mrs. Jones' camp,
like Ashland Inc.'s are vital to
push
whether
to
for
or
an
more
put
to
efforts
had sought nearly. $500,000,
who
continuing
Kentucky's
end to her claims.
say they may appeal for more.
Clinton's lawyers say the presi"We feel the court vastly underdent is willing to comply with a
estimated the reasonable amount of

1 month S6.00I6 months $36.00
$72.00
3 months 518.0011 year
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Wood probe continues;
other charges possible
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Mahfoud releases album's second edition
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James Ray Rhoades, 86, St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, died today,
July 30, 1999, at 4 a.m. at Britthaven at Benton.
He was a retired farmer and also retired from the Tennessee
Valley Authority. An Army veteran of World War II, he was a
member of Goshen United Methodist Church.
Born Feb. 6, 1913, he was the son of the late Ephrim Rhoades and Maudie Higgins Rhoades. Three sisters and one brother
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Delpha Lane Rhoades, to whom
he was married on Oct. 10, 1947; three daughters, Mrs. Ruth
Potts and husband, Teddy, and Mrs. Diane Patterson and husband,
Harry, all of Murray, and Mrs. Mary Jane Key and husband, Stan,
Lexington; one sister, Mrs. Thelma Higgins, Michigan; four grandchildren, Susan Potts, Ryan Key, Neil Key and Jordan Patterson.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hematite Cemetery in Land Between the
Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Lena Contri
The funeral for Mrs. Lena Contri of Murray will be Saturday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of the Union Funeral Home, West Frankfort, Ill. Burial will follow in St. John Cemetery there.
Visitation will be from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight (Friday) at the
funeral home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had charge of local arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. John School, 213
East Oak St., West Frankfort, Ill. .62896.
Mrs. Contri, 87, Kenwood Drive, Panorama Shores, Murray,
died Tuesday, July 27, 1999. at 10:35 a.m. at the home of her
son.
Her husband, Armando Contri, died in 1987. Born Feb. 16,
1912, in West Frankfort, she was the daughter of the late Domnnie Boggia and Mary Gongoli Boggia. She was a member of St.
John Catholic Church, West Frankfort.
Survivors include one son, Larry Contri, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Louise Memham, Los Cruces, N.M.; two grandchildren, Todd
Contri and Shannon Contri; two great-grandchildren.
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Anisa Mahfoud, a resident of
Murray, has released the second edition of her debut album named
"Anisa.
Mahfoud said "I named the
album after myself because every
song on the tape is a part of me."
She wrote all of the songs, words
and music, on the audio cassette."
The local artist said "I have loved
music since I was a little child
and learn to play the guitar at an
early age." She had teachers who
taught her to play. She has taken
courses of music in the Murray
State University College of Music,
and at the University of Chico in
California where she played with

Local student
among spring
graduates at Ea,
Michael Hornback, a Calloway
County student, received a bachelor's degree in public relations
from Eastern Kentucky University at the end of EKU's spring semester.
The university recognized 2,194
graduates and degree candidates
at its 92nd spring commencement,
held May 8 at Hanger Field. That
number included 898 December
graduates who were invited to participate in the ceremony.
The new degree-holders join
more than 80,000 Eastern alumni
in Kentucky and across the United States.

classical band tor a few years.
Mahfoud is a graduate of Damascus University in Syria and she
was a member of many choirs
there.
Her songs range between clas-

sical,
folk, but says she
loves =and pop. Her music
and songs are the conservative,
sweet and romantic type.
The tape is available at Terrapin Station in Murray.

RAILROADERS
(Pipefitters. Labors Boilermakers Machinists. Electrician's. Clerks & Carmen)

Exposed to Asbestos in the shops in the 40s- 70's?
FREE X-RAY SCREENING - COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
Monday, August 2, 1999 - 9:a.m. 111 12:00 noon
3835 Technology Drive, Paducah. KY 42001
(Exit 4 off Interstate 24)
The Law firm of Bondurant & Appleton
1-800-542-0826

ANISA MAHFOUD

PitPPt-iescf
July Special
1999 Chevrolet Cavalier 2DR
Stock # 99294

Have A News Tip...Call 753-1916 ex. 27

You Can Count
On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

OIRELGB
INSURANCE
Yourpartner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

Watch Your Savings Add Up
With The Purchase
Of These Great Brands...
All
y

Laundry
Fresh
Care Detergent
Po
lldent
Corripose Mouthwash
Siltn-Fast
Nesquick
GPC
Cereal
Glad Cigarettes
Sandwich
Bags

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-10822.00 + 30.71
Air Products
33
/
2,
AT&T
1
2-1
53/
Bell South
/
2.+II
481
Briggs & Stratton
.59%.'.
Bristol Myers Squibb....67% +/
1
2
Caterpillar
591
/
2+1
/
2
Daimler Chrysler
751
/
2/
2
Dean Foods
431
/
2+1
/
2
Exxon
79 + 11
Ford Motor
50% - 1%.
.+1
/
2,
112/
1
2
General Electric
/
2
General Motors
63%.-1
Goodrich
Goodyear
.54%+
201
/
2 B 21 A
HopFed Bank*
1261
/
2
.+ 1%.
IBM
63%4-3/.
Ingersoll Rand
/
2,
70% + 11
Intel
27 +1
/
2
Kroger
212
LG &E
Lucent Tech
+1
/
2
23/
1
2+1
Mattel
/
2
41% +1
McDonalds
54% -%
Mercantile Bank
681
/
2+ 11
/
2
Merck
Microsoft
/
2
881.+ 11
45!',.
J.C. Penney
/
2,
Pfizer, Inc.
/
26+1
.341
Quaker Oats
67%.'.
/
2.
Schering-Plough
50/
1
2+1
411
/
2,+1
Sears
/
2.
62 4-‘,
Texaco
Time Warner
731
/
2,+
45 +%
Union Planters
UST
/
2 4-'1.
Wal-Mart
441
*Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - pace unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
•
Information
FflwARD
Available
DONS
Upon Request
SINCE 1854
Our

Inec.,:tirrent 1.5 Yon.
Post and S7PC

J J1 Nbard WL Lyons, Inc • Inerntw

36 mo. Lease
•Automatic
•Air Conditioning

•AM/FM Cassette
•Much More

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

Incestnwnts Since 18.54

Company

'18499* per mo.
*36 month,closed end lease, price includes sales tax. $644.99 due
at lease signing (includes: 1st month payment,security deposit,
1st year license). 36 month-36,000 miles - with approved credit.

SUBSCRIBE
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Look for money-saving coupons
inside the next edition of

MURRAY
D
LEER
& TIMES

Pt-P/i/ecc
CHEVROLET.

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
Oldsmobile.

0„dereac.
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Laughter can help

I-1ERE'S YOUR NEW PATIENT'S BILL OF RICATS
YOU WILL RECEIVE TOP-OF-NE-ONE CARE,
PRoMPTCY AND EFFECT‘VG-LY, DELWGRED /Ai
VE AlANNER,
A comPAssioNATE AND SENs tTt
. To You OR qm-doiVE ELSE.
AT No COST

What is the truth?
"I am not a prophet," Israel's
new prime minister, Ehud Barak,
told an American TV interviewer
who had asked whether "a true
Palestinian state" might soon
emerge.
But then Barak prophesied that
in 15 months Israel would negotiate a peace deal with Syria and
will have finalized agreements with
the Yasser Arafat.
Officials in Barak's office quickly explained that 15 months is a
working framework and not a firm
commitment, but that's not how
it sounds to the Clinton Administration.
Officials calculate that in about
15 months there will be a presidential election ... perfect timing
to help Al Gore win the presidency (should he be the nominee), ensure a Clinton legacy and
cast Clinton in the role of messiah when, in fact, he will resemble Neville Chamberlain.
President Clinton .already is
throwing money around, promising new long-term aid to Israel
and her adversaries.
But he is not Bob Barker and
this is not "The Price Is Right."
As always in the Middle East,
reality trumps hope.
Through the United Nations and
the Geneva Convention, much of
the world continues seeking to
force Israel to yield up so much
land that its very existence will
be imperiled.
And the Arab press continues
to reveal the true intentions of
Israelis enemies, which are ignored
at Israel's peril.
Writing in Al-Ahram Weekly
last week, Abdelwahab Elmessiri,
professor emeritus in philosophy
at Am Shams University, said:
"The Jews form an organic people (a yolk) that is organically
attached to Palestine, and therefore does not belong to Western
civilization.

To transform this parasitic people ... it should be transferred ...
outside Europe (Palestine eventually became the targeted area, on
account of its strategic importance
to the West.)
The pariah yolk would then be
settled there, replacing the indigenous population (that should be
either exterminated or expelled).
Jewish Volk would achieve
through Western imperialist formation what it failed to achieve
through the Western cultural formation."
By this reasoning. Palestine is
a country that belonged to Palestinians until it was invaded and
usurped by the Jews.
Jerusalem was the Palestinian
capital but is now being Judaized
by Israel. Under such a historically fraudulent scenario, the only
right and just thing for Israel to
do is "return" land to its proper
owners, the Palestinians.
Add to this bad history an even
worse moral reasoning.
An Israeli with whom I recently spoke told me of her longing
for peace: "I have one son in the
army and another one going soon,"
she said, "and I want there to be
peace.'
She said she didn't care whether
Israel gave up land or not to get
that peace. "We are so tired of
war,' she told me.
And how much land did she think
would be necessary to achieve this
peace?
Would 1948 borders suffice?.
"Oh, no, not that much, ' she
replied

Dear Editor
At KET, we put a premium on the trust and
support Kentuckians have given us for • more than
30 years.
That is why KET does not exchange, sell or
give away our membership lists. We deplore the

WASHINGTON (AP) — Go to
any bookstore and you'll find hods
WASHINGTON TODAY
of advice on coping with the death
of a loved one, how to "work
through" grief.
But psychologist George BonanLAURAN NEERGAARD
no contends there's little science
the
advice.
of
much
up
to back
Associated Press Writer
So he set out to study bereaveDacher Keltner of the Univerment — and found that contrary
People don't think it's normal?
to much of the self-help grief
Actually, they can be pretty sity of California, Berkeley, is a
industry, some people may find judgmental, says Wortman, who specialist in facial expressions who
laughter helps.
studies parents who have lost young analyzed the tapes.
Not forced laughter. Bonanno's children.
It's very hard to fake genuine
not advising anyone to peddle
She recalled the mother of an
emotions — heartfelt
positive
jokes to the bereaved.
infant who died of sudden infant
But the Catholic University pro- death syndrome. The mother, try- smiles and laughter include not
fessor studied recent widows and ing to keep life more normal for just the mouth but specific muswidowers by videotaping them as her older child, gave the sibling cles around the eyes that scienthey recalled their spouse.
a birthday party.
•
tists can track.
He says those who were able
The mother "was extremely hurt
The mourners' grief clearly
to give a heartfelt laugh once or to hear a neighbor say, 'How can
twice during the reminiscence she be throwing a party at a time showed, but Keltner spotted those
appeared to cope better over time. like this?" Wortman said.
who did give a heartfelt laugh or
A polite "social" smile or laugh
two.
an
making
are
"When people
— yes, scientists can tell the dif- attempt to show positive emotion
Some recalled an amusing story.
ference — didn't count. Those and be happy, it's important to
Some laughed after an angry
people coped worse.
support them."
memory,a tool Bonanno said reach"If you look at the bereaveBonanno
hearing
Indeed,
es out to listeners to say, "I'm
ment literature, laughter and posdescribe it, laughter seems a subnever
itive emotions are almost
angry but I'm in control, I'm going
conscious tool that mourners may
mentioned," Bonanno said.
to be OK."
from
find draws more support
When it is,"it's generally viewed
Bonanno found those people
typically are uncomwho
friends,
with great suspicion, as a form of
grieving and scored better on his coping tests.
the
around
fortable
denial or avoiding, which is very
thus may avoid them.
How does he know mourners_
odd, I think."
people tend who laughed weren't already copbereavement,
"In
Some psychologists look askance
to feel this utter aloneness," said
at Bonanno's contention. Others call
ing better, which is why they could
Bonanno. Laughter helps "bond
his studies groundbreaking.
laugh?
Regardless, psychologists agree you to people."
The questionnaires measured
Certainly laughter is part of some
there's no one way to grieve.
initial levels of grief so
mourners'
It's an intensely personal time grief rituals.
or
wake,
Irish
the
of
Think
control for that,
could
Bonanno
that everyone handles differently.
profuneral
Orleans
New
those
but he has more studies planned
But it's important to learn if
woefully
friends
where
cessions
Bonanno's right.
for better evidence.
"It suggests those in the sup- parade behind the casket before
"Many well-intentioned people
port network should be tolerant wildly celebrating the deceased's ... may feel that they have a duty
and recognize that if the bereaved life.
Bonanno, in studies funded by to honor the deceased and the pain
laugh over reminiscences, this is
National Institutes of Health, of loss with somber reassurances,"
the
perfectly natural and normal," said
more on personal han- he advises this month in a British
focused
Camille Wortman, a psychologist
grief.
of
dling
New
of
University
State
at the
journal for therapists.
Besides videotaping widows and
York, Stonybrook.
"Warm support coupled with
"Further, they might do things widowers, he followed them for the encouragement to laugh now
to encourage reminiscences, such two years with standard psychoand then may be equally as imporas recalling an interesting or amus- logical questionnaires to see how
tant, if not imperative."
coped.
they
ing story."

"How would you know how
much land would be enough?" I
asked.
She wasn't sure.
"Don't you believe what your
enemies say in their press and in
their mosques and to their own
people about wanting all the land
and being satisfied with nothing
less?" I asked.
"Oh, I don't believe any of
that," she naively replied.
She is the type of person the
State Department Arabists and
Israel's other enemies are counting on to seal any "peace deal."
What it will seal, of course, is
Israel's fate.
People who refuse to understand the mind of clerical extremists can't comprehend a people
Who believe Allah has selected them
for a mission to exterminate all
"infidels" by any means necessary
and that if signing agreements with
those infidels causes them to lower
their guard so they might better
achieve that divine mandate, so
be it.
It doesn't take a prophet to see
what will happen if Israel relinquishes more land without ironclad guarantees and reciprocity the
world has yet to see from the
Palestinian Authority.
All it takes is a knowledge of
history, a reading of the Arab
press, an understanding of human
nature and just a little theological
training.
Most prophets would comprehend such things.
So should Israel's prime minister.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

KET keeps
lists private

fact - reported by the media recently - that some
public TV stations have not followed such a policy.
Be assured we and the majority of public TV
stations in the country will continue to earn the
public's confidence and support with our quality,
educational programming and our vigilant stewardship.
Virginia G. Fox
KET Executive Director and CEO
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502-2296

Letter policy...
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Letters must be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071,
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or e-
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 16 - Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal, on
Israeli Prime Minister Barak's peace efforts:
Peace-minded Arabs throughout the region have
high expectations for Israel's newly sworn prime
minister, former armed forces Chief Ehud Barak.
Those hopes were reinforced when, three days
after being sworn into office, he commenced a
whirlwind diplomatic tour to stress his commitment to peace and meet with the leaders of Syria,
Jordan and Egypt.
Those good intentions may be hurt by his call
for Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat to abandon his
request for the full and immediate implementation
of the Wye River memorandum, an American-brokered land-for-security deal concluded last fall in
Wye, Md. ...
Barak, understandably, is looking for the path
of least political resistance around Israeli factions
opposed to dealing with Palestinians.
But it's unrealistic to expect Arafat, who has
similar domestic political problems and who has
had to negotiate with a succession of Israeli prime
ministers, to go back to square one. ...
Once again, Israel has a leader willing to seriously consider peaceful coexistence with Palestinians.
Safety, freedom of movement and self-governance are pivotal to new progress in a long-stalled
peace process.
July 19 - The Miami Herald, on John F.
Kennedy Jr.:
Collectively, America gasped: John F. Kennedy
Jr., his wife, Carolyn, and her sister Lauren Bessette dead.
As a toddler John-John captured the nation's
heart playing under the desk of his father, the
35th President — and then its grief with a poignant
final salute. ...
For much of America John F. Kennedy Jr. was,
as is his sister, Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg, a
special person — the progeny through which a
venerated President's ideals and inspiration might
spring back to life.
Yet Mr. Kennedy got no closer to politics than
to establish George, a slick magazine blending politics and celebrity.
What he might have become and achieved —
given a longer, forgiving life — now passes to
speculation adding to the mystique of a family
that reflects America's hopes and despairs.
July 20 - Journal Star, Peoria, Ill., on moonwalk anniversary:
In a heartbreaking symbiosis, of sorts, today we
celebrate the occasion of man's walking on the
moon while simultaneously mourning the son of
the president who first challenged America to tackle that frontier.

Triumph and tragedy sometimes move hand in
hand, stride for stride.
Adventure has its risks, as we sadly recognize
now with the passing of John F. Kennedy Jr. and
as those involved with this nation's space program
are quick to remind us in this era of seemingly
routine space travel.
But just because mankind's search for fullness
and meaning entails some danger does. not mean
we should cease testing our limits.
We must go on, while learning from the bad
fortune that sometimes makes us question our purspits. ...
July 20 - The News Tribune, Tacoma, Wash.,
on moon landing anniversary:
"The Eagle has landed," astronaut Neil Armstrong told America and the world 30 years ago.
Those four words described one of mankind's
most audacious, remarkable feats: the Apollo 11
manned space flight and the landing of Armstrong
and Buzz Aldrin on the moon.
Although it was followed by other landings on
the moon, nothing ever approached the drama and
the importance of the first one.
There was the drama of the moment.
When the cool-thinking Armstrong realized that
the computer navigation would set Eagle, the lunar
!ander, down among dangerous boulders in a gaping crater, he acted.
A crash landing or even an awkward one would
have damaged the landing struts and left both
astronauts forever stranded on the moon.
Instead, Armstrong manually guided the craft,
landing it flawlessly in a flat area in the Sea of
Tranquility.
Then there was the political importance of the
landing.
It symbolized victory in a propaganda-rich technological race with Cold War roots. ...
Finally, there was the irony and drama of the
era and the year in which the landing took place.
In 1969 the nation was divided by the Vietnam
War and the civil rights movement.
Competing visions of America tore violently at
the national fabric: the country appeared to be
coming apart at the seams of race, class and generation.
Yet, in the middle of seemingly endless chaos,
American technology and will had produced a spectacular result.
For one day the vast differences dividing the
country, if not forgotten, were at least suspended,
as Americans, joined by othericross the world,
watched the events unfolding on the moon in awe.
Viewers realized they were watching a momentous event, not just in American history, but in the
history of humanity. ...
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It is so nice to read about the accomplishments of our former newspaper carriers in the Murray Ledger & Times.
The story on Thursday about Dr. Michael Wilkins and his
being named a Center for Teaching Excellence Scholar at Texas
A & M. University reminded me of the many former carriers.
Michael carried a paper route for the Ledger while attending
Murray High School and his sister, Shannon, took over his
paper route when he went away to enter the University of Kentucky.
When the Ledger became a daily in June of 1947, the paper
boys, mostly middle school age and using bicycles, would gather in the stock room to await their stack of newspapers to
deliver in the city of Murray. Working as bookkeeper for the
paper at that time, I became acquainted with so many of those
early carriers. Some of those I especially remember include
Bobby Starks, Joe Young, Roy Weatherly Jr., Bill McLemore,
Gordon Enix, Jimmy Boone, and my younger brother, Bobby
Workman.
The training the boys and girls received in taking a paper
route and having to collect from the customers at that time
gave them valuable training for later life. The carriers are one
of the most important jobs of the newspaper.
We appreciate the carriers and the work they do now for
The Murray Ledger & Times.

Need Line has issued a list of special needs to help the clients.
Food items needed include powdered milk, canned meat and poultry, tuna, crackers, rice and macaroni and cheese. Non-food needs
include bleach, shampoo, tooth paste, tooth brushes, deodorant,
razors and shaving cream. School supplies needed are clear backpacks, broad markers, wireless notebooks, college rule filler paper
and 5-subject college rule spiral notebooks. These may be taken to
the Need Line office, located on the bottom floor of the Weaks
Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. School supplies will be issued to students from
both school systems on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
office. For information call 753-6333.

qt

All Girl Scout leaders are encouraged to tend a Leaders' meeting on Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the Girl cout cabin on Sharpe
Street. Each leader will be able to pick up the troop packets which
will include much needed information to start the troop off to a
great year. Also the leader will receive information on the upcoming Service Unit Camp. Also leaders are requested to turn in the
financial reports.

VFW van available for veterans
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars now
has available a van to provide transportation for veterans to and
from the Veterans Administration hospital at Nashville, Tenn. Veterans are requested to call 72 hours ahead for transportation, but
please state if it is an emergency. For this service call Daythel
Turley at 753-9472.

West View plans activities
Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home
include a devotion with Jeremy Hudgin at 10 a.m. and Bingo at
2 p.m. on Friday; Crafts at 10 a.m. and afternoon movie, "Dr.
Dolittle" with the grandkids at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday.

Jones reunion on Sunday
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Census meeting on Saturday
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A meeting for persons interested in jobs for the Census 2000
of the U.S. Census Bureau will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Full or part time positions will be
available. Other meetings will be Aug. 25 at 9:30 a.m. and Aug.
28 at 10 a.m. at the library. For more information call Julia
Wooldridge at 1-270-247-3330 or 1-888-325-7733.

Bazzell Cemetery annual meeting will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at
the cemetery. Later a potluck meal will be served at the Farmington Community Building, Farmington. Persons unable to attend
may send their donations to Willis Sanders, 8224 St. Rt. 121 North,
Murray, KY 42071.

Hospital retirees to meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday at 9 a .m. for breakfast at Dutch Essenhaus. For information call Lottie Brandon at 753-3517 or Nancy
McClure at 492-8640.

Robert Schindler of Murray left
in July for Thailand for studies
as a participant with the Rotary
Club District #6440 International
Student Exchange Program.
He will attend school for one
year as a junior in high school.
He has been attending Calloway
County High School and the Kentucky School for the blind.
Schindler was born in Okinawa,
Japan, and has traveled around
the world with his mother, Marilyn Yunker, as she served active
duty with the United States Navy
and who is currently serving her
17th years with the U.S. Naval
Reserves.
"I am extremely proud to serve
as an ambassador for the United
States during my studies in Thailand, and appreciate the help of
the local people in preparing me
for this most prestigious opportu-

Haircuts Highlights
°ER

Perms
Long Hair Slfghtly lirgher

•

Reg. $10.00

Hair Cs? Tanning Salon
1104 Story

Ave

WALK-INS WELCOME

,PG13 - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:30 •
•
•
•

.Eyes Wide Shut
•
R - 1:30 - 7:30
•
•

753-2887

Blue Sea

.
•
•

•
•

•R - 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:45 •
•
•

BIRTHS

•

•American Pie

James Patrick Burriss II and Renee M. Bergquist of P.O. Box 113,
New Concord, are the parents of a son, Wayne Edward Altman Burriss,, born Friday, July 16, 1999, at 6:22 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. .
The baby weighed five pounds 15 ounces and measured 18 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Kelly Darnell and Scott Darnell, and Terry and
Pam Taner, all of New Concord, James Patrick Burriss of Gary, Ind.,
and Pat and Mike Bergquist of Toledo, Ohio.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

•R - 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:15 •
•
•
•

.Runaway Bride

:

•PG - 1:20 - 3:35 - 7:15 - 9:35 •
•
•
•Big Daddy
•

1:05 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:30 "
•
••••••••••••••

PG13 :

• Program Information •
•
•
Call 753-3314
••••••••••••••

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
•6 Year Limited Warranty
.
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

At the end of a long day. the
Reader's Floor Lamp comforts
your tired eyes. The patented
reflector cup system ensures
that you have comfortable
reading light without distracting glare. And, it just happens to he beautiful
1161are-Free lighting
1111 Ideal Tast. Illumination
•Extended Reading lime II Beautiful and Ourrable
•Reduced Eye Strain

'
•#

Coldwell Banker Service 1st Realty of
Cadiz, Ky is having an open house.

Date July 31
Time 2:00 until?
Directions - From Cadiz take Hwy 272 to Hall RD,
then follow signs.
New Custom Built Home facing beautiful Lake
Barkley. This home has app. 2000 sq. ft. of living
area, PLUS a 1600 sq. ft. partially finished basement. A very well designed home with 3 hr., 2 ba.,
tile countertops and a beautiful spiral staircase
leading from basement to loft. Also included ia a 2
car detached garage.

Priced at
$195,000.00

Cuts S5 Extra

UPPER CUTS

••••••••••••••
•
et •
•
•
•
•
•
•
Theatres
•
•
1008 Chestnut St.
•
•
•
•
•
Matinees Everyday
•
• Through August 1st! •
•
•Inspector Gadget :

•Deep

AN ILLUMINATING VIEW
ON BEAUTY & COMFORT

,
17

day - sausage and biscuit; Friday Poptart. Cereal, toast, cinnamon toast,
juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - corn dogs, burrito w/salsa,
hamburger; Wednesday - chicken sandwich, Sloppy Joe sandwich, pizza;
Thursday - hot ham and cheese sandwich, bar-b-que ribette, cheeseburger;
Friday - foot-long hot dog, chef salad,
pizza. Vegetables, fruits, juice and
milk are available daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Tuesday - turnover;- Wednesday blueberry muffin; Thursday - sausage
and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll.
Cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - taco salad bar, stuffed
crust pizza, tuna salad plate; Wednesday - chicken drumsticks, ham sandwich; Thursday - chef salad, burn toes w/cheese; Friday - fish sandwich, submarine sandwich. Pizzas,
hamburgers, cheeseburgers, potatoes,
vegetables, fruit and milk are available daily.

7:05 - 9:00 •
•
•
•
•The Haunting
•

ROBERT SCHINDLER
nity," Schindler said.
His mother and grandfather,
Leonard Schindler, both reside in
Murray.

TIRES

Special* good thru 8/31/99

Dominoes at 9 a.m. and Armchair
Aerobics at 10:30 a.m. West Kentucky Legal Services will be at
the „center from 9 atri. to noon to
offer assistance with wills, living
wills and powers of attorney.
There is no charge for this service, but seniors should call the
center at 753-0929 to set up an
appointment.
Events on Friday will be Armchair Exercises at 8 a.m. and
Bridge Club at noon. We are always
looking new Bridge players. Come
by yourself or bring a friend.

•PG - 1:10 - 3:00 -

\NI\ & 11141 Alla
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city schools for the
week of Aug. 3 to 6 have been
released by Judy Clark, food service director for Murray City
Schools. Calloway County Schools
will not open until Aug. 11, according to Janice McCuiston, food
service director.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Tuesday - Poptart; Wednesday Honey Bun; Thursday - pancake and
sausage on a stick; Friday - power
bar. Cereal, toast, milk and juice are
available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - pizza, tuna salad w/crackers; Wednesday - hamburger, bar-bque chicken sandwich; Thursday chicken nuggets, peanut butter and
jelly sandwich; Friday - sack lunch hot dog, peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Vegetables, fruit, milk, juice
and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Tuesday - pancake and sausage on
a stick; Wednesday - Danish; Thurs-

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
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Pictured are Calloway County High School Freshman
Coach Chris King and two volunteers at the recent fundraiser for the Calloway County Back Board Basketball
Booster Club.

RECYCLE

tech-

week off with Armchair Aerobics
at 8 a.m. Join us at 1 p.m. for
Bingo.
A local minister will lead us'
in a time of devotion at 10 a.nt
Tuesday. Armchair Aerobics, focusing on increasing stamina and muscle strength, will begin following
the devotion. Our monthly Spelling
Bee will begin at 12:30 p.m.
Armchair Aerobics-- will begin
at 8 a.m. on Wednesday. Pinochle
play will begin at 12:30 p.m. this
is always open to new players.
Thursday events will start with

SCHOOL MENUS

Warehouse Tire (co,(?p,

REUSE THE NEWS

r the

haos,
spec-

If you need a ride to the doctor,
grocery store, bank or pharmacy,
call out office at 753-0929 to
schedule your ride.
If you have a friend or family member that could benefit from
a daily telephone call, we have a
telephone reassurance program to
help.
Our volunteer, Lynn Tucker,
checks on residents throughout the
county on a daily basis to assure
their well being and to extend a
kind word.
On Monday we will start the

Wayne Edward Altman Burriss

Bazzell meeting at cemetery
and

By TERI COBB
Activities Director
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens have planned activities for
the week of Aug. 2 to 6 at the
Weaks Community Center, 607
Poplar St., Murray.
We invite you to come and join
us each day for lunch which is
served at 11 a.m. with the suggested donation of $1 per person.
Milk, coffee and tea are the daily
choices of beverages.
We are now offering transportation Monday through Friday.

Schindler goes to Thailand

Girl Scout leaders will me

bad
)ur-

,

Senior citizens list activities

Need Line lists special needs

The family and friends of Arlie and Harriet Smith Jones will
have a reunion on Sunday at the Weaks Community Center. A
potluck meal will be served about noon. Persons are asked to use
the rear entrance. For more information call Patricia Lassiter at
753-7787.
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FURNITURE, INC.
103 So. 3rd St. • Murray • 753-3621

COLDWeILL
BANKeR

For more information contact:
Joey Ricks at

Coldwell Banker
1-800-522-4699
270-522-5447 - Home
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ADVENTISTS

FAIN INSURANCE

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat: 1000 a.m.
abbath School
Sat 900 a m.
orship

AGENCY
614 South
4th St.
Murray,
Ky.

Business

Auto

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

Your Ad Could Be : ere

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

Support your local church directory.

BAPTIST

ra

Home

Life

(270)
753-002

Health

BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
To Advertise Your Business
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
1305 N. 12th St.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
Murray
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Michelin - Regal - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile
Wednesday Serv.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
WM
VIAL
ALWAYS
LOW PRICES
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FOR D
FIRST BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
..
MERCURY
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Services
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Business
In
Over 25 Years
\..
1
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
formal Wrar 1.ab4DCS
flar.fli g
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Formal Wear and.Limousine
HARDIN BAPTIST
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
.Weddings • Proms .Banquets •Birthdays 'Anniversaries
Worship
8.9.15 & 1030 a.m.
Sun. Schools
304 Main St. 4 ign samit
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Market
N.
116
Murray, KY 42071
7 p.m.
Wed. Worship
38242
TN
Paris,
HAZEL BAPTIST
(270) 753-1300
Book Li usene
(901)642-5300
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Services For
(270) 759-4713
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Free
Toll
Wedding!
Your
Toll Free
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
79
1-888-958-98
1-888-M7-6757
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
lerl-IN-xxxx
•
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
attl
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
(
<Z>
PAINTING AT ITS' FINILST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
ommercial
Residential/C
•
or
Interior/Exteri
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Free
Are
stirmites
1
•
FaUN Finishes • Color Consultation
2:00 p.m.
1st Sunday
753-00 I -1.
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
HWY. 641 N.• MURRAY, KY.• 753-6448
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Call 753-1916

4,1.
CARROLL TIRE &
St°
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC. •
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753-1489 0
S
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WAL*MART'

809 North
12th Street

ENTER
SUPERC
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.
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LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
-

804 Chestnut
753-6656
TIN Perfect: Finisl)

xz> ....

cain,s 4016..
A.

JCPenney

CHESTNUT HILLSwww IcPenneY.com SALON HOURS:
M-F 9-8; Sat. 9-6
759-1400
Sun. 1-5
M-S 10-9; Sun. 1-6

753-1423 or 753-0182

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

ALL

SER

TERMITE AND
PEST CONTROL

FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
Phone: 270-753-6433 • Toll Free: 1-800-264-1433
1604 SR 121 ByPass. Murray, KY.

r5)

Arbyrnt
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Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right-

///j Y7
Kit

Call In Orders 753-7101

205 N. 12th

The oldest independent repair shop in Murray -

....,
.••

1 .2
•.
t
..r
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Cunningham
Auto Repair

:f
O.
iAr
.
4

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

'''s
• -•

619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831 • 753-3571

rairrs BLOCK a

READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 a in
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School & Bible Class 900 a.m.
10:15 a.m
Worship

753-3540

Your business and support
would be greatly appreciated.

86:
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Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
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753-5719

il2 S. 9th St.

Calloway Monument Co.
Murray
1707 West Main
"We have over 40 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962
F-i CIIA/A Ft CP

METHODIST

131
BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
liak,1
:3) F
P
10.30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
ICCINIFDANY 0
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
1634 Main St., Murray
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
1000 a.m.
10:30 am.
Sunday School
Sunday
Mayfield, Ky.
11:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
118 N. 7th St.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
2nd Wednesday
12-3 p m.
COLDWATER
Reading Room Every Wed
.,.....
Uffir
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
9:00 a.m.
8:50 a.m.
Bible School
Worship Service
Bel-Air Shopping Center
a.m.
9:50
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
;
ri
p.m.
6:00
Evening Worship
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
753-0440
\407
10:00 a.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
6:00 p.m.
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Worship
p.m.
7:00
C:
9:50 a.m.
Chestnut Hills
Wed. Bible Study
Church School
753-9383
DEXTER
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Center
Shopping
..
10:50 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship Service
SEAFOOD
6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
14‘. cp,EAr
ru. s14.000D Atia. 1 /
.
/z
„ cACEA T z
,
...._n
FRIENDSHIP
GOSHEN METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
Worship
Covers...
lelleecctioovnse
MOO a.m.
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
p.m.
7:00
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
Sunday School
BOOK-N-CARD * •Bible Index Tabs
10:00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
•Bible Lesson Planners
10:45 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Chestnut Hills
Morning Service
Sunday School
•Precious Moments Bible
p.m.
6:00
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
Murray
7:30 p.m.
FREE Imprinting With Purchase
Wednesday Worship
KIRKSEY UNITE15
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
p.m.
6:00
9:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
Worship Service
700 p.m.
l-----r-o•
10:45 a.m.
She
Mid-Week Worship
Church School
l
HICKORY GROVE
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Serving Western Kentucky and West Thnnessee
9:00 a.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship Service
900 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship
7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m.
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
PALESTINE UNITED
6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. 8c 6 p.m.
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
Bible Classes
Worship
7 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday
Sunday School
NEW PROVIDENCE
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
Morning Service
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Evening
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
SECOND STREET
Sunday School
a.m.
1045
Morning Worship
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
p.m.
6:00
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Service
a.m.
9
Worship
Pastor William J. Pratt
10 a.m.
Bible Study
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
UNION GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
C
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
OPEN 7
MURRAY CHURCH
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
a.m
9:45
School
Sunday
p.m.
6:00
&
a.m.
1000
Worship
NORTHSIDE
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736
630 pm
Wednesday Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
CHAPEL
WILLIAMS
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
900 a.m
Morning
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
OAK GROVE
7 00 p.m
Support your local church directory.
Wednesday
CHURCH OF GOD
11 a.m & 7 p.m:
Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10
a.m.
School
Sunday
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
OWENS CHAPEL
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
1000 a.m.
To Advertise Your Business
Sunday School
CALVARY TEMPLE
OF JESUS CHRIST
CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
LATTER DAY SAINTS
OF
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worship
"Your One-Stop Building and Home
520 S. 16th St.
6:00 p.m.
Church
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
900 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
Improvement Headquarters."
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
POPLAR SPRING
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
p.m.
6
&
a.m.
11
10 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
8.45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
2205 Coldwater Rd.
SALEM BAPTIST
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m
Sun. Ser.
1,00
m.
17
pim
15 a
Morning Worship
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
500 South 4th, Murray
FAITH TABERNACLE
Evening Worship
1620 W. Main
(270) 753-6450
3 miles east of Almo
9:30 a.m
SCCYrTS GROVE
Sunday Holy Eucharist
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
515 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Wed. & Fri. Services
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
t
: a.m.
SINKING SPRING 1100
10.30 a.m.
Worship & Junior Church
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
BIBLE BELIEVERS
--k
p.m.
Morning Worship
6
Worship
a.m.
10:30
KENTUCKY 42071
MURRAY,
Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
270-753-1304
PENTECOSTAL
RIDGE
JENNY
SOUTH MARSHALL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m
10 a.m.
Saturday Evening
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
10.30 a.m. & 7 p.m
11 a.m 6.30 p.m.
Worship
Worship
LIVING WORD FELLOWSHIP
7 p.m.
Wednesday
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
SPRING CREEK
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
9:00 a.m.
Worship
MOO a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Support your local church directory.
6:30 p.m.
Worship Services
Wednesday - Life Groups
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
ST JOHN
10 a.m.
Sun. Celebration Services
11:00-7:30 p.m
11 a.m.
Worship Serv.
Morning Worship
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m..
To Advertise Your Business
9:30 a.m.
7 p m.
Sunday School
Fri. Celebration Services
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
p.m
2:00
Services
Sunday
ASSEMBLY
SUGAR CREEK
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL
7:00 p.m
10:00 a.m
7:00 p.m.
Thursday
Sunday School
Thursday Night
11:00 a m.
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday Morning
&
600 pm
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday Evening
Delivery
6:00 p.m.
Mid Week Services
Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
WEST FORK
3 p.m.
9:00 a.in
Sunday
Sunday School
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
11:00 a.m
7 p.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday
Worship
p.m.
6:00
Phone 753-9131
Sunday Evening
South 12th
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
700 p.m
Wednesday Evening
9.30 a m.
10:00 a.m
Bible School
Sunday School
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
11.30 a m & 7 p.m.
11:00 arn
Worship
Worship Service
9:30 am.
7 p.m
Sunday School
Wed. Bible Study
GROVE
PLEASANT
NORTH
10 30 a m & 6 p m.
7 p.m
Worship
Friday Worship
1100 a.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
HARMONEY MENNONITE CHURCH
1000 a m
Sunday School
94
Hwy.
on
Grove
Lynn
of
west
miles
1/4
CHURCH
BAPTIST
BETHANY
OAK GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.
Wednesday
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
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CHURCH OF CHRIST
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
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CARROLL
MAZDA—NISSAN
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We Have The World's Finest Imports

orig

753-8850

800 Chestnut St.

and

well

sonl

Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.

NAZARENE

Rip' -R'S DONUT

DAYS A WEEK

0.•

10% Discount To All Churches

PENTECOSTAL

SOUTHERN STATES CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
110 East Sycamore
(across from Animal Shelter

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m.
Holy Day
ST LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
8:00 & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Mass

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
630 p.m.
Tuesday

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call 753-1916

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATFER DAY SAINTS

MYERSL umber Co.

EPISCOPAL

INDEPENDENT

WestView

Your Ad Could Be Here

Call 753-1916

PRESBYTERIAN

641 Super Shell Freep,,kup

Your business and support
would be greatly appreciated.
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Churches list speakers for services
Various churches have released
information concerning their services for Sunday as follows:
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak about "When He
Was Yet A Great Way Off' with
scripture from Luke 15:11-24 at
the II a.m. worship service, and

ty

EMI

about "Why Would You Want To
Trust Christ?" with scripture from
Acts 16:25-34. Also at the evening
service will be the Vacation Bible
School Commencement and Awards
Presentation.
Glendale Church of Christ
Wendell Needham will speak
about "The Home and Its Role in
Molding Moral Character" with
scripture from Genesis 2:7, IS,
18-24 at the 9 a.m. worship service and about"What God Does With
Our Sins" with scripture from Psalm
86:1-5. Curtis Darnall will direct
the song service. A short worship
service will also be at 5 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Jerry M. Lee, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. His morning topic will be "The Blood and
the Mercy Seat" with scripture
from Romans 3:21-25. John Wood
will be minister of music with
Dwane Jones and Susan Lee as
accompanists. A
church-wide
singing will be at 5:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Bob Valentine will speak about
"Uncommon Sense" with scripture
from Matthew 7:22-29, 16:1-4 at
the 10 a.m. worship service. Cindy
Berry will sing "In the Beauty of
Your Holiness." Amy Brown will
be choir director with Mandie Green
as organist. Sallie Guy will be
liturgist.

Coldwater Church of Christ
Elm Grove Baptist
Richard Guill, minister, will
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. speak about "Immorality - Ancient
worship services. Ray Hays will & Modern #3" with scripture from
lead the Choir with Sherida Gen- I Corinthians 6:9-11 at the 10:15
try and Glenda Rowlett as accom- a.m. worship service and about
wiTh scrippanists. Ray and Kay Hays will "Show Me Thy Lov
sing at the morning hour and Chip ture from Luke 6: 7-35 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Gerald Rule
Ray at the evening hour.
and Kevin Smith will be song
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley, pastor, leaders.
will speak about "A Wise and DisSouth Pleasant Grove
cerning Heart" with scripture from
United Methodist
I Kings 3:12 at the 10:30 a.m.
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pasHoly Communion worship service. Joe Gupton will be elder for tor, will speak about "Church Membership" with scripture from Ephthe Communion service.
esians
5:25 at the 10:45 a.m. servMemorial Baptist
ice.
Georgia
Keel will direct the
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor„
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6 --Choir with Tommy Gaines as pianist.
p.m. worship services. His mornFirst Baptist
ing topic will be "Where Is He?"
Dr. Terry Ellis, pastor, will speak
with scripture from Matthew 2:2.
about "Are You Forever Guilty?"
Paul Adams is minister of music
with scripture from Psalm 32:1-7
with Kathy Thweatt and Tonya at the 10:45 a.m. worship service
Thomas as accompanists.
and about "God Provides for Your
First Christian
Joy" with scripture from PhilippiThe Rev. William C. Horner, ans 4:10-23 at the 6 p.m. worminister, will speak about "Late ship service. Mike Crook is minFor Work" at the 10:15 a.m. wor- ister of music with Margaret
ship service. Mark Dycus is choir Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accomdirector with Lea Gentile as organ- panists. The Sanctuary Choir will
ist. Kelly Dibble and Catherine sing "Jesus, Rock of Ages" with
Crass will be acolytes.
Gale Vinson as soloist at the mornFirst United Methodist
ing hour and Mr. Crook will sing
The Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor, a solo at the evening hour.
will speak about "Come and
remember" with scripture from
Hebrews 10:33 at the 8:45 and
11 a.m. worship services. Pam
Wurgler will be music director
with Joan Bowker as organist. Jennifer Van Waes will play a flute
solo, "Morning Has Broken" at
the early service. The Choir will
Sugar Creek Baptist Church will
sing "Amazing Grace" at the later
service. Breanna Volp and Kate have revival services starting Monday and continuing through FriDuncan will be acolytes.
day.
The Rev. C.C. Brasher, pastor
of Briensburg Baptist Church, will
be the evangelist for the services
will speak about "Responding To each evening at 7:30 p.m.
God's Grace" with scripture from
Special music will be presentMatthew 13:44-46 at the 11 a.m. ed each night. Charles Peeler is
service Sunday.
music director with Patty Harris
The pastor invites the public to as pianist. Rev. Jack Jones is the
attend the services at the church, interim pastor.
An ice cream supper will be
located on Graham Road off of
Saturday at 6 p.m. at the church.
Highway 121 North.
The church invites the public to
For transportation or directions attend.
to the church call 753-8744 or
435-4478.

Sugar Creek
sets revival

Pleasant Grove sets revival
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have
revival services starting Sunday
and continuing through Tuesday.
The Rev. Kevin Medlin, former pastor of the church, will be
the speaker at the services at 7
p.m. nightly.
A potluck meal will be served
Sunday at 5:30 p.m. prior to the
opening service.
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,

Paducah musician Terry Mike
Jeffrey will offer the first public
performance of music from his
new contemporary Christian CD,
"Reconciled," on Sunday at 6 p.m.
at Reidland Baptist Church, 5559
Benton Rd., Reidland.
The album took about four years
to produce, growing from 10 songs
to 18 along the way. It contains
original songs written by Jeffrey
and members of his family, as
well as old gospel standards and
songs from other writers.
During the concert Jeffrey will

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

Grace Baptist Church experiences
'subtle changes'in recent years
By AMY WILSON

Managing Editor
For the Rev. Jerry Lee, "subtle changes" have taken place in
the 3 1/2 years he has led Grace
Baptist Church on South Ninth
Street.
"We've grown and changed,"
he said. "Life is full of change,
but we haven't experienced any
dramatic changes. We've just made
subtle changes to keep up with
the times."
Among them is an integration say that is relevant to every age
of music that appeals to all age group," he said. "You have to
groups.
be able to break down God's word
"We don't get locked into one so everyone can understand. The
kind of music," he said. "We have basic needs of man haven't changed.
a blend. The Word never changes, You have to make the message
but the methods used to get the relevant."
Word out constantly change.
said the biggest change he
"My motto is 'You have to stay has seen in his 30 years as a minanchored to the rock, but gear
ister is in the family unit.
to the times or get run over y
"It's a challenge," he said.
progress,— Lee said.
"The church is here to help these
Grace Baptist has a member- families.
ship of between 350 and 400. It
"We address social issues, and
originally existed as a mission of I think they are relevant,"
he said.
First Baptist Church and became "Drugs, alcohol, sexual
promiscua full-fledged church in 1966.
ity, abortion...The Scripture has the
"Our congregation is made up answer. I think
1 have to address
of a lot of good people,- he said. these issues."
"They are ordinary people with a
Sunday services begin with Sunvariety of careers."
day School at 9:30 a.m., followed
Lee describes Grace Baptist as
by worship services at 10:45 a.m
"a traditional Baptist church," yet
Children's church is also offered
he doesn't shy away from dealat this time.
ing with issues that are less than
Sunday night services begin at
traditional.
"The number one thing
(
5i tci--' 6 p.m. with Wednesday services
be prepared to have sometN g to beginning at 7 p.m.

Houses
of Hope

Hickory Grove plans services

Jeffrey will sing
at church Sunday

[;)
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be backed up by his wife, debbie, his son, Adam, and long time
TMJ band member Kaye Pryor.
Additional background vocals will
be provided by Justin Vaughn,
David Fish and Allison Bradshaw.
Jeffrey has been primarily known
nationally for his work around the
country on Elvis Presley tribute
projects. He has offered both rock
music and country in earlier album
efforts, but this is his first contemporary Christian music offering.

Hickory Grove Church of Christ
will have a gospel meeting starting Sunday and continuing through
Thursday.
Lindon Ferguson will be the
speaker for the services at 10 a.m.

and 7 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday.
The church is located in the
northern part of Calloway County off Highway 641 North or Airport Road.

REV. BRETT MILES

Spring Creek
plans revival
Spring Creek Baptist Church will
have revival services starting Sunday and continuing through
Wednesday.
The Rev. Brett Miles, pastor of
Northside Baptist Church, Alm°,
will be the evangelist for the services to be conducted each evening
at 7 p.m.
Special music will be presented at each service. The Rev. Terry
Powell, pastor, invites the public
to attend. The church is located
on Spring Road just off of the
Airport Road.

TELECOUR.SES...
Going The Distance!
Your college
degree is closer
than you think!

n

Call 1-800-432-0970
for a free telecourse
schedule guide
www.ket orgaelecourses

it
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REVI
VAL
North

Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Speaker: Bro. Kevin Medlin
(Former Pastor)_

Dec6rafi

August 1-3
7 p.m. nightly
Potluck
Sunday 5:30 p.m.

INTERIORS

Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776
We come to you

Bro. Kevin Medlin
& Family

Pamela Clark

Public
Invited

Pastor Terry Vassuer

SIDEWALK sALE

1
- GOSPEL MEETING .Kirksey Church of Christ

Open at 9 a.m. Friday & Saturday
Sunday 1-6 p.m.

SPEAKER - BRO. E. CLAUDE GARDNER

SUMMER CLEARANCE

( AUGUST 1-3, 1999)
Services: 10:00 a.m. Sunday School

Call 753-8744 or 435-4478
for Directions or Transportation
121 N. to Graham RD

10:50 a.m. Worship - 7:30 p.m. Sun. Evening Services
7:00 p.m. Mon. & Tues. Aug. 2 & 3

L411).J11)

Handicapped Accessible

Check out our Fall Back to School Savings Inside the Store.
Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun.
I p.m.-6 p.m.

• SALON HOURS:
Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun.
1 p.m.-5p.m.

Penney

www.jcpenney.com

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CTR.•(270)759-1400

o.
Suiffair Creek
liraaptist Church
East of Murray on Faxon Road

1
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veryone Is Welcome
Ice Cream Supper July 31st •6:00 p.m.
"Come Fellowship With Us"

.n

Come hear the Gospel
Proclaimed

GOSPEL
MEETING

PICKUP OR
1/11.1‘ FRY SPECI k I.

$799

Sunday, Aug. 1-5th
With

Lindon Ferguson

PLACE

Aug. 2nd thru Aug. 6th • 7:30 p.m.
Evangelist Bro. C.C. Brasher
Pastor Briensburg Baptist Church
(Special music each night)
Music Director: Charles Peeler
Pianist: Patty Harris
Interim Pastor: Bro. Jack Jones

'2.1" r?

Hickory Grove Church of Christ

5

!WILD VOL R OWN

$1099

Large 3 Topping
Delivery or Pickup

Any Size,
Unlimited Toppings

Deep Dish $1.00 Extra

Deep Dish $1.00 Extra
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TIMES
Sunday - 9:00 a.m. Bible Study
10:00 a.m. for Worship
7:30 p.m. for Worship

117 S. 12th Street.

753-3030

Monday-Thursday: 7:00 p.m.
c.fararl
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Delivering a Million Smiles a Day:
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Fleming stars in Playhouse comedy'Greater Tuna'
Don Fleming wakes up evers
morning and heads out for an
eight-hour day of work at Murray
State University's Postal Services.
He goes through the day, like
any other, making his various stops
delivering campus mail, yet never
arouses the suspicion of fellow
MSU staff members about the kind
of excitement his evenings hold.
Fleming's true passion doesn't
come alive until the sun sets and
the bright lights turn on.
Fleming. a resident of Mum!,
since 1977, grew up with big dreams
of lighting up the stage. He, his
brother and their cousins would
display skits at family events, arousing acclaim from family. friends
and neighbors.
"I knew even then that my true
love was acting," Fleming said.
In 1979, his first real opportunity to perform on-stage fell into
his lap.
He auditioned for Playhouse in
the Park's rendition of Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew, and
was cast as a servant with four
lines to learn.
"I thought I'd never get them
memorized," Fleming noted looking back.
He has reached new heights since
then. Still spending his nights at
Playhouse in the Park after almost
20 years and over 50 shows, Fleming is dazzling audience members
jumping from scene to scene, constantly changing characters.
In his current show, Greater
Tuna, Fleming and partner Michael
Dunnagan, artistic director at Playhouse in the Park, share the stage
in a two-man show depicting 20
different comedic characters.
Greater Tuna began as a simple party skit in Austin, Texas,
more than 15 years ago. Creators
Joe Sears,. Jaston Williams and

reminds you of someone you know."
"I like to call it a big message
in a small package done very comically, "Dunnagan said. "It's about
revisiting the humor of ourselves
and being able to laugh at ourselves and our neighbors and having our neighbors chime in with
us in laughter," Dunnagan said.
The comedic array of local Tuna
townspeople will leave the audience chuckling with laughter for
it's last time this weekend. The
final showings will be held July
29-31 at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in
the Park in Murray.

Don Fleming (left) and Michael Dunnagan (right) act out a
scene from the comedy Greater Tuna. The final performance will be this weekend at Playhouse in the Park.

Parental guidance is suggested
by Playhouse in the Park due to
language. Upcoming events include
the Box of Frogs childrens company, Frankenstien and Scrooge. For
reservations for Greater Tuna call
759-1752.

The Murray Civic Music Association, celebrating its 41st anniversary season of presenting nationally renowned music and
dance attractions in Murray, welcomed two new members to
its board. Virginia Randolph and Kay Ray are pictured looking over the season attractions. The 1999-2000 season membership drive will begin Aug. 6.

Ed Howard were the talented and satire of small town life even more
comedic authors who turned the charming.
"It's a lot of work and a-\ftrige
imaginative skit into a quick suct," Fleming said. "I
commitmen
cess.
The production became criti- play 10 different characters myself
of
cally acclaimed and has been enter- in Greater Tuna. By the end
remember
to
trying
I'm
show
the
counthe
taining audiences across
who I am," fleming laughed.
try ever since.
"It's an actors dream to be able
It has even made an appearplay 10 different characters and
to
1990
in
House
ance at the White
be
able to sink your teeth into
invite
upon
1991
in
again
and
parts, and Don does an excelthose
from former President and Mrs.
at it," Dunnagan said.
lent
job
George Bush.
Greater Tuna is a hilarious comPlaying multiple roles isn't a new
edy about Texas's third smallest
for Fleming, in the past
challenge
town were the neighbors are too
five different roles in
played
he
nosy and Patsy Cline is an eterMSU's portrayal of God Bless Us
nal legend.
Everyone.
The town is made up of an
"I've been involved with a lot
eclectic group of citizens portrayed
shows, but Greater Tuna is by
of
by only two performers, Fleming
one of .my favorites," Fleming
and Dunnagan. The two Perform- 'far
"There isn't a person in the
said.
ers depict all the nativei of Tuna,
that you haven't met already
show
and
Texas - men, women, children
or another, everyone
even animals, which makes this at sometime

Great Savings on 1999's
at

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Murray High School French Ill students recently toured France with their teacher, Sue
Spann, and several parents and friends. Pictured in front of the Palace of Versailles are,
from left, Beth Rose, Leah Hart, Stacey Fulton, Cindy Clemson, Carl Gustafson, Matt Clemson, Jessie Radke, Lane Dennison, Kaye Warner, Elizabeth Trawick, Nancy Trawick, Jennifer King, Ashley Dunn, Sue Spann, Fulton Hart and Sheila Henry.
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St. #99236 - NC, AM/FM cassette, alum. wheels,

Mo.
99*Per
'149 Plus Tax
*36 mo. closed-end lease, payment plus tax, 12,000 mile per year,$528.29 at
lease signing, includes first month's payment,security deposit, license plates,
$750 factory rebate included in calculation, w/approved credit.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.-

OPENING
SATURDAY
JULY 3-1"
9 AIVI

Pit-ppti- ey
Oldsmobile.
'Price does not include tax, title and license
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offering the finest in
women's shoes & accessories

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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Southside Manor Shopping Center
605 South 12th Street Murray
753-0300
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Aug. 7
Aug 1
Aug. 2
Aug. 2
Sept.!
Sept. :
Sept:
Sept.
Oct. 3
Oct. 1
Oct. 1
Oct. 2
Nov. 7
Nov. 1
Nov. 2
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•If you've got a question
or a comment, write:
NASCAR This Week
c/o The Gaston Gazette
2500 E. Franklin Blvd.
Gastonia, N.C. 28054

vs
amj
011
All Times Eastern
• Busch, Carquest Parts 250
9 p.m. • Saturday • TNN
Pennzoll/VIP Dis. 200
Trucks,
II
Noon • Sunday • ESPN

BUSCH GRAND NATIONAL

1999 POINTS STANDINGS
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

liverand
rs to
looknem-

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

WINSTON CUP

BUSCH

TRUCK

Dale Jarrett, 3,014
Mark Martin, 2,760
Bobby Labonte, 2,731
Jeff Burton, 2.659
Tony Stewart, 2,565
Jeff Gordon, 2,522
Dale Earnhardt, 2,467
Terry Labonte, 2,248
Mike Skinner, 2,241
Rusty Wallace, 2,199

Matt Kenseth, 2,786
Dale Earnhardt Jr., 2,762
Jeff Green, 2,674
Todd Bodine, 2,508
Elton Sawyer, 2,439
Jeff Purvis, 2,312
Jason Keller, 2,271
Mike McLaugblin, 2,221
Dave Blaney, 2,147
Randy LaJoie, 2,146

Jack Sprague, 2,479
Greg Biffle, 2,390
Stacy Compton, 2,297
Dennis Setzer, 2,283
Jay Sauter, 2,265
Ron Hornaday, 2,244
Andy d,ouston, 2,237
Mike Wallace, 2,1133
Jimmy Hensley, 2,107
Kevin Harvick, 2.083

Coming up: Carquest
Parts 250
Where: Gateway
International Raceway,
Madison, Ill. (1.25-mile
track), 200 laps/250 miles
When: Saturday, July 31
Defending champion: Dale
Earnhardt Jr.
Qualifying record: Shane

ON THE SCHEDULE
Hall, Chevrolet, 132.361
mph, Oct. 16, 1998
Race record: Dale
Earnhardt Jr., Chevrolet,
104.566 mph, Oct. 17,
1998
Notable: Elliott Sadler won
the inaugural edition of this
event in 1997. ... Chevrolets
swept the first four finishing
spots last year.

CRAFTSMAN TRUCK
SERIES
Coming up: Pennzoil/VIP
Discount Auto 200
Where: New Hampshire
International Speedway,
Loudon (1.058-mile track),
200 laps/211.6 miles
When: Sunday, Aug. 1
Defending champion: Andy
Houston

YourTurn

Matt Kenseth

Letters From Our Readers
Dear NASCAR This Week,
If you would like to check out
the progress on the construction
of the new Kansas International
Speedway, log on to www.speedwaycam.com. This web site
downloads a current picture every
few minutes.
J.J. Johnson
Edwardsville, Kan.

II Weekly rankings by NASCAR This Week writer Kevin Ellis. Last
- week's ranking is in parentheses.
Keeps adding points
Wins second at Pocono
Driving through pain
Knocking on door for win
36th last week
Fifth DNF of season
Five straight top-10s
Eighth in points
Won pole last week
Best of rest

Dale Jarrett
Bobby Labonte
Mark Martin
Tony Stewart
Jeff Burton
Jeff Gordon
Dale Earnhardt
9. (-) Terry Labonte
9. (-) Mike Skinner
10. (8) Rusty Wallace
(1)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(2)
(4)
(7)

Thanksfor the info.
Dear NASCAR This Week,
Change the rule. No yellow flag
in the last 10 laps to finish. The
Daytona "400" race could have
been won by any number of cars if
(it) finished under green.
Charles D. Heffner
Johnstown, Pa.

FROM LAST WEEK
WINSTON CUP
Bobby Labonte, driving a
Pontiac, dominated the last 27
laps of the Pennsylvania 500
to sweep the two races at
Pocono this year, the first time
that's been done since 1986.
Dale Jarrett and Mark Martin,
both in Fords, finished in
second and third place,
respectively.

Sue
are,
ItemJen-

BUSCH GRAND NATIONAL
Last year's rookie of the
year, Andy Santerre, got his
first Grand National victory.
Santerre held off Tim Fedewa
by less than a second to win

the NAPA Auto Care 250. Todd
Bodine finished third, followed
by Jeff Green and Jeff Purvis.

in CiarkmASCAR This Week

CRAFTSMAN TRUCK SERIES
Greg Biffle held off several
challenges late in the
Goracing.com 200 to pick up
his second straight victory,
third in his last four races and
fourth in his last six. Jay
Sauter finished just 0.153
seconds behind the winning
Ford. Jimmy Hensley was third,
followed by Jack Sprague, Joe
Ruttman and pole-starter Stacy
Compton.

Matt Kensatts, right, chats with Randy Lalloie.
By Monte Dutton
NASCAR This Week
Matt Kenseth, currently engaged in weekly
battles with Dale Earnhardt Jr. in NASCAR's
Busch Grand National division, will continue
that rivalry next year when he joins Earnhardt
as a Winston Cup rookie.
Kenseth is a protege of Mark Martin, who
will own the Roush Racing-tooled Ford
Kenseth will drive next year. Martin was
instrumental in Kenseth,signing a personalservices contract with the Roush organization
in 1998. With Busch Grand National owner
Robbie Reiser as his crew chief, Kenseth
hopes to make the field at the Michigan Cup
race on Aug. 22 and compete in four other
races this fall.
AGE: 27
HOMETOWN: Born and raised in
Cambridge, Wis.; lives in Denver, N.C.
MARITAL STATUS: Single
CAR: Busch Grand National: No. 17 DeWalt
Chevrolet Monte Carlo, owned by Robbie Reiser
RECORD: Winston Cup: 1 start, 0 wins, 0
poles, 0 top-five finishes, 1 top-10, more than
$42,000 in career earnings (earned
$991,965 in 1998 as BGN driver)
FIRSTS: Start (Sept. 20, 1998, at Dover),
pole (none), win (none)

1999 WINSTON CUP SCHEDULE
Aug. 7
Aug. 15
Aug. 22
Aug. 28
Sept. 5
Sept. 11
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

Indianapolis Motor Speedway
Watkins Glen International
Michigan Speedway
Bristol Motor Speedway
Darlington Raceway
Richmond International Raceway
New Hampshire International Speedway
Dover Downs International Speedway
Martinsville Speedway
Charlotte Motor Speedway
Talladega Superspeedway
North Carolina Speedway
Phoenix International Raceway
Miami-Dade Homestead Motorsports Complex
Atlanta Motor Speedway

IIIII

• MIN •ME •0•

-PROWE

TOP TEN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Qualifying record: Mike
Wallace, Chevrolet, 128.994
mph, Aug. 1, 1998
Race record: Andy
Houston, Chevrolet, 104.222
mph, Aug. 3, 1998
Notable: Ron Hornaday
and Jay Sauter have also
won races here. ... Mike
Skinner and Jack Sprague
have won poles, in addition
to Wallace.

Speedway, Ind.
Watkins Glen, N.Y.
Brooklyn, Mich.
Bristol, Tenn.
Darlington, S.C.
Richmond, Va.
Loudon, N.H.
Dover, Del.
Martinsville, Va.
Concord, N.C.
Talladega. Ala.
Rockingham, N.C.
Avondale, Ariz.
Homestead, Fla.
Hampton, Ga.

011•110•111•0•ME

FEUD OF THE WEEK

Who'sHot...
Who's Not

Bill Elliott vs. Jerry Nadeau
Elliott was in third place in Sunday's Pennsylvania 500
when he got tangled up with Nadeau, putting him out of
the race.

•HOT: Tony Stewart finished
fourth, moving him up to fifth in
the standings.

NASCAR This Week's Kevin Ellis gives his opinion:
"Nadeau was at fault in this one and later apologized to
Elliott. Nadeau was in a wreck involving Kenny Wallace a few
laps later."

•NOT: A wreck knocked Kenny
Irwin out of the race and into a
43rd-place finish.
1111•MM••••MMINSI

HAVE YOU TALKED WITH DALE
EARNHARDT JR. ABOUT WINSTON CUP?
"Not really too much. They have a lot of the
same people working, but on the other hand,
they've got another Winston Cup team in the
same shop, and they have Steve Hmiel over
there kind of watching over both things.
They've got a bunch of people over there doing
it, and they've been working on this a little bit
longer, too. We just got our first car last week
at the shop. It's gonna take more time and it
will probably be difficult, but I think, if we can
get the right people in place, it will be a lot
easier."
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT DEBUTING AT
MICHIGAN? "I think Michigan is probably the
best track we could go to first. When we sat
down and thought about the five races we
wanted to run, Michigan is a track that I really
enjoy. We've run pretty well there both times
with the Busch car, and we've run pretty well
at California. From the driver's standpoint, I
don't think the track is real difficult. It's real
big and wide, and the Roush cars usually run
real well there, so I think,that's a real good
place to debut the DeWalt Taurus and try to
get in the race."

Some other NASCAR series use
a "green-white-checkered" rule, in
which the race is extended if necessary to providefor two greenflag laps at the end. NASCAR has
considered implementing this rule
in Winston Cup, but almost even,
team opposes it because it might
cause them to run out ofgas if
they calculated mileage based on
the number ofscheduled
laps/miles.
Dear NASCAR This Week,
Why does NASCAR have 43
cars instead of 44 cars (in the
starting lineup), with two cars in
each row and 22 rows in each
point race? Why does the last row
have only one car. They should
have 44 cars, not 43.
Jeff Ware
Anderson, Ind.
Until several years ago, the
startingfield was set at 42 cars.
The 43rd car was originally added
to providefor an "ex-champion S
provisional" and is now used
regardless of whether anyone
qualifiesfor that position.

• M•ME 11110•

Fan Tips

Trackside Trivia
1. When Ned Jarrett's father did not want him
to be a race driver, what assumed name did
Jarrett use in early races?
2. Who scored the fewest points in winning the Winston
Cup championship?
Z66T u! 8L017 '1>131miny4 ueiv
SH3MSNV

u1401 'T

II DAVE BLANEY FAN CLUB
ANNUAL DUES: $19.95 single,
$24.95 family
BENEFITS: Autographed postcard, membership card, certificate, quarterly newsletter
MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. Box
470142, Tulsa, OK 741470142
WEB SITE: www.daveblaney.com
PHONE:(918) 743-1220
)
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When You. Need It
We accept
insurance
work

All Work Guaranteed
& 39 Years In
Business
- Rental Cars
Available -

753-9892

‘ir

Specializing in:
• Unibody Collision Repair
• Frame Racks For Adequate Service
• Advanced Paint Mixing System

Auto
Hopkins
Repair
Body

SAhen you keep informed
Intith tte....

0

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916
w w w .rux rayledger .can

$2.00 OFF

FULL SERVICE
Reg. Price S22.95

St Fwtf

Nmearaye
VC:Cr

I
102 &aunt 12TH STREET • MURRAY
759-3278
I
Use This Coupon To Save $$$
- - - ------ -
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Thirteen
NL umps
let go on
Thursday
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — After
spending their careers ejecting players. 13 National League umpires
found themselves tossed out.
In an unprecedented purge precipitated by a labor strategy that
backfired, 13 NL umps lost their
jobs Thursday, meaning one-third
of major league umps will depart
Sept. 2.
Joe West, famous for slamming
pitcher Dennis Cook to the ground
in 1990, and Eric Gregg, criticized for a wide strike zone in
the 1997 playoffs, were among
those let go, management officials
said, speaking on the condition
they not be identified.
Tom HaIlion, suspended for
three games earlier this month for
bumping a player and coach, will
be forced to leave, too, along with
crew chiefs Frank Pulli and Terry
Tata, who have each spent more
than 25 years in the major leagues
and worked four World Series
apiece.
"These are some of the finest
umpires in the history of this
game," union head Richie Phillips
said. -Terry Tafa'has worked many,
many important games. What
they're saying is that an umpire
who has never even worked a spring
training game in his life is more
fit to umpire in the major leagues
than Terry Tata.
"I think the conduct of major
league baseball is reprehensible
and oppressive."

Lady Fury
players excited
over nationals

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Mayor Freed Curd presents Lady Fury team member Tracy Rose with her medal
from the state tournament during practice Thursday night. The 10-and-under softball
team finished fourth in the state and third in the Midwest Regional and now prepares
to play in the national tournament Aug. 10-15 in Broken Arrow, Okla.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Lindsey Smith said a mouthful about her Lady Fury team's
upcoming trip to the National
Fast Pitch Softball Championships: "It's awesome."
Christina Dunn took it a step
further: "It's the best thing ever."
The 10-and-under softball
squad from Murray will travel
to Broken Arrow, Okla., for the
64-team tournament Aug. 10-15.
Players and coaches alike readily admit they had no plans of
being at the tournament, but the
team finished fourth at the state
tournament in Bowling Green and
moved on to the Midwest Regional, where it took third to qualify for the nationals.
"With the kind of group we've
got, I never know what to expect,"
said the team's head coach, Bill
Miller. "We usually play at the
level of our competition, so if
we play a tough team, we'll probably play really well."
The team is guaranteed five
games, with the first three in a
round-robin format before moving on to the double elimination
round. Each game will last seven
innings or one hour, 40 minutes.
An eight-run rule will be in effect
after five innings.
"I've heard the complex down
there is just tremendous; softball
must be really big there," Miller
said.

The fact that the Lady Fury
is apparently the only Kentucky
team in the tournament is not
lost on the players.
"My grandmother said she
thinks it's really something that
a little team from Murray will
be representing the state at .The
national tournament," Smith said.
Miller came up with the idea
of forming the team earlier this
year when he took his daughter.
Lindsey to a pitching clinic.
"They said the age limit for
this level would be determined
by the child's age Jan. 1; so
since she pitches pretty fast. I
decided to try to develop a team
around her, and we've become a
very exciting team," Miller said.
"Lindsey pitches about 50 miles
per hour from 35 feet away (the
distance of the pitcher's mound),
so that's pretty fast. _
"We're probably the best hitting team around," he added.
"Our strengths are pitching and
hitting, and we don't look like
a 10-and-under team. If we can
improve our defense, there's no
telling what we can do.The team has spent the entire
summer on the road, playing 30
games - all on the weekends in cities such as Nashville, Paris
and Lexington, Tenn.; and in
Bowling Green.
"We're a well-traveled group,"
II See Page 11

Rose sees payoff
for gambling binge
Bud Selig, the lord high Commissioner of Baseball, strode to the lectern
last Sunday amid a chorus of boos and
jeers at the induction of the newest Hall
of Fame members.
The point of such a rude welcome?
The continued refusal of Major League
Baseball to induct the all-time hits leader,
Pete Rose, into the hall.
My esteemed colleague Scott Nanney, in his last column, remarked on
the perceived injustice of the slight to
Mr. Rose. He correctly pointed out that
Rose, besides his hits total, brought a
winning attitude to the field every time
he played. His teams were winners, partially because of Rose's take-no-prisoners style. Unfortunately, Rose was one
of those casualties. Worse, he hurt himself.
Baseball, glorious game that it is, is
full of rules (not the least of which is
the infield fly rule, which one day, after
much study. I hope to understand). Of
all these rules, there is only one that I
know of that says: "If you gamble on
baseball, you are gone. Forever." Rose
broke that cardinal rule.
Drug users are there aplenty. Drug
sellers are there too. Drunks, scalawags
and scoundrels no doubt abound among
the ranks of the millionaires. None of

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

SOCCER LESSONS: Murray State women's soccer coach Mike Minielli instructs Murray High players
during a week-long two-a-day camp at Cutchin Field Thursday morning.

BERNARD
KANE

LEDGER
PHOTOGRAPHER
these offenses can damage the game to
the extent that gambling dies and here
is why.
When a person uses drugs, his ability is. impaired. One need look no further than Darryl Strawberry or Doc
Gooden, both of whom were arguably
Hall of Fame material. It is a personal
issue.
And although the image of baseball
was hurt by their actions, it was also
counterbalanced by the multiple chances
at forgiveness and compassion and rehabilitation that baseball gave them to correct these character flaws.
Any failure was their failure, and it
did not impair the purity of the game
itself. It may have affected the business, hut not the game. There was no
II See Page 11

U.S. baseball struggles in 3-2 win over Brazil
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
WINNIPEG. Manitoba (AP) —
One day after a stirring victory over
Cuba. the U.S. baseball team came
out as flat as the prairie roads leading to the host city of the Pan
American Games.

When they took the field against
Brazil on Thursday night, the
Americans already knew Canada
had beaten Cuba 8-1, clinching the
second seed in Pool A for the
United States. Canada won the
group, and world champion Cuba
was third.

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
505 S. 12th St.• 753-8080

e.c4 q.1.1

-We basically threw our hats out
there today. We were flat and we
knew it. We got to rebound and get
ready for whoever we play next,"
American reliever Bobby Seay said
after saving a 3-2 victory over winless Brazil.
Pool play is now over, and it's

single elimination time beginning
Saturday with the quarterfinals.
The United States needs victories Saturday over Panama and
Sunday to make the gold medal
game and qualify for the Sydney
Olympics.
"We had a very emotional game

yesterday," U.S. coach Buddy Bell
said, looking back at a 10-5 victory
over Cuba.
"We just got done playing Brazil, who some would argue is not
the strongest team in the tournament. But again, it's just like
hockey. You go up against a hot

goalie you will have a tough time."
Brazil reliever Toni Nakashima
was especially bothersome to U.S.
hitters, giving up just two hits in 3
2-3 innings. The Americans, who
had 19 hits in beating Cuba, managed only five overall.
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UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Rev. Calvin Clark welcomes all
of his former friends and customers from West Main Citgo to

—Breakfast Special Everyday — s2.15

Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Coble Modem Installation
Networking 'On-Site and In-Store Service * Apex Internet Sign-up

Breakfast and Full Regular Menu Served ANYTIME

Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet — Sun.-Fri. $4.50
Country Supper Buffet Mon.-Sat. $4.95

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111
ateSeueree 6100,4449, Ste. - 7,Ve4true Zeracce.kria

at the corner of off] & Sycamore St •Murray

OgeSeuviee ,14,1 all rue! coocAuctioye *read,.

Owners: Debbie 14 Mickey Stom

Deb's Coastal M
753-7333
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By AARON J. LOPEZ
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP)- Vinny Castilla can empathize with Darryl
Kile.
While Kile has struggled on the
mound, prompting the Colorado
Rockies to entertain trade offers,
Castilla has floundered at the plate,
hitting .203 since the All-Star
break.
Both are hoping Thursday's 4-2
victory over the Houston Astros is
a sign of things to come as the
Rockies prepare to open a 12-game.
I3-day road trip tonight in St.
Louis.
Castilla homered and Kile (610) pitched eight strong innings to
help the Rockies stop Houston's
six-game winning streak and avoid
going winless on their seven-game
homestand.
"He threw a great game," Castilla said of Kile. "He's been like
me. He's been through tough times.
But you have to be professional and
play hard every day."
Kile, who had given up 22
earned runs in his previous four
starts, held his former team to two
runs and seven hits in what might
have been his final start in a
Rockies uniform.
"I made a commitment to come
here and pitch the best I can for as
long as I'm here, and that's all I'm
trying to do," Kile said. "You start
thinking about other things and
you're going to get out of your
game."
In other NL games, Philadelphia
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question that everybody, even those
impaired by drug use, was given
their fair chance, which is the distinguishing characteristic of the
game.
Gambling, on the other hand,
clearly and deeply damages the
integrity of the game itself. The
question of fairness, of a level
playing field for everybody, is
besmirched by gambling, no matter who gambled on the game and
no matter whether the gambler
bet on himself or not.
Rose was a fine player. No
one argues that. A Hall of Fame
player. A winner in many ways
He probably won many or his
bets. However, he lost the one he
wanted most.
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SCOREBOARD

LET Us PUT You
BEHIND THE WHEEL
OF A QUALITY USED
CAR OR TRUCK
1999 Dodge Grand Caravan LE - sc. #99401.1

1999 Dodge Dakota Sport - St. #99402.1. Red, V-6,
$14,995
auto., A/C, 25,000 miles
1999 Mazda B2500 SE Pickup - St. #99250.1.
White, A/C, PS/PB, only 3,000 miles
Reduced

$11,775

1998 Dodge Caravan - St.# 99373.1.Teal,

V-6, Auto,

1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151
National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
42
Atlanta
62
596 New York
61
42 .592 1/2
46 .549
5
56
Philadelphia
40
63 .38821 1/2
Florida
Montreal
378 22
61
37
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
41 .602 Houston
62
Cincinnati
42 .5802 1/2
58
51 .50010 1/2
St_ Louis
51
52 .485 12
Pittsburgh
49
48
52 .48012 1/2
Milwaukee
47
52 .475 13
Chicago
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
57
46 _553 Arizona
47 .5391 1/2
San Francisco
55
49
52 .485
7
San Diego
57 .44111 1/2
45
Colorado
45
57 .44111 1/2
Los Angeles
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia 12, Florida 1
Colorado 4. Houston 2
Cincinnati 7. Los Angeles 5
Friday's Games
New York (Yoshi 7-7) at Chicago (Trachsel 3-14), 2:20 p.m.
Florida (Springer 5-10) at Pittsburgh
(Schourek 3-5), 6.05 p.m.
San Francisco (Gardner 3-8) at Cincinnati
(Neagle 0-3), 605 p.m.
Philadelphia (Byrd 11-6) at Atlanta (Smoltz
8-3). 640 p.m.
Montreal (Powell 0-2) at Milwaukee (Peterson 0-1). 705 p.m.
Colorado (Astacio 10-9) at St. Louis (Mercker 4-4), 710 p.m.
Houston (Reynolds 12-7) at San Diego
(Clement 5-9), 905 p.m.
Arizona (Anderson 3-2) at Los Angeles
(K Brown 11-6), 9.10 pm.

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
New York
61
39 610 Boston
46 .5456 1/2
55
Toronto
48
7
56
538
Baltimore
46
55 .45515 1/2
43
Tampa Bay
59 422 19
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
Cleveland
61
40 _604 48
Chicago
52 .48012 1/2
Minnesota
42
58 .42018 1/2
59 .416 19
Kansas City
42
Detroit
42
60 .41219 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
41 .594 Texas
60
Oakland
50 .505
9
51
Seattle
53 475 12
48
Anaheim
43
57 43016 1/2
Thursday's Games
Chicago 5, New York 1
Seattle 8, Kansas City 4
Texas 3, Baltimore 1
Friday's Games
New York (Irabu 7-3) at Boston (Portugal
6-7), 6:05 p.m
Detroit (Weaver 6-6) at Toronto (Escobar
8-7), 605 p.m.
Chicago (Sirotka 7-9) at Cleveland (Colon
9-3). 605 p.m.
Kansas City (Witasick 4-7) at Texas (Loaiza
2-1), 735 p.m
Minnesota (Radke 7-9) at Anaheim (Hill 39). 905 p.m
Baltimore (J.Johnson 2-4) at Seattle (Meche
1-1), 9:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Eiland 1-5) at Oakland (Oquist
7-7), 935 p.m.

tilt & cruise, power locks, only 4000 miles

$15,995
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St.
#99260.1. Green, 1 owner, P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise,
$20,872
cassette, 30,000 miles

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. V-8,
LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles
Reduced $24,995

1997 GMC Yukon LT - St. #99407.1. 4WD,4D,
maroon, V-8, All power,!eather, 33,000 miles

$25,986
1997 Ford Ranger XLT - St. #99192.1. PS/PB, A/C,
$8,750
only 22,000 miles
1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. 3.5 L., V-6,
maroon, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 52,000 miles

$10,986
1997 Dodge Neon - St. #00008.1. 2 door, red, Auto.,
$7,986
NC, PS/PB, 39,000 miles
1997 Nissan Sentra GXE -St. #00006.1.4 door,
$9,995
white, PS/PB, A/C, 35,000 miles
1997 Chev, K1500 LWB 4X4 Pickup - St.
$15,872
#99026.1. A/C, PS/PB, 39,000 miles
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #511. Auto., NC, P/W, P/L,
tilt & cruise, cassette, platinum silver, 51,000 miles..

$9,986

Congratulations

1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white,
PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette. Reduced $9,986

Marshall County

1996 Dodge Stratus - St. #99345.1. 4 door, auto.,
$9,450
A/C, PS/PB, tilt & cruise, 29,000 miles

High School
Winner of the 1998-1999

D U

D

1996 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99186.1. White, V-6,
auto., A/C, P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, 66,000
$9,995
miles
D

A

_

1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2., blue/tan, NC, PS/PB, 41,000 miles

S

$11,976

for "Excellence in Athletics"
Honoring the scholastic ability of
our area's future leaders.
.. . _

1996 Dodge Dakota Sport Pickup - St. # 99390.1
$8,995
V-6 Auto, PS/PB, A/C, Black
1995 Ford Mustang - St. # 99367.1. Red, V-6, Auto,
4,
-6

A/C

1995 Ford Windstar GL - St. #99395.1. Tan,$V-6,

.:.

auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise

,41
,

-‘i..6
,

$
1995 Ford Contour GL - St. #99362.1. Burgundy,
,p
PS/PB, A/C, 61,000 miles

,..

.

Congratulations
1998-99
Top 5 Winners

v,

J

190.5
MARSHALL
COUNTY

1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #481. V-$66,
Reduced $5,995
P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette

;e

..:

1st -

1993 Ford Thunderbird - St. #99288.1. White, V-6,
Auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 56,000 miles
r-

.. ,

2nd - 177.5
ST. MARY'S

, $6,995

...

i,

1992 Dodge D150 - St. #99288.5. Green/tan,

„ vtircli,,
,

3rd - 173
LONE OAK

5th- 156
REIDLAND
HIGH

762-0000

•

$21,995

AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
Dazd Rarnev
"Ask Me About Life Insurance" Agent

::f-

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
("Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

lb'

-

V-8, Auto., A/C, P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
$6,995

•
r
. i

(---C-

4th - 165.5
GRAVES
COUNTY

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.

people"
By MARY FOSTER
AP Sports Writer
The Saints' dedication to provLA CROSSE, Wis.(AP)-The ing Kuharich right could be seen in
future is now for the only NFL their offseason workouts, which
team that has never won a playoff were the most successful in the hisgame.
tory of the franchise, with 98 perIt was a message repeated over cent of the players participating.
and over by the New Orleans
"These guys understand that our
Saints' hierarchy on the first day of
chance is now, not three years from
training camp.
"Last year. if I had told you the now," coach Mike Ditka said. "The
Falcons would be in the Super bottom line in this business is winBowl, you would have laughed," ning. The bottom line for me is
general manager Bill Kuharich said winning. I didn't win my first two
Thursday. "This year. we're the years. If I don't win this year, I
team that will make believers of shouldn't be here."

3.8 V-6, Dual A/C, All power, White, 15,000 miles

THE
RAMEY
AGENCY

defeated Florida 12-1 and Cincinnati beat Los Angeles 7-5.
Though Kile had a live fastball
and retired the side in order four
times, Astros manager Larry
Dierker was hesitant to give him
too much credit.
"I didn't think he threw the ball
very well in the early part of the
game," Dierker said. "I thought we
went sleepwalking into the game
and didn't really start getting some
intensity until the middle innings.
When we picked it up, (Kile)
picked it up."
Kile cruised through the first
seven innings, throwing 70 pitches
and allowing just three hits, but he
ran into trouble with a three-run
lead in the eighth.
The Astros pulled to 4-2 on Matt
Mieske's pinch-hit, RBI single and
loaded the bases with two outs. After falling behind in the count. Kile
escaped the jam when Richard Hidalgo flied out to right field.
"I'm tickled to death for (Kile),"
Rockies manager Jim Leyland said.
"I'm tickled to death for me. We
needed to win a game - desperately. He came up big today."
Dave Veres pitched the ninth for
his 19th save in 24 chances. He
stranded the tying run at second
when pinch-hitter Tony Eusebio
grounded out to end the game.
"I try to make it exciting." Veres
said jokingly.

From Page 10
is abilno furir Doc
rguably
ersonal

Miller said. "We didn't have any
home games because the other
leagues were using the fields."
Wit'h the players' parents making most of the trips, the team
has never felt alone.
"All of the parents are very
loud," said Lindsey Miller. "They
give us confidence and they make
us play harder. Playing everywhere
has been good for Murray. and
it's been fun for us representing
the city."
Meagan Snow seemed happy
to be missing a week of school,
since the Murray system returns
to class Aug. 3.
But she knows being absent
that long won't be all fun and
games.
"Christina (Dunn) and I will
have to be doing homework on
the way down there because we
both go to Murray," Snow said

Lady Fury team members are (front, from left) Meagan Starks, Kaysin Hutching, Meagan Pember, Traci Rose, Shelby Webb, Megan Snow; (second row) Lindsey Smith, Marcy Boggess,
Tracy Riddle, Lindsay Miller, Christina Dunn and Beth Ross. Coaches are Bill Miller, Troy Webb.
Steve Pember and Dave Snow.

Castilla, Kile
break out; Rockies
down Astros 4-2

Saints training camp

Page 10
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Tht Purchase Cup Mission Statement Is:
To promote positive aspects of interscholastic competition at the high
school level. To encourage participation by as many student athletics
rniM4S.
as possible, all sports and schools in the First Region receiving the i
ap turmisg
same opportunities for services.
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2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

Ad Deadlines

kSSIFILD

Publish

‘41.

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Musi Run With", 6 Das Period )

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line .x.d $6 00 minimum day be per word per day for each additional coasecuttiie Liy
$2 00 extra for Shopper i Toes , Clas‘ifieds go into Shoppin Guide $2 0)extra for blind box *1,,

r 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Just Say "Charge It"
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately So corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

HeipWanbod

WO Notice

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within
six
months of date of
qualification.
Estate of: Martha Sue
Frizzell, 419 South
9th Street, Murray,
KY 42071; Case #99P-00156; Fiduciary:
David A. Frizzell, 1305
South
10th
St.,
Mayfield, KY 42066;
Appointed: July 28,
1999;
Attorney:
Joseph W. Bolin, 118
South 5th St., Murray,
KY 42071.
Estate of: Dorothy W.
Grogan, 2186 State
Rt. 121 N., Murray,
KY 42071; Case #99P-00155; Fiduciary:
Harold G. Grogan,
2186 State Rt. 121 N.,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: July 28,
1999; Attorney: N/A.
Estate of: Levi T.
Nimmo, 2363 Brooks
Chapel Rd., Dexter,
KY 42036; Case #99P-00151; Fiduciary:
Brenda
Hill, 564
Eveleigh
Rd.,
Leitchfield, KY 42754;
Appointed: July 28,
1999; Attorney: Robert
0. Miller, 201 South
5th, Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Elvie B.
Carson, West View
Nursing
Home,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case
#99-P-00152;
Fiduciary: Patsy Dyer,
1502
Canterbury,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: July 28,
1999; Attorney: N/A
PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with
#93Ordinance
1012, the Murray
City Council on July
22, 1999 certified as
non-participating
parcels, four tracts
of land located on
Shady Lane, as
requested by the
Murray Natural Gas
System.

BIBLE message 759-5177
GATFISH Dinners nightly
at Sandra D's Diner- Hwy
94E 753-FOOD
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700

COPELAND
ORCHARDS
Peaches, Nectarines,
Tomatoes 8i Vegetables
2 miles west of
Mayfield
Also located at
Farmer's Market
Place

270-623-8312
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
PEACHES: Tree ripened
and table ready! Selling in
Murray on 641N next to
Pockets Shell. On Mon.,
Wed., Fri.& Sat. Sunday's
are a possibility throughout August. Look for our
bright YELLOW peach
trailer loaded with beautiful
& tasty fruit. Glohaven,
Daleicious,(A beautiful,
tasty peach discovered in
Bremer Orchard as a limb
mutation in 1988) and
Yakima Hale are now
available. Sun Glow
nectarines are ripe for the
next 10 days. This is our
final nectarines of the
season. Biscole, Redskin
Hybrid by approx. August
2-12; Cresthaven by
August 5-15; Belle of
Georgia and Elberta will
follow by August 7-16;
Finale by August 20th;
Sweet Sue by August
22nd; Encore by August
25th; Our Peaches are
available 7 days a week
till Labor Day at our
Farm Sale Center, 10
miles Northeast of
Metropolis. On Illinois
Hwy 145. Save this ad
for future reference'
DALE BREMER ORCHARD
OF METROPOLIS!
1-618-524-5783.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

BUSY physicians office
seeking motivated, organized person to answer
phones,
appointments,
front reception functions
Just give us a call, we'll
and general clerical duties.
Full time M-F. Excellent
be glad to help,
benefits. Send resume to
Your loved one we'll
P.O. Box 1040-0 Murray,
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry Ky 42071.
DISPATCHER needed for
or Feathered Friends,
Freight Brokerage Co. ExHere at the
perience in the trucking inLedger & Times.
dustry preferred, but will
train the right motivated
Call 753-1916
person. Recent graduate
or verifiable work history
060
required. Call Kenny at
Help Wanted
759-0400 anytime.
Financial
DUE to rapid expansion
**ATTN: STUDENTS**
Coldwell Banker, Woods &
$10.00 BASE/ APPT.
BELIEVE it or not you can
Associates Real Estate
**27 OPENINGS**
buy a new home without
has openings for sales asFlexible w/ School
perfect credit. Call Rick to
sociate. Call 753-1651 for
Schedule
details Johnson Dream
appointment.
Customer Service/ Sales
Homes 901-642-2210."
EXPERIENCED Waitress
Conditions Apply
050
& cook. Apply at The Shed
270-443-2376
Lost and Found
Cafe. 437-4568.
Check Out www.workfor- FULL- Time Support coorcestudents.com/ ndd
LOST on Old Salem Rd.
dinator needed for comChinese Pug. On medica- IMMEDIATE opening for munity based residential
tion. Reward offered. Call Full time afternoon posi- program for mentally re753-0668 or 759-1969
tarded/ developmentally
tion. Call 753-0724
disabled adults. Responsibilities include coordinating
the full range of services
necessary to meet the
For the best possible prices with
needs of our individuals.
Must have a Bachelor's
FREE delivery and setup go to...
Degree in Social work,
psychology or related field.
Excellent full time benefits
include college tuition as2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
sistance, stock purchase
(across from Memorial Gardens)
plan, 401(k), medical, dental, life, short and long
Open Mon.-Sal.. 9 am.-5 p.m.
term disability, paid trainWith 12, 24 or 36 month financing
ing, holidays, annual and
Free Delivery • 753-4566
sick leave. Contact Heidi
Peller, Personnel Director,
Community Alternatives,
Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Hwy.,
Symsonia,
KY
42082. Ph: 270-527-2255.
Crime checks will be conwith this 2x2
ducted. EOE WF/DN

NOTICE:

Effective October 1st, Kut
N Kurt will be selling it's
tanning bed If anyone has
tanning time left, you have
until then to use it. No Refunds Will Be Given.
14
PHOTOGRAPHERyears experience. Lifetime
member, Freelance Photographers organization.
Wedding from $99. Last
minutes sometimes available. 270-753-1001.
WILL shell your peas for
$5.00 bushel Call before
8PM 1-270-492-8214

MEDICAL office assistant
seeks part time employment in Murray area. Resume and references on
request. Phone 270-5271917 before 10 am
NOTICE
August special at Hair Art.
Buy one get one FREE.
New Deepshine shampoo
or conditioner by Rusk,
Dixieland Center 753-6745

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details

y_x„ERAhi
-SARpFT & FL OR COVERINGy
Tod*

Cart'Vinyl'Ceramic Tile I Hardwood
Come by' & see our showroom today.'
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

753-7728
6I1S.114mi. to Tom Taylor Trl. right 1500 yds.

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Now, regardless of HEALTH. you
may purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Kentucky
-free local claim service"
Department of Insurance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the compa4111,04„... nies offering this insurance to residents
„ A 47
w.
TI
rzE dlitati.z. i
of Western Kentucky.
cStucito
If your current Major Medical is too
an.az
high, call us for a rate quote. You can
.r.or ...pe-o-a...ce_..e
_.
now change and shop for price alone. If
REGISTRATION
!
your present policy is over twelve
Monday, Aug. 2
04
10:00a.m. - 2 p.m.
41
months old, you do not have any waitTuesday Aug. 3
period for pre-existing conditions.
ing
7:00 p.m.

6

.„.....„:„.

4

.4411

Irdi‘

r

060

060

010

3:00 753-5352

or
492-8376

A,...,

4
lb.

i
t--,
„.

Willitilb%"11r64
\14L
410
41
e

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore • Murray• 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

070
Help Wanted

Domestic &
Childcare

INSIDE counter help needed. T&C Lumber. 49 N.
Main St. Benton, Ky. Apply
in person.

WILL Clean your home.
Very reliable, reasonable
rates. 753-3802.
WILL Do house cleaning,
ironing in your home. Also
babysitting at night.
270-474-2131.

KITCHEN Help & hostess.
Apply in person. Dumplin's
of Murray. 305 South 12th
Street.
LOCAL route driver Fulltime, health insurance
paid.No layoffs. Send resume to P.O. Box528 Murray, Ky 42071.
NEED someone to pass
flyers for business. Pay by
hour. 767-0508
NOW accepting applications for meat department
help. Apply in person at
D&T Foods. 623 South
4th, Murray.
NOW hiring waitresses,
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady, Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.
NURSES AIDE
PRN work as needed, all
shifts. Prefer experience,
but will train. Not a full time
job. Need flexible, caring,
mature individual who
would enjoy working with
the elderly. In a pleasant
environment. Apply in person only. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.
OFFICE staff. Must have
working knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel
plus clerical skills. Flexible
hours. Starting at $7.00
per hour. Send resume to
P.O. Box 368, Murray, Ky
42071
SINGER/GUITAR player
needed for classic rock
and blues band. Call after
4PM 753-4838

120
00inptitsrb
KELLERS
Computer Store.
Sales/ Service.
436-5933.
LOOKING For a comput
er? Good or bad credit.
We finance. Call TennTEK
1-800-741-9983.
MDM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades, Installs
Hardware And Software
Phone # 759-3556
Pager 742-1552.
PACKARD Bell Legend
725DX PC, complete with
DOS< Windows 3.1, Netscape, Explorer, Quicken,
MS Works, Eudora e-mail,
faxing software, 2 disk
drives, 28.8 kbps modem.
Internet ready, complete
with monitor, cables, printer, disks, everything. $350.
Call 753-5778
140
Want to Buy
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks•In Memory
• Happy Ads

Card of Thanks
The 1999 Senior Class of
Calloway County gfigh School
would like to say "Thank You" to
everyone who made our Project
graduation a night to remember.
A special thanks to the businesses, churches, laycee's, teachers
and parents for your money, your
time, your love and concern.
CCJ-fS Class of'99

eravs)
FURNITtilth

Recipe For A Beautiful Home...,
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
•Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

Downtown
Murray

M.y"
Free
Financing

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.

1-800-909-9064

WANTED: Old toys, before
1970's, 759-3456.

Public Programs Manager

SPORTSMAN'S Anchor
Resort, at Jonathan Creek,
needs store clerk balance
of season through October, with opportunity for rehire
in March 2000. Needs 125,000 BTU Rheem. 90+
LUMBERYARD help needhave
typing and com- furnace with 4 ton A/C.
to
ed. Apply in person at T&C
$400. 753-9876.
Lumber 49 N. Main St. puter skills. Call (270) 3541994 MOTO 4 Four wheelapplication
and
6568
for
Benton, Ky. Lumber expeer. New tires, good condiinterview. M-F only. 9-5.
rience needed.
tion.
MARTHA'S
Restaurant SWIFT Roofing is hiring
753-5318
needs experience break- commercial roofers & la1997 & 1998 retired Beafast cook. Apply in person borers. Competitive wages
with health insurance & nie Babies.
at 1409 N. 12th.
30TH Anniversary Gator
Computer 401K retirement plan. Call
MICROAGE
National MAC Tool box.
Center is searching for a 270-753-5976 or 800-844Black,
less than 3 months
part time (25-30 hrs per 4921, 8am-4pm. Mon-Fri
item.
old.
Collector's
week) receptionist. Knowl- ONLY. Equal Opportunity
$2300. obo. 901-247-5536
Employer.
edge of basic computer
ATTN: Tobacco Farmers.
applications
essential.
Tobacco slabs for sale.
Phone skills will be a ma270-522-7584,
jor factor in the selection
270-522-8313.
process. Compensation
Collection.
will be dependent upon CLEANING houses is my BEANIE Baby
seeking
Beanies
Over
80
qualifications. Bring re- business. Reliable. Call
a good home. Several resume to 314 Main. Murray. Linda. 759-9553.
tirees, including bears.
Sorry will not trade or sell
separately. $450. Call
753-4899
BEAUTY Pro Wolff 24 tanning bed. Brand new
bulbs. Asking $1200. Call
901-642-9169
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
FULL Blooded Nubian milk
proutdsng quality healthcare in Western
goat billys $100. each. Full
announces
Tennessee.
Northwest
and
Kentucky
Dominecker
blooded
the following lob openings
chickens $6.00 pairs.
Dominecker
roosters
CHILD CARE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR:
$2.00 each. Pair of late
Provides overall program organization, direction
Schwinn
bikes
'70's
and management for Child Care Center operations.
$125.00 for both.
Position requires a Bachelor's Degree in Early
270-492-8175, 10:00-5:00.
Childhood Education, Child Development, or
Elementary Education. Masters'Oegree preferred.
METER Base & pole for
Five years of related expenence with demonstrated
temporary service.
supervisory skills preferred
759-0220.
STRAW
for sale, $2.00/
CHILD CARE FLOAT TEACHER:
bale. Call 489-2436 if no
PRN, position available. Bachelor's or Associate
answer leave message.
Degree in Early Childhood Education, Child
SWEET corn County Line
Development. Elementary Education, or related
Produce, Hwy. 121 N & in
field and experience preferred.
Murray (St. Leo's Church)
489-2211
For details contact:
MURRAY
THE Green Door
Human Resources
Antiques, collectibles,
CALLOMY
(502)762-1106
20's to 80's. Books, gifts,
.11.1 I lp,.../tmvolv
COUNTY
1,11.1.tvirr
lot's more. From Murray:
HOSPITAL
East on Hwy. 94 for about
5 miles. Turn right on Hwy
till3 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071
732, go 2.7 miles.
270-436-2929

Large

APP
War

On II
75

2PC liviri
$14.95/wk.

Special Price

Ui Yo.

KENMORE
er. $450. c
15cu ft $1
hull potter
435-4699.
WASHER
tion $95
Dryer exc
$95
Dishwash(
cellent con
Kenny Ca

National Scouting Museum of the Boy Scouts
of America, Inc. Position to begin September
1, 1999.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in education, public history, or related field plus three
years or more education or programming
experience required. Previous managerial
experience, good people skills, planning,
organization and time management also
required. Must be able to communicate effectively in writing and oral presentation.
Responsibilitiea: Developing and implementing all public interpretive programs for
the museum; grant writing and submission
editor of the museum newsletter; supervises
a part-time interpretive staff, Gateway staff
and volunteers.
Application Deadline: August 9, 1999.
To Annly: Send letter of application, resume,
list of references, and college transcripts to
Susan B. Hardin, National Scouting
Museum, Murray State University, P.O. Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

The Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield, Kentucky is searching for a Birthing
Center Manager. The manager will be responsible
for directing eight(8) total labor/delivery/postpartum rooms. Qualifications are: A registered Nurse
with Kentucky Licensure, obstetric experience is
required along with previous management experience preferred. Providing excellent customer service and strong communications skills are a must.
Qualified applicants are to submit resume and references to the Human Resources Department.
Salary commensurate with experience with excellent benefit package.
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Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

FRIDAY, JULY 30,

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

150

WEDDING dress Washer
& dryer (GE brand) Call
evenings 270-767-0463

KENMORE Washer/ Dryer. $450 obo. Refrigerator
15cu ft $135 Pink & blue
hull pottery. 435-4327 or
435-4699.
WASHER excellent condition $95.
Dryer excellent condition
$95.
Dishwasher (built-in) excellent condition $95.
Kenny Call 759-3180

PIANO For Sale. Console
Excellent condition Zero
down, assume low payments. See locally
1-800-437-9757.
RENT- A- Piano $25 Per
month. New & used Piano's for sale. Tuning & repair. 1-800-745-6819.

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Squari.
1753-1713
160
Nome Furnishings

of
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to
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er.

ass-

ters
our

199
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12X65 HOUSE trailer
frame with the axles and
tonge. 759-9742
16X80, 3br, 2 bath. All appliances. 753-6390.
1989 GATEWAY 14x80,
3BR., 2 bath, ref., range,
d/w H-3 Coach Estates.
753-8001 or 753-3938 after 5:00.
1994 SUNSHINE 16x80,
3br, 2 bath. C/H/A, Jacuzzi
vaulted ceilings, oak cabinets. French doors, appliances included. $21,900.
1-888-621-2521.
1997 16x80 Fleetwood.
3br, 2 bath. Sell Price
$23,500. Must be moved.
Contact Eva Smith.
489-2366 after 2p.m.
2BR, Mobile Home on 3
acres wooded lot. Located
on 94E, 12 miles from
Murray. Phone 474-2017.
If no answer, leave name
& phone number. Will return call.
"HUGE 32x48 new, full furnished home. (1 only) first
come, first serve. Ask for
Teddy, Johnson Dream
Homes. 901-642-2210."
MUST See! Unique style,
16x80 Mobile home. 3br, 2
bath. Shingle roof, vinyl
siding, 2yrs old. 16x16
wood deck, small covered
front porch. Privacy fence,
landscaped in a very quiet
neighborhood on a 1/2
acre lot. 4 miles from town.
after
Call
767-9094
3:30p.m.

2PC living room group,
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
Magic
ADJUSTABLEelectric bed. Purchased
and repair locally. 7536156
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
BREAKFAST set. Solid
oak. Chairs and table, extra leaf. 753-9480
HIGHLAND House couch
& matching love seat. Excellent condition. Soft neutral color. Priced to sell.
753-4216.
RELOCATING, Contents
of a large home in Mayfield area. Reasonable prices. Fine & unusual furniture. A Baby Grand Piano.
Oriental rugs, paintings &
art objects. Sofa's, chairs,
tables, lamps, oak dinette
set. Chippendale style dinning room. Books, bookcases, desks & much
Ames For $aki
more. Call 270-251-2638.
VERY Nice couch & chair
only
$150. Dryer $75. Works NICE 1BR. Reduced
436-6289.
obo.
$1650.
Enfor
ask
well. 767-0614,
ca or Randy. After 6p.m.

Pr

atal

rim
)ost

2BR, 11/2 bath $260
TROYBILT 11hp Big Red month. 3br, 2 bath $300
Electric Start Tiller. Used 1 month. 753-6012
season. Sells new for
38R, 2 bath. C/H/A, gas.
$2,699. Asking $2,000... Cfty water, near fttke with
Call 489-2051 or 753-9031
stove, refrigerator & dishwasher. Large yard. $500
plus deposit. Call
270-644-1886.
1996 NEW Holland square
NICE 2br, no pets.
baler, model 565. Excel753-9866.
lent shape $8,000.
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 peo1-270-247-1034
ple. $225/mo. 753-6012.
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OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center 753-4509
320

For Rant
OR 2br apts. near down
own Murray starting a
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1 or 2br. Furnished Apt. 1
block from Campus.
759-2174.
1BR apartment, near campus, no pets $260/ month.
753-5980
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d, available now. Coleman RE 759-4118.

Peggy Ann, 7201/2
Sycamore, & 1BR
Duplex, 505 Vine,
Call 492-8225.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753-

2905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, ap-

Center pivot, water reel,
slurry reels. Call Hughes
Farms Services. 753-4095

furnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
JERRY'S Country Living.
Lots for rent with water &
sewer. Double & single
wides. 270-527-8808.

LOT for rent. 492-8488.
WELSO 715 Cadence LOT For Rent. 753-9866
Treadmill and exercise
bike- $150. OBO 435-4622
220
Musical
BINGE- Trigger Trombone
with case. $750. 435-4432
PIANO FOR SALE! Take
on low monthly payments.
Beautiful console piano.
No money down
1-800-371-1220

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out
section running each Monday in the
classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad,
regularly priced at $12.50, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective June 1, 1997
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

FOR LEASE
New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive• Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
I p.m. to 5 p.m.

NICE Quiet apt for rent
753-5731.
NICE, 2 Bedroom, 1 bath
duplex. Stove & ref. W/D
hookup. 5 minutes North
of Murray. $250.00 deposit. $275.00 rent. 489-2918
NORTHWOOD and Cambridge. 2BR. 1 bath. lyr.
lease. No pets. Extra nice
435-4294
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TDD# 1-800247-2510.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

753-9898.
utilities.
Low
2BR.
Lease/deposit. $295/mo
413 N. 6th St. Call 7539621
2BR. water, sewer, gas,
garbage. $275/mo. 7538355
3BR. 2 bath. Very nice.
Excellent location.
753-5344
Work 559-9970
3BR. duplex near university. Deposit and lease required. $400/mo.Call 7539621.
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath.
Fully equipped kitchen including microwave. Washer and dryer, carpet and
tile. Yard maintenance included. Security deposit
and lease. No pets.
753-4240.
EXTRA nice 1 br, 1 bath,
appliances fumished, with
w/d, central gas h/a, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit.
753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2BR 2 bath
duplex w/ garage. 1706
Oakhill. 753-7457
EXTRA Nice duplex, 2br. 1
bath. Washer, dryer, dish
washer, C/H/A, deck & garage. No pets. Lease & deposit required. 753-5719
1410 B. Michelle Drive.
FURNISHED 1 br apt. Utilities paid. No smokers or
pets lyr lease, month deposit. For more info, Rogers Enterprises 753-5140.
FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath.
Central gas H/A, Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
LUXURIOUS 2BR units.
Available now. $550-$695.
Also 1BR w/ loft office. Under cover parking. Coleman RE 753-9898

NEW lbr apartment. All
appliances furnished. Including w/d. $325./ month
1 month deposit & lyr
lease. 436-5725.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house wiwasher & dryer, furnished. near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2BR duplex. Good
neighborhood/ near shopping center $375 a month
plus deposit No pets. 7532967

EASTSIDE

YARD SALE

119 Main • 753-6266

NORTH WOOD

storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

BUY or lease. City best lo
cation. Plenty of parking
Solid building. 2 story
2500 sq. ft. per floor. Out
side-inside entrance to up
stairs, suitable for living
qtrs., office. Store on court
square. Paris, Tn. Owner
financing possible. Call
753-1300 or 1-888-3676757

& Supplies
8 MONTH Old Male Pomeranian Loves kids Call
753-9360 or 437-3980
ADORABLE AKC Cocker
Spaniel puppies. Buffmales & females. Blackone male. 7 weeks old.
$125 each.(270)474-2028
AKC Bassett Puppies.
489-2964.

AKC Registered
Golden Retriever
Puppies. Dark & light
Golden. Will be ready
August 21st. $200.
Serious inquiries only!
Call 270-474-8340.
Please leave
message.
AKC Registered Dachshund puppies. $225. Call
753-6981 or 489-6187.
AKC RottweIler puppies
2 male Rottweiler puppies
for sale Parents on premises. 6 weeks old. Ready
to go. $275. Call 753-8809
days or 759-9040 after
5p.m.

2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
& deposit required.
753-4109.
2BR. Brick, carport, 11/2
bath, C/H/A, appliances &
yard maintance included.
town.
In
pets.
No
Call
Deposit/Reference
753-6397
3BR, 2 bath, C/A, W/D, included. New Providence.
$400.+ deposit 435-4314.
503 LYNNWOOD Court.
3br, 2 full bath. C/H/A,
gas. Fenced in back yard.
Storage building, screened
back porch. $800 a month.
Call 759-1693.

1, 2, 3 & 4 BR
Houses & Apts.
For Lease
BR beginning
at $200.00
Special 12th Mo.
Rent 1/2 Price
753-0859 days
753.5214 nights
1

BEAUTIFULLY
decorated/renovated home
in poplar subdivision. Mature landscaping, over
2000 sq.ft. 3BR. 2 baths
LA, DR, FR, eat in
kitchen.Full wall of bookcases/ built in desk in FR.
40x20 ft. deck and 11x20
ft. screened in porch. Att.
garage. call 753-1641 or
Lynda at 759-2001.
bath.
CLEAN 2br, 1
Range, refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher, +or/CI
hook up. 321S. 13th St.

$525/ month. 759-5534.
REDECORATED 3Br. 1
bath in city. Stove/refrig
w/d Lease /deposit $485
8-5 M-F 753-4937
SMALL 2br house. W/D
hook up, perfect for students. Close to University
on quiet street $375/ Deposit & $375/ month. Call
753-7535 after 6pm. No
pets. Must have references

(mpg* Rentals
13'X27' STORAGE build
ing with 10'x10' overhead
door. More into, Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available 753-2905

Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE

Era
STORAGE

BIRD Fair & Supply Sale.
August 7-8. Executive Inn.
100's of birds, toys, and
cages for sale.
901-878-1307.
www.birdshows.com
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
FREE to loving home.
Golden Retriever / Lab
mix. Beautiful male puppy.
12wks old. Extremely affectionate. All shots to
date. Will pay to neuter.
759-5202
MICE For Sale.
270-395-7880.
10-5. M-F.
PEG'S Dog Grooming. No
tranquilizers. 753-2915.
English
REGISTERED
Setter Puppies. 6 & 8
weeks old. Top quality
breeding. Excellent bloodlines. $100. Call
270-436-5002.

390
Supplies
PYGMY Goats. 1 adul
doe & 3 4 month old ba
bies. $25 & up.
270-382-2485.

WANT ADS
WORK

804 Coldwater
Rd. at 5 Points
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Call Brenda at
753-4153

464 Oakwood
Circle off of Oaks
Country Club Rd.
July 30-31
7 a.m.-?

121 S. ONTO
Locust Grove Rd.
2 miles on right.
Saturday
6 a.m.-?

Nice kids clothes,
cheap. 250, 500,
$1.00, $2.00, $3.00

Books, toys, end
tables, childrens
clothes, adult clothes,
household items.

Barbies, Beanie
Babies, tins,
Christmas decorations, tools.

YARD SALE

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

5158 Hwy. 641
S. Between
Midway &
Hazel
July 30 & 31
Appliances, furniture, baby & toddler clothes &
items.
Rain or Shine

YARD SALE
1109 Elm St.
Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-Noon
No Early Sales
25" color tv, futon,
Serger sewing
machine, keyboard,
microwave stand,
children furniture,
dresser, table and
chairs, lots more.

306 Oakcrest Dr.
East Y
Subdivision

Sat., July 31
7 a.m.-12 noon

Sat. 7/31
8 a.m.-?
Uniforms, clothes,
treadmill, embroidery thread, &
much more.

Clothes, tools, lights, furniture, etc. Something for
everyone, Moving In Sale
Rain or Shine

Girls 12 speed racing
bike, bar-b-que grill,
household items,
clothing , etc.

INDOOR YARD
SALE AND
BAKE SALE

Computer equipment, furniture
& more.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

Real Estate

Saturday
7 a.m.
Jewelry, books, coffee
table, freezer, bike,
garage opener, clothes,
household items.

7 a.m.-?
Baby swing, bassinet,
walker, baby girl
clothes to 12 mos.,
boys clothes to size
7, Beanie Babies,
lawn mower,
household.

Baby furniture,
toys, lots of boys
clothing size 0-5,
girls clothing 31-5,
adult clothing,
household items.

YARD SALE

2 PARTY

Tri City across
from Holmes
Grocery
Sat., July 31

YARD SALE

Bedroom furniture,
low mileage motor
home - reasonable,
tools, toys, lots of
misc., Home
Interiors. Must See!

1411 Olive St.
at Shear
Lunacy
7 a.m.-12 p.m.

421 Ezell Road

••• .r.%

Hwy. 94 follow signs from
Clayton Rd. at Yamaha Shop

Sat., July 31 •6 a.m.-?
Men, womens, toddler clothes, car seat,
infant seat, toys, household items, pam- •
passan chair and lots more.

Classifieds
Office Open

AAP**

140
-Charming home in great neighborhood near
Robertson Elementary
•And University - Ill Hickory Dr., $1 17,500
*Three bedrooms, two baths, living room and
family room
•Two thousand square feet
*Recent updates include new heat/ac, dishwasher,
and hot water heater
.Good condition: new paint and carpet
*Large tree-shaded lot
*Fireplace and built-ins
*Call evenings for appointment

(270) 759-0513

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

.••

1111 •

Fisher Price toys,

sandbox, microwave,
bike & much more.

Fri. & Sat.
7 -12

Corner of Johnson
& Sunny Ln.

Clothes, toys, knickknacks, bedding and
much more.

Sat.•8 a.m.-?

508 S. 11th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

1400 Johnson

Cain's Academy
94 East across
from Yamaha Shop
Saturday
7 a.m.-12 p.m.

4', miles S. of
Glendale on 641.
Then left on Green
Plain Rd. Follow
signs.

145 Oakwood
Circle off Oaks
Country Club Rd.

MOVING SALE

HOUSE FOR SALE

Clothes, ladies M-L, infants
0-2T, door/storm unit, vacuum, tires, misc. junk,
Beanies, baby bedding,
much more
No Early Sales _

GARAGE
SALE

210 S. 15th St.
Sat. Only

Call 753-8900 or 753-0071

Corner of
Whitnell & Dudley
Bldg. B-9
Sat., July 31
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

rcl
Sale

1521 London
Dr. Canterbury
7/31/99
8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Two Bedroom Brick Home
803 Vine Street - One Block From Hospital
$45,000

YARD SALE

2615 Green
Plain Rd.

1909
Westwood Dr.
Saturday
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

FOR SALE

Decorating items,
men & women clothing, odd & ends.

318 N. 7th St.

YARD SALE

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Saturday
7 a.m.- 1 p.m.

828 Oaks Co.
Club Rd.
.09 mile south off 94 west
Saturday
7 a.m.-12 noon

YARD SALE

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

641 S. 2 mi. to Tom
Taylor Trail, 1st
house on right.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Beanie Babies,
Barbie clothes, house
& accessories,
games, toys, wooden
children's bench, children's tapes & books,
clothes, shoes, jewelry, king size waterbed

86 Tom Taylor
Trail

YARD SALE

1614 Loch
Lomond
Sat., July 31
7 a.m.-?

900 S. 17th
Corner 17th &
Magnolia

YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

1317 Oakhill Dr.
Campbell Estates
Fri. 7/30
& Sat. 7/31
Fri. 6-10 a.m.
Sat. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.

YARD
SALE

Variety of items.
No Early Sales

MANY, MANY
ITEMS CHEAP'

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

stand, clothing & more

806 Main St.
Sat., July 31
7 a.m.-?

Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-12
noon

GARAGE
SALE

Kitchen items, Broyhill
queen sleeper, chest, tv
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Yard Sale

SMALL 1BR .Low utilities.
413 N. 6th St. Call 7539621
SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
now accepting applications
Hgts. for 2Br. apartments. Apply
University
1BR
stove/refrig. W/D dish- at 906 Broad St. Ext. EHO.
washer. Lease/deposit No TAKING applications- 2
pets. $325
Br. 1 bath furnished.
2Br apt. in country. Stove/ Above Sandra D'S Diner.
hookup
W/D
refrig.
Water, heat, garbage pickLease/deposit. No. pets. up included. No pets. 1
$250.
month rent required for de2Br. downtown. Stove/ re- posit-$385.00
monthly.
fng. Furnished. Lease/de- Call before 10:00 753posit No pets. $265.
FOOD
8-5 M-F 753-4937
VERY Nice 2br Duplex. No
1BR, Fumished. 5 miles pets. Lease. 270-926-4427
from campus. E3am & pas- VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
ture space available. $325/ Townhouse, appliances
month includes utilities. furnished with w/d, central
435-4236
gas h/a, $500, lmonth de1BR, water furnished. No posit, lyr lease. No pets.
pets. $225/ month.
753-2905.
753-3949.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
2-bath, duplex w/garage, applian2-BEDROOM,
bnck. All kitchen applian- ces furnished, central gas
ces, washer dryer, walk-in h/a, lyr lease, 1 mo. declosets., yard maintained, posit. No pets. 753-2905.
located on quiet dead end
street. 1-yr. lease, no pets.
For Rot
Deposit required. $475.00
per month. Call 270-753- PRIVATE Entrance. Ac1155 days. 270-753-1623 cess to kitchen, bathroom
leave message.
& washer/ dryer. $170.
207 S. 11th, 2br Duplex. monthly. References relyr lease, no pets. $310/ quired. 753-3973.
month. 753-3415.
Mom.
SLEEPING
2BR duplex, central h/a,
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
furnished.
appliances
753-9898.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
For Rot
2BR Duplex. In Northwood. $375/ month.
1 13r. 3 miles from town
759-4406.
$320/mo. 759-9600
2BR Duplexes, 1300

or 1-270-674-5557.
IRRIGATION MACHINE.

EVIOfftelfd

outs
mber

120FT X SOFT Concrete
block building 2500 sq ft
in sales & office area
3500 sq. ft in storage
area. Gas heat, Ig
parking lot. Located on S
4th Building can be
divided. Call 753-0839
or 436-2935

400

360

200
&WNW'ROM*.

220
Ando
Fort)*

1999

•••..• •• • • •

Don't Worry. Be ready to place a
HAPPY AD in the....

LEDGER & TIMES
Cull 12701753-1916 to place'or ad today!

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

BEAUTIFUL Wooded hill
side. 2 up to 17 acre
tracks. Restricted. 5 minutes West of town. 1
track with stocked pond,
well & septic. Call for your
private showing today.
753-2905.
MURRAY Estates, Lynn
Grove Road. 94W. Great
Location for now & the future. Call 270-435-4487 or
1-888-673-0040.

rem

1-275 acres. Coldwate
area. Owner financing
489-2116 or 753-1300
42 ACRES with mobile
home and large horse
bam. Beautiful property
742-9738(p) or
474-2761(h)

For Sale
1.2 STORY Traditional
brick home on 30 acres.
3br, 31/2 baths, great room
with cathedral ceiling, fireplace. French doors to sun
porch. Custom cabinetry,
oak interior doors and trim,
peachtree casement windows, security system,
new roof. 30'x40' insulated
workshop with security
system. $239,000.00 negotiable_ Call 436-5917 for
your appointment.

2BR 2 bath home Single
car garage. Immediate
possession. Located at
408 Chantilly Dr. 489-2123
after 5PM.
3BR, 2 bath on 12/10 acre.
Has front & back porch &
patio 474-8626, Weekends- 931-721-3575.
3BR. 1112 bath 1561 sq.ft.
2 large LA. Fenced in
backyard, full
carpet,
C/H/A. brick
exterior.
Close to MSU campus.
$79,500. Call 236-9071

New 3 BR,
2 bath brick
home in
Kirksey on
2 acres.
$99,500
Call 489-2842
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Services Offered

Campers

Homes For Soh

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

BY Owner. 3br, 2 bath
Privacy fenced backyard
improvements
Recent
759-2174
BY owner 802 Olive.
Charming older home Recent improvements Fish
pond. secluded back yard,
3BR 2 bath
garage
$80's.753-8799
BY OWNER: Newly redecorated 4br, brick.
C/H/A, full basement, on
3 acres. Also new Berber
carpet throughout home.
Located 3 miles from KY
Lake with Hwy 94 frontage. Nice country home.
$63,500. Call
270-767-9750.
BY Owner. Year round
house, garage. sheds.
Main black top. 2 blocks
from Cypress Springs Resort. $37,500. 436-5819.
DUPLEX -BEST DEAL
IN TOWN
Live rent free one side
while rent from other
Apartment pays Mortgage,
deduct interest, upkeep,
taxes. Details 436-2816.
FOR sale by owner: 1665
Calloway Ave. Less than 2
blocks off MSU campus.
Brick veneer covered carport Owner built. Approx.
2000sq.ft. 2Br. 1 1/2 bath,
lg. paneled den. Newly repainted inside & out Call
753-6098
HOME For Sale, 4BR, 21/2
brick,
tri-level,
bath,
2600sq ft. Great location in
town. $116,000. 1615 Cardinal. Call 753-2052 or
759-8354.
OLDER home on a large
lot, walking distance of
MSU.Three BR., LR, Eat
in Kitchen, one bathroom,
utility room, carport & detached garage. New central heat and air unit.
Priced to sell, call 270753-2480

ROCKWOOD- Pop up
camper Sleeps 6, good
condition. Includes screen
room. Call 753-0716

1982 SCOTTSDALE 6cyl,
air. 120,xxx miles
1982 Custom Deluxe, V-8.
rebuilt with 20,xxx miles
Call 527-8392
1993 XLT Ford Ranger
4x4 129,000 miles. $6500
After 5PM 753-6741
1994 RANGER Splash.
Black, CD player. Ultra
wheels, new tires, 5
extras.
More
speed.
$5950. 435-4314.
97 RANGER XLT Flare
side. 5sp., AC, disc player,
excellent condition, low
mileage. Possibly take
over payments. 759-9203

GO-CART with 5hp Bnggs
and Stratton engine 7533662

&Snare
12FT aluminum Jon boat
12 cu ft freezer. $75 each
354-6803
1995 3 man Yamaha wave
runner w/ trailer and cover.
1 owner Only 41 hrs. on
hour meter. Can be seen
at 802 Chestnut St .Call
753-8181 $2850
Services Offered

Campers

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
1978 21 ft Travel Mate
cleaning, cleaning out
camper. Extra nice 753sheds, & junk clean-up
5484
436-2867

AUTO CREDIT EASY
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
•
ABC

1

DEF

2

GHI

Jkl

11
,
M440

4
PQRS

WXY'Z

'4'

7

9

FREE!
TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

016ER
•

SLOAN
PHONE

CALL TOLL FREE

877-We-say-OK

www.bestcarloons.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
877-937-2965

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement

Utitity Yettic•s
1984 CHEVY S-10 Blaze
New motor, trans & tires
$1850. 435-4432.
1988 CHEVY Suburban.
Good condition. $2995.
753-4445.
1991 FORD Explorer. 4dr,
4X4. New brakes, cold air.
$5995. 753-4445.
1995 BLAZER LT. 4dr,
4x4. 4.5 Vortec, black,
loaded with power everything, clean & dependable
vehicle. $12,200. obo.
901-247-5536
Used Cars
1983 PONTIAC Bonne
vine_ In good shape. Good
dependable transportation.
New tires & shocks.
759-0794.
1985 CHEVY CAVILER
Station Wagon. 120,xxx.
$800. obo. 489-2540.
1986 GRAND Am. $300.
Needs some work.
753-4817.
1987 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. V-8 5.2 liter. Great
A/C. Very reliable car.
502-767-0072 or 753-5013
1989 MERCURY Cougar.
Mechanically sound with
front end damage. $450.
obo. Call 759-3559 ask for
Matt.
1990 CAMARY V-6 DX
113,000 miles Mint condition. $4300. 354-9972
1991 CAVALIER. New
tires, $2800. 489-2605.
1992 SILVER Honda Prelude. Extra nice, 73,xxx
miles. $9500. Call
492-6200.
1993 BONNEVILLE SE.
Leather, sunroof, loaded.
Local 1 owner. $9950
759-1848.
1993 NISSIAN Maxima. 4
dr., auto, air, V-6. 87,000
miles. 492-8174
1997 LASABRE. Like new;
miles,
loaded. 36,xxx
white. 270-437-3044.

Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Siding, Wood Decks & More
lleci
‘ns'

DAVID HOWARD

(270) 251-3128
Tree Service
/•

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907 hx.."
Friq ESIlintill'S
• brew.. 1 & hosttred • Tree
h'inming • Full Line (4.Equipment
• Tree it Stump 11%,mmal
• Orirdilx
SIT(

NV

LAMB BROTHERS
Tree Service
Owner:Paul Lamb
• Licensed & Insured • Tree Trimming
• Full Line of Equipment • Tree & Stump
Removal • Quality Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates

s49.95
18" Satellite
Systems

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Dish Network
OR

DirecTV

0RECTV

I lee Self Install kit

www.woodsatellite.com

VG
)
G'C'd'
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED

496
Vans
1989 FORD Aerostar Van
Very good inside and out
Extended Model, dual air
1 owner 166k miles $3800
ph 474-2487

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

New & Used
Large Inventory

Ward Elkins
753-1713
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
removal, tree
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

CUSTOM bulldozing &
baFkhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM CLOSET ORGANIZERS by LeeRowan
Epoxy covered wire shelving. Free estimates.
Professionally installed by.
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery.
502-753-4499

IF you're moving to a new
location & need professional & reliable movers,
call 270-623-6092
Daytime call: 247-6620.
JEWELL Jones Custom
Bulldozing Work. 39 years
experience. Call us, free
estimates. 489-2557.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

CUSTOM tractor work.
753-5827
Garden tilling, bush hogging, small jobs. Grader MOODY'S Mower Repair.
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
blade work. Free esti- Pick up and deliver 753removal, tree mates. Gerald Carroll 492- 5668.
Stump
raking, E159.
spraying, leaf
PLUMBING
REPAIR
hedge trimming, landscapSERVICE. All work guarD&D ROOFING
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
anteed. Free estimates.
Call us for all of your roofspreading, gutter cleaning.
753-1134
ing needs. 436-2613.
Licensed & insured. Full
REPAIR
DAVID'S Cleaning Serv- PLUMBING
line of equipment. Free esSERVICE.
All
work
guarices. 'Cleaning" vinyl sidtimates. Tim Lamb,
ing, homes, mobile homes, anteed. Free estimates.
436-5744,
753-1134
boats, brick driveways,
1-800-548-5262.
PLUMBING
parking lots, all exterior
Repairs, fast service.
AFFORDABLE all around cleaning, acid cleaning
436-5255.
gutter
work,
hauling, tree
available. David Borders,
PLUMBING
cleaning, cleaning out Insured, Completely MoRepairs, fast service.
sheds, & junk clean-up.
bile. Phone 502-759-4734,
436-5255.
436-2867.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
QUALITY decks, porches,
DAVID'S
Cleaning
ServA-1 Tree Professionals.
privacy fences, & odd jobs.
removal, tree ices. 'Cleaning" vinyl sid- No job too small. Free estiStump
homes,
ing,
homes,
mobile
spraying. Serving Murray,
mates. 753-3403 or 753boats, brick driveways,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
after 5PM
4120
parking lots, all exterior
Free estimates. 437-3044
SMALL Engine Repair.
cleaning
cleaning,
acid
or 492-8737.
753-0260.
available. David Borders,
A-1 Tree Professionals. Insured, Completely Mo- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Stump
removal, tree bile. Phone 502-759-4734. Removal. Insured with full
spraying. Serving Murray, Cellular 502-853-1108.
line of equipment. Free esCalloway Co. since 1980.
timates. Day or night,
ELECTRICAL
753-5484.
Free estimates. 437-3044 New construction, remodSUREWAY
Tree & Stump
or 492-8737.
replacing
a
eling, or just
Removal. Insured with full
ADAM'S HOME
switch. Licensed & Insurline of equipment. Free esIMPROVEMENTS
ed. Off. 753-0834
timates.
Day or night,
Decks, painting, remodelHm. 759-9835.
753-5484.
ing, repairs, sidewalks,
ELECTRICAL
etc. No job too small.
New construction, remod- TRIPPS Docks Custom
built, steel or wood boat
270-492-6267
eling, or just replacing a
docks/ walkways, decks,
switch. Licensed & Insursteel handrailing.Repair
ed. Off. 753-0834
ALL Carpentry Service
work available. Phone
Hm.
759-9835.
From Foundation to
436-2778,
Finish.
WALTERS Contracting
ELECTRICIAN
18Yrs experience.
Free estimates. GuaranWalters Electrical Works.
New Construction • Reteed Quality Work. LiElectric, plumbing,
modeling* Repairs* Cuscensed & Insured. Over 20
phone & T.V. hook up.
tom Cabinets* Concrete
years experience. Roofing,
Work. AGC Certified.
Free estimates.
additions, vinyl siding,
435-4272.
Licensed & Insured.
decks, remodeling. Call
Phone 436-5376
ALL Carpentry Service
753-2592.
From Foundation to
FENCING
Finish.
Midway Fence Company.
WALTERS Contracting
18Yrs experience.
Chain link, & custom wood Free estimates. GuaranNew Construction • Reprivacy fences, installation teed Quality Work. Limodeling* Repairs* Cusand repairs at reasonable censed & Insured. Over 20
tom Cabinets* Concrete
prices. Dickie Farley.
years experience. Roofing,
Work, AGC Certified.
759-1519.
additions, vinyl siding,
435-4272.
GUTTERS: Quality Seam- decks, remodeling. Call
ALL TYPES OF MOWING less Aluminum Gutters, 753-2592.
Small to very large yards.
gutter supplies & shutters.
ATV bush hogging. HerbiVariety of colors. Licide spraying. Message,
censed, free estimates.
753-2092.
West Ky Seamless GutANTENNAS
Including ters, 753-0278.
FREE Kitten, Yellow
RV's,, TV Towers, rotors,
Tabby. 759-4893.
SpecialRemodeling.
H&H
amplifiers, and accessoizing in small remodeling
ries.
jobs. Sales and service of
Dish Network & Direct TV
garage doors. Call 270Satellite Systems, Sales,
753-5612 ask for John or OUTDOORS Used Jungle
Service and Installation.
Gym Call 759-3881.
Ron.
Beasley's Antenna
8 Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
New Homes, Garages,
ANTIQUE refinishing, furVinyl
Siding, Remodeling,
niture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
Pole Barns, Decks &

20@dw-t(g10{N men

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Allow greater flexibility; a loved
one responds. Your intuition is right on
with money. Know where to establish
limits in this area. Even though it is the
weekend, work energy drives you.
Discuss what is on your mind, then let it
go. Take time for yourself, *even if it
means just taking off for a day trip.
Tonight: Do what pleases you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You know what you want,
and won't hesitate to communicate it.
Others will help you make a domestic
desire real. You'll be delighted with what
goes on. Listen to a friend; get together
with others. News is lively. You'll love
making the rounds. Tonight: Throw a
party!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others trust you to bring organization and clarity to ideas. Get into the
moment, socializing and enjoying partners. Move past any shyness or need to
stay within. Others clearly adore you.
Think about what you are spending
before you get the end tally! Tonight:
Paint the town red.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Schedule a day trip; take off
and enjoy yourself. You might manipulate finances to make what you want possible. Others are full of ideas. Turn that
dream into a reality. Stay focused on the
long term. Your high drive seems to
unearth new possibilities and get others
motivated. Tonight: Try a new place.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Getting together with a special
friend lightens your spirit. You share
many secrets together. Opening up is
easy. Your playfulness encourages others
to cut loose and be themselves. Worry
less about what others think. Curb a tendency to exaggerate or go overboard,
even in your mind. Tonight: Turn up the
fans.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Others find you exciting and
delightful. Invitations come left and
right, but you might feel obligated to
keep plans you view as dull or an obligation. Aim for what you want; don't compromise. Make calls; reach out for

up!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** A usually contrary tie
loosens up. Take off for a day trip or
browse through a historical area. Take
the high road with others. Give friends
the benefit of the doubt. Review your
budget before you make a long-awaited
expenditure. Allow spontaneity to play a
role in your choices. Tonight: Do something totally different.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your presence makes a difference to family members. You might feel
like another is pushing you hard. Be sensitive to a partner who verbalizes many
ideas now. Make plans for a visit or vacation soon. Your calls and letters are wellreceived; make that effort. Tonight:
Entertain at home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might be out the door
before you even know it. Others knock
on your door. Catch up on news; visit
with friends. You won't believe what
others share, but listen. Creativity seems
down, but your day is action-packed.
Having no plans might be more fun; let
events and people lead. Tonight: Yapping
up a storm.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You certainly see a friend in
a new light. How you view another and
what role he plays in your life could
change substantially. You have a lot of
errands to run. Check out a major purchase before making it. Do a price comparison. Tonight: Indulge yourself.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Touch base with others; make
that additional effort. Share a new hobby
with a family member of someone you
put on a pedestal. Together, you have a
ball and enrich your bond. A child or
loved one shares special news. If single,
an encounter could prove to be most
interesting. Tonight: You're top dog;
choose what you want.
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BORN TODAY
Actress Geraldine Chaplin (1944), actor
Wesley Snipes (1962), former tennis
player Evonne Goolagong (1951)
se*
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A & A AUTO RENTAL
* DAILY & WEEKLY RENTALS
* CLEAN,DEPENDABLE CARS
* CALL US FOR RATES

HOLLAND MOTOR SALES
II 513 S. 12th St.• 270-753-4461
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(270)

MOM
DAD
REN1
TELL

436'5370

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Free Estimates
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
•
HOPPER, 436-5848.
ATTENTION:
Building
contractors & cabinet makOS
ers. Kiln dried & plained
lumber for sale. All AppaCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
OERIR3r
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
lachian species- graded by
national hardwood lumber
All Types of:
inspector. Call
Custom Woodworking
270-376-5454.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system, 0 Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
drive-ways, hauling, founN. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Breed)
dations, etc. 436-2113.
753-5940
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
motor home, boats, RVs
if
you have been turned
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
down before. Loans availvalue. Roy Hill 436-2113.
able for 1st time buyers,
CARPORTS for cars and
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
trucks. Special sizes for
Call Kenny at
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc_ Excellent protec(270) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256
tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
247-9300
Mayfield
U.S. Highway
CLEANING houses is my
I -800-874-02S6
45 South
Kentucky
speciality. 6 yrs. experience. References upon request. April. 759-9320
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
By qualified installers.
20Yrs experience
We install
753-5592
COLSON HOME REPAIR
hardwood & laminated
•
Additions, garages, decks,
floors.
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
/ Residential or
753-5592.
CONCRETE finishing
Commercial
Sidewalks. patios, driveways Free Estimates
435-4619

-4• ,-/"Nr•

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

Carpet Installation Inc.
carpet, vinyl, tile,

014

Owned S Operated By
Tim Lamb

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. July
31, 1999:
Creativity is high; you come up with
solution after solution. Others want to tap
into your incredible ingenuity. Listen to
your inner voice, but don't needlessly
worry. Solve problems as fast as you can.
Career and bosses can be unusually
demanding; do what you must in order to
make this area of your life work. If you
are single, you'll find yourself feeling
quite hot and spicy this year! An intense
relationship graces your life. If attached,
the more you reveal of yourself, the closer your bond becomes. Passion runs
high. PISCES wants to know you intimately.
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friends. Allow yourself to let go and
enjoy. Tonight: The only answer is "yes."
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Pace yourself and don't let others
push you. You know what works for you.
If you need to make a change, do it, even
if it means disappointing another. Make
plans with an older relative who appreciates your thoughtfulness. A movie and
meal work fine! Tonight: Put your feet

Additions, Etc.

Auto Loans

CARS $100.- $500.
& up. POLICE IMPOUNDS. Honda's, Toyota's, Chevy's, Jeep's &
Sport Utility Vehicles. Call
now 1-800-730-7772. Ext.
6612.

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands

By Peter

759-1591

p
.

HE'S
BiOL
I HP

The Stihl 017 t15995
chain saw w I
MSRP for a
hrnited twne

www.stihlusa.com

You still have
to pay for quality.
Just not as much.
31'N't

It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

Are you readyfor aSTINE?
N omber One Worldwide

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: In a previous column, you mentioned that a "left bundle branch block is abnormal." My
doctor disagrees. Please elaborate.
DEAR READER: Electrical impulses are delivered to cardiac muscle
thorough two main nerve pathways:
the right bundle branch and the left
bundle branch. If, for some reason,
the impulses are slowed in their travels, the cardiogram will show this as
either a right bundle branch block or
a left bundle branch block.
RBBB is a common phenomenon
that does not ordinarily reflect heart
disease; it is frequently seen in young,
fit children and adults, and it is rarely
cause for concern.
On the other hand, LBBB is often -but not invariably — associated with
coronary artery blockage; it occurs
later in life and is usually a sign that
the cardiac muscle (and nerves) is not
receiving an adequate blood supply.
I do not agree with your doctor, but
perhaps I might have more correctly
stated that LBBB is abnormal, until
proved otherwise. Ask your doctor if
he wouldn't become concerned if, at
the age of 55, he were suddenly discovered to have LBBB. I'd be concerned if it happened to me, and I'd
gladly opt for further testing, such as
a stress test. You see, it's not the
presence of the LBBB that is crucial.
it's the "why?"
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my new and
completely updated Health Report

"Understanding Heart Disease "
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, self-

LOOKING BACK

her
DEAR ABBY I am writing this someone who has lost his or
sight to encourage that person
on behalf of all people who are blind
or visually impaired. You would be to seek training so he or she can
doing them a service if you would live independently. It can be
done, and is being done.
remind your readers that blind
be
to
or
"strange"
not
people are
*5*
feared; they are ordinary people
DEAR ABBY: With reference to
who, for whatever reason, cannot
letter about the 57-year-old
the
see.
I do volunteer work with the grandmother raising a 7-year-old
blind and hear the same stories grandchild, let me tell you a wonderful story:
over and over. I've finally concluded
A young mother died giving birth
that most sighted people do not
to her third daughter. There was no
understand what blindness is all
one in the family to take the three
about.
girls, ages 6, 3 and 6 weeks old, into
contagious.
1. Blindness is not
dMy students tell me that people fre- their homes. The great-gran
care
took
and
forward
came
mother
when
them
from
away
back
quently
of all three little girls. She was 83
told they are blind.
do I
2. Blind people are not hard of years old at the time. How
know this story is true? The 6-weekhearing; you don't have to raise
old child was my neighbor.
your voice when you speak to them.
The great-grandmother lived
3. There are different degrees of
until she was 99. So, Abby, all
visual impairment. Some have lost
things are possible with the help of
their peripheral vision, but can see
God.
straight ahead; others have only
DELORIS ROBINSON, DENVER
peripheral vision, while others have
in
cloudy vision and can see only
DEAR DELORIS: Thank you
bright light. Still others are totally
an inspirational letter. I
for
blind.
received many letters over
have
a
4. Blind people cannot drive
the years from people asking,
car, but they can do just about
Your
everything else a sighted person can "Abby, am I too old to ...?"
desire
the
if
that
proves
letter
do, if given the chance.
and determination are strong
The public needs to be educated
no one is too old.
enough,
those
Only
laws.
white-cane
the
on
with a visual impairment are
allowed to carry white canes, and
*5*
motorists are required to stop for

Ten years ago
ser‘ ice July 27 at First Methodist
Published is a picture of Lurline Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Billington and the new heart machine and plaque given to Murray- Sgt. and Mrs. Michael Rose, July
Calloway County Hospital by the 24.
Murray Rotary Club and the
Sheila Mae Erwin and George
Billington family in memory of
James were married June 8 at
M.
Guy Billington.
Pleasant Grove Methodist
South
Births reported include a girl to
Church.
Bobbie and William Tharpe, July
Forty years ago
24; a boy to Melissa and Walter
Dr. Hunter M. Hancock, profesJohnson, July 25.
of biological sciences at Murray
sor
Swim
County
-Calloway
Murray
College, discussed the study
State
Team closed out the season winLake as a possible
Kentucky
of
524
ning its own invitational with
sea bass at a
striped
the
points over teams from Marion, home of
Lions Club.
Murray
the
of
meeting
Mayfield and Calvert City at the
were Earl
welcomed
members
New
Murray City Park Pool.
Collie.
T.C.
and
Steele
Twenty years ago
Recent births reported at Murray
Brent L. Boston, son of Mr. and
include a boy to Mr. and
Hospital
at
senior
and
Boston
Mrs. Fil R.
Stone, a boy to Mr.
Harold
Murray High School, has com- Mrs.
Donelson, a boy
Kenneth
Mrs.
and
at
pleted a week of "camping"
Winchester.
Jackie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Technolof
Rose-Hulman Institute
and Iosetta
Frank
Will
to
girl
a
and
ogy near Terre Haute, Ind. The stuSteely.
computer
dents were introduced to
Doyle A. Karraker is minister of
programs in a language called BAGreen Plain Church of Christ.
SIC.
Fifty years ago
Births reported include twin
A docket of 35 cases will be on
A.
Michael
Mrs.
boys to Mr. and
agenda for the August term of
the
Holton, July 21.
County Circuit Court
Calloway
his
and
Hale
The Rev, Steve
Judge Ira D. Smith presiding.
with
master's
received
both
Debra,
wife,
Murray Training School will
degrees in summer commencement
Sept. 12, according to John
open
Theorn
exercises at Southweste
Robert SutherWhat teens need to know about sex,
logical Seminary, Fort Worth, Robinson, principal.
grade teacher resixth
be
will
land
drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
Texas.
peers and parents is in "What Every Teen
placing Mrs. Desiree Hosick who
Thirty years ago
Should Know."To order,send a businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
Ricky Lowe, Robert Waters, has resigned.
The Almo Cannerysopened July
or money order for 93.95 ($4.50 in
David Waters, Charles Hussung
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
and will be open each Tuesday
26
presented
were
Robinson
and Larry
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 61054according to Milton
0447.(Postage is included.)
their God and Country awards in and Friday,
supervisor.
Walston,
a.m.
Scouting at the 10:50

addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Last year, my
doctor discovered a lump in my thyroid gland. She said no tests or treatment was necessary "unless something happened." Now I feel a fullness
in my neck. Is this an indication of
something serious?
DEAR READER: I worry about thyroid nodules.
The normal thyroid gland is a
smooth, symmetrical, dumbbellshaped gland that sits just below the
Adam's apple. The organ manufactures a hormone that governs metabolism.
On occasion, parts of the gland
enlarge; a lump may form. While this
event, by itself, is not necessarily
cause for concern, it should — in my
opinion — be investigated with an
ultrasound test (to rule out a thyroid
cyst) or by a radioactive scan (to
determine if the nodule is functioning). If the lump produces hormone —
and this will be evident on the scan —
it can simply be monitored periodically, provided that the patient has no
signs or symptoms of over-activity. In
contrast, a non-functioning nodule
could represent a thyroid cancer.
Such cancers are much more common in people who had head-and-neck anyone carrying one.
radiation as adolescents to treat acne
Guide dogs and service dogs,
(a harmful procedure that was all-too those wonderful creatures who give
common many years ago.)
independence to the blind and other
I would feel more comfortable disabled people, are to be respected.
knowing with certainty that your thy- Don't try to pet one when it is in
roid nodule is benign. Therefore, I harness. They don't bite, but by disurge you to return to your doctor for tracting the dog, the owner may be
further examination, which I believe put in harm's way. If you feel you
should include the tests I mentioned must pet one, ask permission first!
And parents, for heaven's sake,
above.
teach your children never to pet the
dogs. I have seen young children
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
rush up to a guide dog and hug it.
Ten years ago
Thank you, Abby, for spreading
GOTT
Richard Tuck was presented the
DR.
Pick
We
or
U-Pick
the word.
of the Year" award by the
Lion
EILEEN PARLEE,
CATHEDRAL CITY, CALIF Murray Lions Club at a dinner meeting at South Pleasant Grove UnitDEAR EILEEN: Thank you ed Methodist Church.
for a letter brimming with helpPublished is a picture of Calful information. There are many loway County High School Laker
agencies nationwide that work
Speech Team Coach Larry Engwith people who are blind or
for
have a visual impairment. I land reviewing new material
would urge anyone who knows the upcoming season with members of CCHS Speech Team dura four-day speech camp held
ing
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at the high school.
Births reported include a girl
BLONDIE
to Jeffrey and Susie Simmons, July
THAT LITTLE GOLOPISH IDEA OP
25; a girl to Kelly and Jim Lamb,
OH BOY!
LOOK!SE
MINE SURE PIP Pt.tr A CRIMP IN
1.
26.
WAIT'LL
July
PRACTICAL JOKER
GATHERINGS AT THE
moss 1
SLIPPED A GOLD -151.4
years ago
Twenty
WATER COOLER!
SEES I
INTO THE WATER
Bottom Bridge,
Coldwater
The
THIS!
COOLER!
located on Highway 121 North
between Murray and Mayfield,
reopened at the end of last week.
The bridge had been closed for
an extended period of time for
repairs.
Births reported include a boy
to the Rev. and Mrs. David Butler, July 3; twin girls to Dr. and
Mrs. Russell Howard, July II: a
CATHY
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kent McCuisCURSES
PASS
. Of
NOTH- WE 610 ThE
ONE
ton and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
10 E—
71
NOODLES
IN THE '70s, A `DIET PLATE"
ON
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INEr
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WERE
Barry Eveland, July 26.
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Mr. and Mrs. Porter Hutchens
CAL
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&READ
ENEMY .r
CHEESE ...REMEAIBER??
be married for 50 years Aug.
will
PERFATPOUNDS
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WOULD
3.
SPECTIVE.
FREE
THINNER
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CRACKER.
Thirty years ago
WE1(.711T !! THEN.
THE
Murray Board of Education has
DIET!
completed the staff for the 196970 school year. The staff includes

Purple Hull Peas
Green Beans
White Half-Runners
Okra

FUTRELL
FARMS
153-8848

(

Boy

rTODAY IN HISTORY:
Fred Schultz, superintendent; Preston Holland, assistant superintendent; Eula Mae Doherty, general supervisor; Prentice L. Lassiter, director of pupil personnel;
Mary Louise Baker, lunchroom
supervisor; Ruth Lassiter, finance
office; Eli Alexander, principal,
and Leon Miller, assistant principal, Murray High; Willie F. Jackson, Austin principal; Dennis Taylor, Carter and Robertson principal.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Robinson were married 60 years June
29.
Forty years ago
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer of the Murray State College Department of
Education will direct a mental
health workshop for teachers at
MSC Aug. 10-26.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard White, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Smith,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bell
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. G.B.
Jones.
Fifty years ago
The 144 distributors of TVA electric power including West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation have passed the one
million mark in consumers served,
according to John Edd Walker,
head of the WKRECC.
Gwendolyn Nance and Rob Gingles were married on July 22 at
Kirksev

CROSSWORDS
table
43 "— Mice and
Men"
45 Comhusker
State
47 Robert and
Alan
50 Regrets
51 Famous
clock (2
wds.)
53 Beatty/
Hoffman flop
57 Wide shoe
size
58 Seed coating
60 Art deco
illustrator
61 Big — (Calif.)
62 TV's Hazel,
was one
63 Appointment

ACROSS
1 Sports org.
5 Small rodent
9 Dolores —
Rio
12 Nobleman
13 Pitcher
14 "— Maria"
15 "Dharma &
Greg" star
17 Word with
sealed and
delivered
19 In — —
(routinized)
21 Bone —
22 Pressmen
26 Exists
27 Word with
Mount or
Peninsula
28 Approves
30 He followed
FDA
33 — Louis. Mo.
34 Boston team
37 Prosecutor
(abbr.)
38 Youngster
40 Decay
41 Communion
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. July 30, the
211th day of 1999. There are 154
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On this date:
In 1619, the first representative
assembly in America convened in
Jamestown, Va.
In 1729, the city of Baltimore
was founded.
In 1792, the French national
anthem "La Masseillaise" by Claude
Joseph Rouget de Lisle, was first
sung in Paris.
In 1844, the New York Yacht
Club was founded.
In 1863, American automaker
Henry Ford was born in Dearborn
Township, Mich.
In 1942, President Roosevelt
signed a bill creating a women's
auxiliary agency in the Navy known
as "Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service" —
WAVES for short.
In 1965, President Johnson
signed into law the Medicare bill,
which took effect the following
year.
In 1975, former Teamsters union
president Jimmy Hoffa disappeared
in suburban Detroit; although presumed dead, his remains have
never been found.
One year ago: Japan's Parliament declared Keizo Obuchi the
country's next prime minister."Buffalo Bob" Smith, the cowboy-suited host of "The Howdy Doody
Show," died in Hendersonville,
N.C., at age 80.
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THERE: I WENT
COUT IN THE POURING
RAIN AND GOT
YOUR DI5H..
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1999

16 Showier
18 Alphabet
sequence
20 Sheep's foot
22 "Hey!"
23 Ms. Hayworth
24 At home
25 Snow runner
29 Fnghtens
31 Pierre is its
cap.
32 Scarlet's
home
35 Filmdom's
Chaney
36 Struck with a
knife
39 L.A player
42 Selleck ID
44 The — Four
(Beatles)
46 Erect
47 Vigoda and
Beame
48 In — of
49 Dress border
52 Firearms grp
54 La la
preceder
55 Lawyer
(abbr )
56 Female ruff
59 Roman two

RATES ;
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1 yr.

Mail Subscription
RATES $49.50
3 mo.
$59.50
6.mó.
$85.00
1 yr.
Money Order
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Street Address
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Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
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Murray, KY 42071
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Dollar
Hot temps can only mean one thing - hot
prices on cool car and truck deals

SALERUN
THREE PAYS OINIL
BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo
IN STEP: Members of the Calloway County High School color guard team practice a routine
on the football field as they prepare for next week's band camp.

Fri.• July 30
8:00a.m. til
8:00 p.m.

Clot.• July 31.
8:00 a.m.HI
3:00 p.m.

Mon.• Aug.2
8:00 a.m.ttil
8:00 p.m

Jackson to serve on
legislative assembly
State Sen. Bob Jackson will play
a key role in developing and shaping state and federal policy issues
as a member of a national legislative assembly.
The National Conference of
State Legislatures (NCSL) announced that Jackson will serve on
the Education Committee of the
Assembly on State Issues(AS!)for
a two-year term.
ASI directs NCSL's efforts in
Washington. D.C.. and develops official positions that guide those activities. These positions steadfastly
oppose unfunded federal mandates,
unnecessary pre-emption of state
laws and intrusion on state revenues. They promote maximum
flexibility. for state officials in
crafting solutions to the nation's
problems.
"The relationship between the
federal government and the states is
at a critical point in history," Jackson said. "NCSL and the states
have fought hard over recent years
to protect the rights of states. I want
to see that effort continue."
ASI holds three meetings each
year. providing an exchange of information through work products
and networking opportunities for
legislators and legislative staff.
"NCSL'S committees provide
our organization with valuable intormation and direction," said
NCSL Executive Director William
Pound. -We look forward to work

SUBSCRIBE

ing with Sen. Jackson in this important position."
Jackson, a Democrat, represents
the state's 1st Senate District composed of Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and Trigg'
counties. He is co-chairman of the
Education COmmittee and chairman of the Kentucky General Assembly's Western Kentucky CauSTATE SEN. BOB JACKSON
cus.

Impact of Untreated Thyroid Disease
(Cont'dfrom last week)
The thyroid gland regulates metabolism and organ function. Over time, an untreated
thyroid abnormality can cause one or more serious long-term complications, including
depression, osteoporosis, arrhythmias, and elevated cholesterol, which can lead to heart
disease.
Because the thyroid gland has so many different effects in the body, it is important for
anyone experiencing signs of a thyroid disorder to get a sensitive TSH test — a measure
significantly more accurate than the previous standard, T4. The TSH test enables the
physician not only to diagnose overt thyroid dysfunction, buf also to uncover cases of
subclinical thyroid dysfunction that may remain undetected with a less sensitive test.
TSH is also the standard for managing and assessing a patient's response to therapy. If
TSH levels are abnormal after therapy is initiated, the patient must
be retested and retitrated until a normal TSH level is achieved.
Precise titration is essential to successful levothyroxine therapy
because the consequences of inaccurate dosing can be serious.

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

4111111.

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Protect,
Renew,
and Enhance
Your most important
investment...

Your Home!
ID owe =11

IL IrovmeTICelm

solid vinyl siding
Eliminate Maintenance Worries
Forever!
nlike wood, aluminum, and stucco siding, Olde
Providence solid vinyl siding willrnot chip, peel, blister,
or dent and it Never Needs Painting. Olde Providence
resists dirt and stains and requires only an occasional rinse
with a garden hose to keep your home looking great!

U

-

The Authentic Look of Wood...
The Advantages of Vinyl

R 1E11111
L IP 1E IR

he low lustre finish and wide butt design of Olde
Providence vinyl siding combines to create the authentic appearance of freshly painted wood. And because color
pigments are fused throughout the vinyl, your home can
keep that freshly painted look for years to come.

T

Murray Lumber Company is here to serve you, our customers. For your convenience we are now stocking 8 different colors of vinyl siding, solid soffit, vented soffit, and all the accessories.
Thanks for choosing Murray Lumber Company locally owned and operated for over
72 years. We appreciate your business.

104 Maple
Murray, KY
753-3161

LIME,ER COMPANY

Hours
7-5 Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat.

• First Time Buyer • Charge Offs Foreclosure
• Repossessions • Bankruptcy No Credit

24 HOUR TOLL FREE
AUTOMATED HOTUNE

IP"
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"
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IIWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
•

•a
'
J

(1-888-327-8937)

Showroom Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270)753-1629
Email address - dtaylor@Idd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270)753-2617
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Murray showing extensive growth
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
At times, it's hard to tell if Mayor
Freed Curd's pronouncement that
Murray is "on the growth" is a
boast or an anxious comment.
"We're growing north," said
Curd, who cited:
• Last year's opening of the
new Regional Special Events Center at Murray State University's
northern end.
• The plans for a new Holiday
Inn Express just up North 12th
Street as a place to help house
those brought into town by events
at the new facility.
(Construction is expected to
begin this summer.)
• The construction of Lowe's
hardware store near the North
12th/Kentucky 121 North intersection.
"Lowe's is going to he a drawing card," Curd said.

He added that representatis es
from the Cracker Barrel restaurant chain have looked at Murray
three times, including once earlier this year, but "nothing's on the
dotted line."
What's drawing their interest is
not only MSU, but the imminent
four-laning of U.S. 68/80 a bit
further up North 12th.
"...For the river counties, it's
going to bring everything this
way," he said.
That means more development,
and subsequently more businesses, but it also compounds the city's
drainage problems.
New parking lots increase the
amount and the speed of rainwater run-off, Curd said.
That is evidenced by more overflowing in small creeks— such as
Bee Creek on the northern side
of town and along South Sixth
Street.
GREG STARK/Ledger and Times photo

Assistant City Clerk Terri Dick speaks with Murray mayor Freed Curd. Curd said Murray
is growing, due to increasing number of businesses beginning construction.
"That's something that bothers
me," said Curd, who noted he
took office Jan. 1 with $50,000
to $60,000 at his disposal to correct about $900,000 worth of
drainage problems.
He is looking to the state to

GREG STARK/
Ledger & Times
photo
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger and Times photo

City workers make some repairs to a waterline. The workers make repairs around the city every day.

try to get aid to help pay for
some of the problems.
"I'm going to take a shot at
it, but I doubt it," Curd said.
The road project also will mean
more business and tourists, but it
also more residents and more traf-

fic in a community that is still
trying to figure out how to serve
everybody.
The city council's attempt at
annexing subdivisions and other
areas on the southern and southwestern outskirts of the city met

w ith opposition strong enough to
have it still tied up in court.
But even if annexation becomes
a reality, it will create other issues.
"We've outgrown ourselves as
far as fire stations are concerned,"
Curd said.
The city fire departments would
no longer be centrally located to
provide adequate enough coverage to the city in order to maintain its insurance rating, he said.
That would mean building a
new fire station to cover the newlyannexed southern part of the city
and closing either the main station on Poplar Street or the one
on South 16th Street, he said.
Or, if annexation happens and
the northern part of the city continues to grow, a new station might
have to be built on the northern
and southern ends white closing
one of the existing stations, he
said.
Annexation would also require,
among other services, more police
coverage.
A federal Community Oriented
Policing System (COPS) grant
would automatically eay for salaries
for four new officer, Curd said.
But it would not pay for equipment, cars and other costs related to hiring new officers.
"Money is still an issue, and
it's still low," Curd said.
Three officers who have left
the department since last summer
cited low pay as the reason, and
another was expected to resign by
the end of June.
Added to that are the internal
problems at the police department
following a year that saw the
death of one detective, a variety
of disciplinary actions against officers and a grand jury probe of
money missing from the evidence
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"The missing money added fuel
to the fire," he said.
The probe found no one to pin
the blame on, but recommended
getting a new police chief. Chief
David Smith plans to retire.
On June 25, the job was offered
to John Allen Knight of Bessemer, Ala.
In the final tally, Curd remains
optimistic about what the growth
will mean for the city.
"Everything looks real good,"
he said.

Cot

Growth and Pride in Our Community

Mayor Freed Curd
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Elkins operates without tax increases
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Slightly more than midway
through his first year as county
judge/executive, Larry Elkins is
sticking to a campaign promise to
operate the county within the existing tax structure.
"People in this county have
indicated to me they don't wish
to have any more taxes," said
Elkins, who added that he would
only consider more taxes in case
of a catastrophe or emergency.
Trouble is, costs - like renovation of the Miller Courthouse
Annex. maintaining more and more
county roads, doing business in general - will mean doing more with
basically the same amount of
money.
"Year after year, it's going to
get tougher to provide services
because the costs are going up
faster than the growth," Elkins
said. "What's it's going to come
to is having to say 'no' more than
we'd like to."
Like the city of Murray, Calloway County "(is) in a situation
... that doesn't have a major source
of revenue besides property tax,"

Elkins said.
The current tax rate on real
property is 10 cents per $100
assessed value; the personal property rate is 14 cents per $100.
Despite the continuing growth
in the county, meaning a need for
law enforcement and road maintenance, renovation of the Miller
Annex likely will be the county's
main financial expense for the next
two to three years, Elkins said.
The proposed $5.854 million
budget for next fiscal year will
include a $50,000 line-item for
renovation work to go with unused
funding in the amount set aside
in last year's budget.
It will also include an additional $20,000 for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, along
with a recommendation that it be
used to combat drug- ancUor juvenile-related crime.
Road expenses will remain about
the same as in the recent past. Elkins
said.
This year's proposed road fund
budget of just under $1.595 million is just slightly less than $23,400
over last year's proposed amount.
The proposed amount for road

maintenance remains the same at
$300,000.
And the more the county grows
- it had the state's fourth-most
number of miles at 630-plus in
1998 - the more that budget will
be stretched, especially if the county pursues Elkins' goal of eventually paving over all of the county's gravel roads.
The overall budget also has
already been adjusted to account
for a cleaning up along county
roadsides and illegal dumping areas,
as well as the decision this past
winter to provide medical insurance for county employees.
Elkins said he has talked to
city officials, who are also suffering growing pains, about joining forces in such areas as having a centralized emergency communications system. Now, the sheriff's and city police departments
have separate E-911 systems.
Another area is subdivision regulation - setting countywide standards on buildings and roads
- Elkins said.
"We've got to get some kind
of handle on it, make sure it's
orderly," he said.
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(Top) County Judge
Larry
Executive
Elkins talks with
George Kinley in
the lobby of the Calloway County Cour(Left)
thouse.
Van
sheriffs
Deputy
Karen
and
Russell
Garland work at the
metal detectors in
the Calloway County Judicial Building.
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good,"

Terri Garland.
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. confers with associate

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
464,

Courthouses Offices

,

County Judge
Larry Elkins, 753-2920

• Property Valuation
Ronnie Jackson, 753-3482

Sheriff's Department
Stan Scott, 753-3151

• County Treasurer
Sue Outland, 753-4030

County Clerk
Ray Coursey, Jr., 753-3923

• KY Farm Worker
Rita Shelton, 753-0708

County Attorney
Randy Hutchins, 753-3312

THE LIBRARY...
enriches and informs

Books For All Ages
and All Interests
•Books On Tape
*Bookmobile Services

•Children's Services
*Videos *Music

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sundays 1-5 p.m.

Calloway County
Public Library
710 Main Street • 753-2288

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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MURRAY
CITY SCHOOLS
Overview of the System

Measures of Excellence

The Murray City School System serves the citizens of Murray, in
Kentucky's far western region. The school system benefits from its location
in a small. education-minded community and is widely regarded as one of the
better school districts in Kentucky.
The mission of the Murray Independent School District is to prepare
students to become responsible and productive citizens, able to make decisions and establish goals for themselve; by providing a unique teaching and
learning environment that meets the needs of individual students.
High school students, grades 9-12,attend Murray High School. Students
in grades 4-5 attend the Transition School at Murray Middle, and students in
grades 6-8 attend school in Murray Middle's main building. Primary school
children attend Murray Elementary School, which is housed in the Robertson
Primary Building.

The Murray Independent School District has been recognized within
Kentucky as a school system with high standards. In the past ten years—
•Murray High School has sent more than three-fourths of its graduating seniors
on to college.
•Scores Murray High school seniors have received in the SAT and ACT have
exceeded both state and national averages.
• Scholarship offers received by the class of 1999 have averaged more than
$1.2 million each year.
• Murray students have consistently won honors for their performances in
academic talent and athletic competitions. In the past ten years, Murray has
had national winners in speech, foreign language, and chess competitions.
In 1998-99, Murray High School placed first in the state speech competition.
won the Kentucky Drama Festival, and placed at both the state and national
levels in chess. The MHS Future Problem Solving Team placed first in the
state in the annual competition for the prestigious Kentucky Governor's Cup,
and eighteen students placed first or second in their categories at the state
foreign Language Festival. In sports, the boys' track team won the regional
competition and the girls track team tied as runners-up.
All schools in the Murray Independent School District are accredited by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools and by the Kentucky State
Department of Education.

State Recognition
In the most recent statewide evaluation of public schools, the Murray
schools qualified as"reward" schools. This means that the schools have made
substantial progress toward or exceeded the improvement goals set two years
earlier. In a comparison of the "index." a measure which involves the results
of student testing plus attendance records, the dropout rate, and other nonacademic data, the Murray school system ranked fourth in the state. As part
of the state evaluation, a national standardized test was given to students in
grades 3,6,and 9. In a comparison of scores, the Murray schools also ranked
fourth in the state.

The Instructional Program
Education in the Murray City School System is a standards-based,longterm. sustained effort in which students gradually assume personal responsibility for their own learning. The school system is concerned with the
development of the whole child—academically, socially, creatively, emotionally. and physically. The three schools work together to provide an inviting environment for learning in which expectations are clearly announced
and effort is rewarded.
The school year is divided into four nine-week terms, each separated
from the next by A two or three-week break which includes a one week Advantages of a small school system
The Murray school system is a small one,a fact which contributes greatly
"intersession." For students who are struggling, extra instructional time
can be scheduled during intersession. Also,enrichment classes and extended to the quality of the education it is able to provide. In small schools, more
field trips are sche;udled during intersession, offering students opportunitities students can be involved in sports,in clubs, and in various activities; more of
them are given opportunities to hold responsible positions and more of them
to explore topics and areas not inlucded in the standard curriculum.
are honored for their achievements. Small numbers give teachers and princiTechnology has transformed education in recent years, and the Murray
pals a lot of flexibility. They can schedule and rearrange classes to meet the
schools are making use of virtually every application of information technology available—from students using computer writing labs to student-produced needs or the interests of a particular group of students or grade level. Most
important, small enrollment means that teachers can respond to students pertelevision, from schools reducing clerical burdens to teachers making elecsonally—because they know their families, their experiences, their interests,
tronic presentations. The three schools and the central office are linked
their friends. Students in the Murray school system find it easy to belong—
electronically, and every teacher has an electronic mailbox. For student use.
they're not just faces in the crowd.
there are computer labs in each school and in most classrooms. The
Small numbers don't mean that students are shortchanged in the curricustudent:computer ratio is approximately 6:1.
Textbooks and other learning materials are selected by teachers with input lum.The Murray schools have always made certain the students have a good,
from parents. Increasingly, teachers are making use of nontraditional print and firm grounding in traditional subjects. Electives and exploratory classes can,
and do, respond to the needs and interests of students.
video resources and community resources in the classroom.

Opportunities forAll
Extracurricular Programs
Academic Competition
Quick Recall Teams
Future Problem Solving Teams
Newspaper/Yearbook
Literary Anthologies

Instructional Programs
Early Childhood Programs
Exploratory Classes•Computer Labs
Advanced Placement•Teacher Mini-Grants
Drug/Alcohol Abuse Prevention
Interdisciplinary Studies•Tiger Job Corps
Multicultural Awareness•Channel One
Participation in KYA and KUNA
Math in Motion •Advisor/Advisee
Vocational Training •Emphasis on Writing
Outdoor Challenge Course
Writing To Read •Technology Education
Tutoring •Environmental Awareness

Sports
Football•Soccer• Baseball• Softball
Basketball•Tennis•Track •Golf
Weightlifting •Cheerleading
Intramurals• Dance TeanC
Clubs
Speech and Theater Club
Chess Club •Foreign Language Clubs
FHA •FBLA •FEA
TV Clubs •Service Organizations
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Music
Marching Band •Concert Band
Jazz Band •Instrumental Combos
Chorus

The seventy-five yearr old Murray Middle School building. v..—
once once housed all the students in the Murray school district, is on
the National Register of Historic Places.
To learn more about the Murray City Schools, askfor an information
packetfrom the Murray Independent School District, Carter Administration
Building, Murray, KY 42071;(270)753-4363

Community Involvement
The quality of education in the Murray school
system owes a great deal to the community. The,
climate of Murray favors education, and the people of
Murray have traditionally supported their
schools.

Active parent-teacher organizations(PT0s)
at each school assist with school-sponsored
projects, hold meetings of interest to parents and
teachers, and conduct special activities. There are
also "booster" organizations for both band and
athletics.

Dozens of community
members contribute
their time, energies, and
talents to students
through the school
system's Volunteer
Program. Volunteers
help make
individualized attention possible and contribute
immeasurably to the creation of a positive and
supportive environment for learning..

The Foundation for Excellence in Public
Education is a private, independent, nonprofit
organization which supports the programs and
services of the Murray City Schools. The
Foundation administers various scholarships and
rewards teachers with
grant funds for
innovative projects.

Area businesses lend their expertise and support
he schools through the School-Business
Partnership Program.
Each school is governed by a,school council
comprising teachers, parents, and adMinistrators.
The Family Resource/Youth Services
Center provides a variety of support services to the
schools, helping families so that the children can
concentrate on learning.

The Kids' Company, a childcare
program, operates at
Murray Elementary
School and Murray
Middle School every afternoon during the school
year and all day during the summer.
Through the Tiger Job Corps, students who are
entering the work force directly after high school
gain valuable job experience and training, making
the transition from school to work easier for
students and more productive for business and
industry.

"A Tradition of Excellence"
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
After a shaky start because of
technical and logistical problems,
Calloway County's judicial building is being used in a variety of
ways to service more people.
And by the end of the summer, measures such as an airportstyle X-ray machine, should make
it more convenient for the public
while increasing the amount of
security in the building.
"It'll definitely be a good thing
to have," Sheriff Stan Scott, whose
office provides security for the
building, said of the X-ray machine.
The $30,000 device was expected to arrive by July 1.
Now, in addition to using metal
detectors, security guards have to
search briefcases, boxes and purses, which has led to the discovery of items ranging from the surprising to the unmentionable.
"Hopefully, it will speed up the
process," Scott said.
The machine will scan items running through it on a conveyor
belt or rollers, then show the images
on a monitor, he said.
Scott said he has asked the
state Administrative Office of the
Courts for two additional security measures - one-way mirrors on
doors leading to holding cells so
officers can see into the courtrooms and a security camera on
the north parking lot where inmates
are led into the building.
Though hectic at times, security "has gone fairly smoothly,"
he said.
The same couldn't be said for
the $4 million building's first few
months.
A clogged condensate drain on
the building's air conditioning system sent water back into the second floor in mid-August, slightly
more than two months after the
building's open house.
Several ceiling tiles, some painted walls, a copier and some carpeting were damaged.
About the same time, some toilets malfunctioned and the elevator leaked oil briefly before being
fixed.
This past spring, county officials had an area on the south
side of the building paved, providing needed parking.

may be in
future for
post office

BERNARD KANEtedger and Times photo

After opening last summer, the Calloway County Judicial Building will see some changes in the upcoming months,
including an airport-style X-ray machine, which will scan items people bring into the building for security purposes.
Sheriff Stan Scott said the machine would serve many purposes for the building.
"Everything, as far as I know
now, is corrected," said District/Circuit Clerk Ann Wilson.
Having windows and new filing systems - using hanging files
instead of cabinets - "took some
getting used to," Wilson said.
"In the long run, it's a lot easier than having someone on your
back," she said, referring to the
set-up in the old Miller Courthouse Annex where the distance
between the public and clerks' desks
were often just a few feet.
Her 10 1/2 employees often

I do believe with more space we're more productive.
-Ann Wilson
Court Clerk
deal with angry people, she noted.
"In fact, a lot of people we
deal with are not up here because
they want to," said Wilson, adding
that she likes the building's security system, even though some
have complained about it.
"Overall, it's wonderful,- Wilson said. "I do believe that with

more space, we're more productive. You're not right on top of
one another."
In recent months, the judicial
building has been used as one of
the rotating sites for the state Court
of Appeals to hear cases and has
housed special divorce hearings.
It has also become the home

of the Calloway County Fiscal
January
when
since
Court
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins took
office.
The court meets the third Tuesday night of each month in the
first-floor district courtroom. ,
"It's got a good sound system.
comfortable seating," Elkins said.
He also noted the room was
brighter than the court's old home
- the auditorium of the Weaks
Community Center.
"It's been great," he said.

By GREG STARK
Staff Writer
With more businesses and
industries coming to Murray.
and more students adding to
University's
Murray State
increasing enrollment, most
things in Murray are expand
ing.
Well, mostly - except fo,
the post office.
During the busiest times of
the day, cars frenzy into the
post office's parking lot and
park, drop their mail off and
leave. As soon as one car leaves,
another takes its spot.
The crowded parking lot
and lines in the post office
has Murray Postmaster Mark
Kennedy concerned.
%Howe ver, some other prior
ities may keep Murray from getting a new post office, or an
expansion soon.
"My manager is aware of
the fact that this needs to be
bigger and have more park
ine," he said. -He is doing
everything that could be done
to get a better facility."
Kennedy believes the corn munity could grow significantly
more in the next few years,
adding to the load the post
office carries.
He also said the community has grown by 3,000 citizens in the last six years.
"Of 1,244 boxes installed.
we have more than 1,100 rented," he said.
"We've added three-and-ahalf rural routes and two city
routes. We've had a growth
of 3,000 households. Within
three years, we could have
another 3,000 households."
Kennedy cited the expan
sion of business in Murray and

• See Page 6

Apple Tree School

WATCHInc.
Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped

is on

71011
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Vocational rehabilitation and job placement for
mentally and physically challenged adults.
Supported Community Employment
In-house Contract Work • Aluminum Can Recycling
Hours: 7130 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Weekdays • Phone: (502) 759-1965 or 759-0550
W.A.T.C.H. is a non-profit agency that strives to assist those

within a special segment of our community achieve selfrespect, become productive citizens, and acquire the skills
necessary to obtain independent or assisted living.
Program presentations are available to groups by request.
Donations may be sent to:
WATCH 702 Main, Murray, KY 42071.

Students from Apple Tree enjoy their new playground as they take a break from the classroom.
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New Beginnings 1111W
Advanced Program
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Ages 1 thru School Age
Jill Vincent, Owner Director
12508 Center Dr., Murray • 739-1926
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• 6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
• Ages 6 Weeks - 12 Years
• Preschool Activities for
3 & 4 Year Olds
• Quality Programs for
1 & 2 Year Olds
Call today for more information
Owners:
Robert &
Lindi
Kilpatrick

753-9356

C.C.D.B.G.
Grant
Recipient
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Officials seek sites for county offices
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
More than a year after looking at moving the sheriff's and
attorney's offices to the old Miller
Courthouse Annex, county officials are still planning the moves
seriously enough to continue
searching for grants and setting
aside money for renovations.
But some officials are also start
ing to think about alternate sites
to free up much-needed space for
all of the county's offices.
"We're not even looking at get
ting in there until next year," Sher
iff Stan Scott said of the 68-year
old building on the southeastern
corner of South Fourth and Maple
streets.
One holdup is money, which will
determine which offices will be
relocated, said County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins.
"Those things will be decided
once we get an architect to take
a look at it," Elkins said.
One thing an architect will see
is a building that still has no public restrooms, a flood-prone basement and a roof and heating/air
conditioning system that need
repairs.
The sheriff's department will
need the building rewired to accommodate its dispatching equipment,
as well as walls put up for offices,
a squad room and a . narcotics
detective's office, Scott said.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court's new budget includes
$50,000 added to an identical,
unused line-item from this past

•Postal ...
From Page 5
the University's recruitment.
"The Wal-Mart Supercenter
locates in Murray; a Holiday Inn
Express goes in across from Shoney's," he said.
"There will be six hotels within the city limits. Murray State is
continuing to have record enrollment. They have to build housing to accommodate the students."
Kennedy said he has looked at
an expansion of the post office
as a solution since 1993, six
months after he took the postmaster position here.

rior of the building, which is on
the Kentucky Historical Register.
If the regulations are too strict,
though,"We will abandon the project and look elsewhere for a place
to house our sheriff's department,"
•
Elkins said.
-•--.. .
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would be willing to do with11P9b out"I(more
space) a little bit longer
.•-•••••-••;--for that," said Scott, noting what
he thought would be a high cost
to renovate the annex.
II
Coursey, whose offices are on
the second-floor of the courthouse,
hopes to get a grant in the next
couple of years so he can move
the hunting, fishing and automobile license segments.
"That's sort of a pie-in-the-sky
plan for the future," Coursey said.
Elkins said there has been discussion about ditching the annex
..ffL1111111;
plan and building a new facility.
HutIfIll
Several offices, such as the
property valuation administrator
and Coursey's clerk's offices, are
-,^•••••—•—••...
tied together and should be near
one another, he said.
But, he added, "The last few
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Eventually, Kennedy believes an expansion, a new office or an alternate office
could be in the works.
"We expect that this will be expanded, or
a satellite office will be put in," he said. "I
could see a postal store also being put in."
Kennedy, who has been in the postal business for 20 years. has seen many changes
in how it operates. Most of the changes are
technological.
"The amount of mail that has been automated (has been the biggest change)," Kennedy
said.
"We went from manual sorting of the
mail to automated sorting of the mail."
Kennedy said automated mail has made
it cheaper for the consumer.
"Had it not been for automated mail, we
might be like Japan, where it would cost

one dollar to send a letter across town," he
said.
Kennedy said the evolution of computers
and vehicles have also helped the postal
business.
"Computers have helped the transmission
of mail greatly," he said. "We're the second
largest post office in western Kentucky. In
this office, we have five computers. The
evolution of vehicles have helped us too."
Kennedy said another change has been
the rise of females in the postal workforce.
He said more than 52 percent of workers in the postal business are female.
"When I came to work with the post
office, the majority of workers were male,"
he said. "The majority of letter carriers here
are female. That's one of the biggest changes
I've seen."

The nature of his office is partly to blame.
State law requires some records
to be kept permanently, he said.
So, he stores some of the older
deeds and mortgages in a thirdfloor closet area.
But four or five times a week,
someone needs to see some of .the
older paperwork.
"I have to send one of my people upstairs and bring down those
records," Coursey said.
Hutchens has already had to
reconfigure the county attorney's
office: His two child support division employees work out of an
office on North Fourth Street.
"I want all of the persons I
supervise under one roof," said
Hutchens, adding that he was planning for the future of his office,
as well as the present.
Hutchens, who hopes to have
up to four child support employees eventually, in late May began
a public effort to prompt parents
who were delinquent in their child
support payments to get caught
up by issuing arrest warrants.
"We significantly need more
space," he said.
His courthouse office contains
three secretaries' desks "that are
a handshake away from each other,"
he said.
Coursey said he can live with
the inconvenience, as long as it
doesn't affect the public.
"I understand the county has limited resources," he said. "I'll take
any square foot somebody wants
to donate to the cause."
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GREG STARK/Ledger and Times photo

Postmaster Mark Kennedy has seen many changes with the Murray Post
Office, but one change he would like to see is an expansion.

Your competitive spirit
is welcome here
If you're setting and breaking

"Thoroughbred tradition"

personal records, you'll feel right
at home at Murray State University. In fact, students like you are
beating a path to this attractive
west Kentucky campus.
Why are they heading to MSU?
It's easy to understand. Students
who want to get ahead look for an
excellent university. Murray State
has that superior reputation.
If there's any doubt, check the
records. U.S. News & World Report
rates Murray State as a "best
value." Barron's college guide
ranks MSU as "very competitive."
If you. too, are competitive, this
is your kind of university. At MSU
you can get off to a great start and
then finish strong.
When you're looking toward
achievement, look first at a university that shares your values. Schedule a visit to Murray State.

Murray State University.
Call today(502)762-2896

www.murraystate.edu
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New facilities in MSU's future
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With ever-expanding enrollment
numbers and new programs seeming to pop up every other week,
the facilities at Murray State University are in a constant state of
change.
Not only will the university be
taking care of the buildings it
already has, it will also be undertaking two major construction projects for new facilities this year.
First and foremost is the new
College of Education building,
which will be located on 16th Street,
in front of and adjacent to the
current Special Education Building.
"That will be about a $6.2 million building, and we're looking
at somewhere in the neighborhood
of maybe 56,000 square feet of
new. building space," said Dewey
Yeatts, associate vice president of
facilities management.
While the building will be a hightech educational training center on
the inside, it will conform more
to the rest of the university's facilities on the outside, Yeatts said.
"This new building is shaping

up to be a very attractive building," he said. "It will basically
mask the contemporary architecture of the special education building."
The other major project will
be the construction of the new
West Regional Post-secondary Education Center in Hopkinsville.
"We're looking at about a $6
million building there initially,"
Yeatts said. "We have not selected our consultants yet."
Yeatts said a meeting is scheduled for June 30 to determine who
the consultants will be.
Renovations to existing facilities, however, are what usually
occupies most of the university's
time.
Yeatts said there is a lengthy
list of projects waiting to be renovated on the MSU campus.
"We have selected consultants
for the Carr Health renovation,"
he said. "We've got about a $2
million project there."
Yeatts said the Carr Health project would focus on improving the
state of the building on the inside.
"We have some moisture penetration problems in the building

that we're going to try to address,"
he said.
The renovation will also try to
make the make the building more
accessible to people with disabilities.
"That building is sort of a challenge for someone who may be
in a mobility device, with all the
different levels. We want to make
it more accessible."
Yeatts said that the business
building currently has $1 million
set aside for renovations as well.
Yeatts has ideas for the money,
but is not sure yet what the focus
of the renovations will be.
"In a perfect world, we would
like to create a front entrance to
that building," he said. "We've got
some drafting problems and some
moisture penetration problems ...
but we'd like to key on the front
entrance if we could."
Perhaps the most important renovations, however, are the ones
taking place in the university's
dorms.
"All five of our high-rise dorms
are undergoing the installation of
sprinkler systems," Yeatts said. We
are just getting ready for bids on

new fire alarm systems for those
five buildings."
Yeatts said the sprinkler systems should be completed by
August. The fire alarms are projected to be completed near November.
Security cameras have already
been installed in Hester Hall, and
Yeatts said the university has plans
to install cameras in its other eight
dorms as. well.
"We were scheduled at the end
of June to receive our new windows for Elizabeth Hall," Yeatts
said. "Right now, they're fixed
windows. We're replacing them to
make them operable windows."
The project is one that is not
necessary by law, but Yeatts said
the university wanted to take the
extra precaution.
"We're not really required by
the code to have operable windows because of the sprinkler systems, but we feel like it's proactive and in the best interests of
the students to have those windows so we could open those in
the event of a fire," he said.

THE f°UNDER
RAINEY T. WELLS

EXCITING FAMILY PROGRAMS
•

GREG STARK Ledger and Times photo

The Rainey T. Wells statue in front of the Forrest Pogue
Library is one of the standing symbols of Murray State
University's tradition. It was put up in 1997.

University recognizes
importance of alumni
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"We just ran into some red
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
issues that slowed us down
tape
Staff Writer
Just as students are dependent a bit," he said. "We're currently
upon the university for their edu- in the process of getting all the
cation, Murray State University is approvals from the necessary
almost equally dependent on its boards."
The center would feature and
graduates.
"We can't function without the assembly hall with a raised stage
continued support of alumni," Jim area, offices, meeting and sitting
Carter, director of the MSU Alum- areas and a conference room. Carter
ni Association, said. "In a large said the front of the building
fashion, we depend on them to would be similar to that of the
help the university from a finan- MSU Fine Arts building.
"A common facility you'll find
cial aspect."
Financial goals, however, are not on many campuses is a center
the only aspect of an alumni asso- like this where it serves as a welcome center, a visitor's center and
ciation.
"It's of primary importance that an alumni center," he said.
a university stays in touch with
"Also, throughout the year, if
its alumni," Carter said. "There groups, alumni or not, wanted to
are many ways that we want to have events in the alumni center,
try and continue to serve alum- we could do that," Carter said.
ni."
To keep the association up and
Most of those services, accord- running, funds come from both
ing to Carter, revolve around main- the university and alumni.
taining a close-knit university
"From time to time we'll have
extended family.
products for sale," Carter said.
"A very strong, loyal and com- "The primary revenue source is
mitted alumni group would be the (alumni) credit card and curcommon with all great institutions," rent and previous donations where
he said. "Our mission is to try people give money to the alumni
and continue to foster those great association."
feelings."
One of the reasons donations
One of the key elements of are so importation to the associkeeping MSU alumni in touch with ation is because it changed its memeach other, Carter said, is to pro- bership requirements.
vide them with numerous opportu"Several years ago, we went
nities to stay in contact.
from a dues paying to a non-dues
We try to provide them oppor- paying association. So our reliance
tunities to come back to .campus on other fundraising sources is more
for reunions, homecomings and important now because we're not
alumni events," Carter said. "In collecting dues," Carter said.
the same vein, we also go to
"That's another common thing
them."
that happens among alumni assoThis summer, the alumni asso- ciations in an attempt to better serve
ciation will be sponsoring events everybody, so you can spend more
as far away as Texas and Wash- time working on what you can
ington, as well as providing numer- do to better serve alumni and not
ous local events for alumni.
spending so much time every year
"We have a network of chap- trying to collect dues," he said.
ter presidents throughout ;he counAs far as networking, the alumtry and that person is our pri- ni association is now relying heavmary rep in that area," Carter
ily on the Internet to establish
said. "Ali the mailings and infor- connections.
mation acttially comes out of this
"Probably the most significant
office."
I've seen has been the
change
Alumni functions pften include
the Internet and the
of
growth
members of the MSU faculty and
that service," Carter
on
reliance
administration that may have had
said.
a great effect on students' lives.
"Our responsibility is to try
"We'll try to take various peoand figure out how to get people
ple from the campus that the
about using that," he
groups might want to see." Carter knowledge
'
said.
said. "Locally, we'll try to take
Carter, who has been involved
as many campus people as we
alumni association for three
with
can."
said another significant
years,
The association is also making
has seen has been how
he
change
strides to give alumni a place on
their time.
schedule
people
estabcampus to come home to by
give up their
won't
just
"People
center.
alumni
new
a
lishing
come out,"
to
just
anymore
time
The center would be a remodbe specific
to
need
You
said.
he
eling of the old University Church
is."
mission
your
what
about
alumthe
where
of Christ building
support,
alumni
strong
With
ni association offices are currentthough, Carter sees the organizaly located.
"We are making very slow tion continuing to grow.
"I can't imagine finding a more
progress," Carter said. "We came
out of the blocks pretty fast think- loyal, committed group of aluming this was going to be a much ni than this group we have," he
easier project than it has turned said. "If you don't call on that
alumni network, that's your loss."
out to be."
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Calloway elementary schools serve community
The Calloway County School
District includes three elementary
schools.
North Elementary
North Elementary School is
located in the northern part of
Calloway County and is home to
nearly 600 students from entry
level to the fifth grade.
North Elementary strives to provide the best possible education
for the students. Teachers, staff
and parents work together in an
effort to see that the needs of
each child are met.
The community also pitches in
through school-business partnerships and volunteering in the
schools.
Tied together, this provides a
firm foundation for the students.
Opportunities for students include

ComeFirst," which sums up the v.et Elementary. The school is
dedication of meeting the diverse fortunate to have an up-to-date comneeds of each student who walks puter lab and computers with printers in each classroom.
through the door.
Southwest also offers lap top
Southwest
Elementary
has
recently completed its first year computers for Title I students and
of a consolidated plan. This two- their families. These lap top comyear plan will mesh the needs of puters are available for check out
both the students and the faculty to parents.
In the next five years, the school
into one concise and organized
plan, which will ensure a better hopes to increase its student enrollment and to continue to offer stueducation for students.
With the district-wide curricu- dents the best education available.
Southwest Elementary continlum alignment and Ten Sigma training, the school's staff is ready to ues to emphasize the arts. Its purpose is to expose children to a
embark on a new year.
It is the intention and the hope vast array of composers, artisans,
of the staff that students will devel- inventors, authors and local comop lifelong skills through a clear- munity members who can bring a
wide variety of experiences to their
er and more defined curriculum.
Technology plays a large part lives.
East Elementary School
in a child's education at South-

special education. Title 1, Gifted/Talented education, Extended
School Services, counseling, chorus and percussion ensemble.
In the future, the school will
continue its search for what is
best for children, always taking
into account the needs of the students and the community.
The school's staff, its students
and the community are all poised
to continue the tradition of working together into the 21st Century.
The motto at North is, "Achieving Starts with Believing."
Southwest Elementary
Southwest Elementary School
houses students in grades kindergarten through fifth grade.
The school's motto is: "Southwest Elementary.. .Where Children

East Elementary is the home
school to children of kindergarten
through the fifth grade.
The motto of East Elementary
is "Excellence in Education." The
school strives to continually
improve its educational program.
East Elementary is governed by
a school-based decision making
council, whose membership consists
of two parents, elected by the
members of the PTA, and three
teachers, elected by the faculty
and the principal, Patsy Whitesell,
who serves as chairman.
Technology is an important part
of the students' education program
at East Elementary. Students have
regular access to two computer
labs as well as computers and
printers in their classrooms.
Through the Title I program,

students are able to use and check
out lap top computers. Parents
receive training on use of the lap
tops before taking them home.
The school has one primary
writing lab and one intermediate
lab, staffed by certified teachers.
Classroom teachers remain in the
lab with their students when instruction is given.
The Parent-Teacher Association
is a major component of the program for students at East. This is
a very active group who plans
events and activities for children
during the school year.
The school is presently involved
in a long-term project to buy a
large piece of playground equipment that can be enjoyed by students of all ages.

Calloway Middle, Calloway High focus on preparing students for the future
The Calloway County School
District includes one middle school
and one high school.
Calloway Middle School
The faculty and staff of Calloway County Middle School are
focused on helping the students
develop marketable skills through
a progressive curriculum, combining traditional classroom learning
and emphasizing an integration of
technology into the course of studies.
Calloway County Middle School
students study the core academic
areas of math, science, language
arts and social studies and solve
real world problems using computers, robotics, basic electronics
and design and production techniques.
CCMS students learn in a rotation of classes — including art,
band, choir, general music, physical education, conflict resolution,
computer lab and careers to broaden their experiences.
Eighth grade students also develop career skills by participating
in the CCMS Youth Extension Pro-

gram, which is a nationally-rec- Sigma Program which helps teachognized middle school, school-to- ers focus their efforts on student
achievement.
careers program.
Calloway County Middle School
In this program, students are
placed in area businesses where they is governed by a Site-Based Decilearn about commerce and how their sion Making Council. The philosstudies will help them to become ophy of the SBDM Council is that
parents and teachers are partners
more successful adults.
The middle school utilizes com- working together or the educaputers in all classrooms, has a tion of their children.
Calloway County Middle School
well supplied technology education center, a fully-computerized has a strong PTO in place which
music keyboard lab, a digitized supports the school through activtelevision station and a media cen- ities and input into school deciter containing 150 internet hookups sions.
Calloway County High School
station and a networked MacInWith the approach of the 21st
tosh/Digital lab setting.
Students use these resources to century, the mission of Calloway
supplement and support learning County High School is to continin their core content classes and ue to enhance an environment dedcan research topics on the world- icated to academic excellence and
wide web.
to the support of the strengths and
During the 1999-2000 school talents of all students.
Established in 1960 by the conyear, each grade level will have
two teams of teachers. All teams solidation of all six high schools
stress meeting the students educa- in the Calloway County School Systional needs through both traditional tem, the high school continues to
develop and implement progresand interdisciplinary themes.
Student curriculum will be sive curricula and programs to
aligned this year through the Ten meet state mandates, which are in

TINY
HEARTS
1610 Ryan Ave.

ical circumstances.
Exceeding the new state minimum of 22 credits to graduate,
Calloway County High School will
require 28 credits beginning with
the class of 2002.
Also required to graduate are
a completed writing portfolio and
completion of the state assessment
exam, the Commonwealth Accountability Testing System (CATS).
All programs emphasize mastery of state core content, which
is designed to prepare students for
the new millennium.
Since Calloway County High
School is a comprehensive high
school, a wide range of opportunities abound to prepare students
for all walks of life, with an
emphasis on real world experiences in core content courses and
electives.
Family and Consumer Sciences
focuses on careers, community and

family.
Agricultural Education incorporates current technological advances
such as global positioning technology, computer-driven farm management systems and an interactive water quality program.
Business Education offers students opportunities to master "cutting edge" technology skills
required in today's career opportunities, as do courses in computer technology, oral communications and other elective programs.
The Media Center serves students through state-of-the-art technology for purposes such as
research and word processing.
Participation in extracurricular
activities develops self-esteem in
students and encourages them to
excel and build leadership skills;
thus, an abundance of extracurricular activities are offered.

Calloway preschool preps students
The Calloway County Preschool is based on the
belief that play is the most important work for
young children.
It is from play that a three or four-year old child
learns to explore the wonders of his world and to
develop positive, productive relationships with their
peers and with adults.
Thus, the preschool curriculum is designed to
prepare children for a successful transition to elementary school.
Enrollment in the Calloway County Preschool is
open to students who are determined to be at risk
for experiencing learning challenges, based on development delays or disabilities or income eligibility

guidelines.
Murray Head Start and Calloway County faculty
and staff combine their efforts and resources to provide students and parents with quality educational
and support programs.
Each student is allowed the opportunity participate in a developmentally appropriate program that
will meet his or her individual needs and be ready
for learning in the primary elementary class.
Children, who did not participate in the preschool
screenings in April and May and who will be three
or four years of age before Oct. I, 1999 may be
screened for eligibility in August.

Eastwood holding registration

753-4181
Daycare Ages 6 Weeks to School Age
w Pre-School Program w Drop-Ins Welcome
Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
6:30 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.

keeping with the highest educational
standards.
Serving more than 900 students,
Calloway County High School
offers four diploma levels from
which students may choose to work
toward -- commonwealth, comprehensive, enrichment and standard.
Graduation requirements are
completed through advanced placement programs, community-based
education, mentorship programs and
traditional and non-traditional classroom settings.
Students are also afforded the
services of the Murray-Calloway
County Area Technology Center,
Calloway County Education Center, Regional Alternative Education
Center and the Calloway County
Day Treatment Center.
Homebound education is provided for students who are unable
to attend school because of med-

Owner & Director
Paula Palmer

Eastwood Christian Academy is
now holding registration for the
1999-2000 school year for 4-yearold and 5-year-old kindergarten
students as well as grades one
through 12.
Eastwood is where experience
makes a difference. The school
was organized in 1978.
Eastwood uses the Beka curriculum (a traditional classroom
approach) which has been used
across the nation for over 40 years.
The faculty consists of experienced, dedicated teachers.
The Bible is the most important subject taught in the Christ-

ian school, and is taught specifically and systematically to all students four days each week.
A chapel service is held once
a week. Parents and visitors are
encouraged to attend.
The 4-year-old and 5-year-old
kindergarten classes are separate
programs that meet daily from 8
a.m. to noon.
An extended school day is available until as late as 5 p.m.
Kindergarten students are reading by the end of the first semester and will have read several
books by the end of the year.
In addition, kindergarten stu-

I Fit, Look Good I Feel Great!
Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere, when you could be toning your abs, getting in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourself?
Our Cardio Kickboxing program takes the music, excitement and energy of aerobics but
adds important self-defense techniques like jabbing, kicking, punching and blocking. You learn
while you burn at 800 calories per hour!(According to Muscle and Fitness Magazine who rated
aerobic kickboxing as the number one calorie burning workout!)
There's no physical contact, no uniforms (you wear your regular workout clothes) and best
of all you'll love it! Classes are forming now, call today!
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dents at Eastwood can write well
in cursive.
A graduation service, complete
with cap and gown, is held at the
end of the year for the 5-yearold kindergarten students.
At the elementary level, great
emphasis is placed on the basic
fundamentals of education.
The mathematics program combines the best of modern and traditional systems to give the students a strong mathematics base.
Penmanship is still considered
important.
Christian High offers a high
school student the opportunity to
receive an outstanding academic
education.
The philosophy of ECA is to
teach the students not only how
to make a living, but how to live.
College preparatory courses are
required for graduation with a total
of 23 credits for all students.
Class size is kept to a minimum with a student ratio aver`-aging 12 students to one teacher.
Eastwood has a large gymnasium with hardwood flciors.
Young men have an opportunity to be a part of the Warrior
basketball junior varsity and varsity basketball team.
Young ladies have an opportunity for cheerleading.
In addition, ECA high school
has an active drama team with
two plays performed during the
year, as well as talent shows, skits
and more.
Patriotism and manners are
important principles taught and
practiced at Eastwood Christian
Academy.

Call Today 17-

753-61111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray, KY

tot

Eastwood Christian Academy is
a member of the Blue Grass Association of Christian Schools and
the American Association of Christian Schools.
Students are administered the
Stanford Achievement Tests near
the end of each school year.
ECA students rank in the top
20 percentile nation-wide and are
also in the top percentile in comparison with other Christian
schools.
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Murray schools celebrate achievements
By KATIE CARPENTER
Special to the Ledger
Bragging. We tell our children
it's not polite.
Yet, too often it's the critics
and complainers who get attention. What's good about our schools
needs attention too.
Perhaps it's about time we point
out how fortunate we are that our
children attend public school in
Murray. Let's call it celebrating,
not bragging.
Some schools in Kentucky struggle to graduate a decent proportion of their students. That doesn't happen in the Murray City
Schools.
In fact, we tend to take what
we have for granted. The public
schools in Murray have been recognized as among the best in Kentucky since their inception.
Any administrator or teacher who
attends a state level meeting in
Louisville knows that "Murray" on
the nametag elicits heightened
respect and interest from other
state educators.
Every year, according to records
kept by the Kentucky Department
of Education, the Murray school
system graduates more of its students, sends more of them to college, has fewer dropouts, spends
more on instruction per student,
has higher attendance rates for
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both students and teachers and has
lower teacher-student ratios than
most schools in the state.
Scores Murray students make
on the ACT and SAT have regularly exceeded state and even

district in the state: a small enrollBy KATIE CARPENTER
ment and the support received from
Special to the Ledger
Teachers in the Murray City the community.
The two are related. Smaller
Schools care about kids, and Mursystems, by their very nature,
school
student's
ray's schools have each
academic progress and individual encourage and allow parents and
the community to be involved in
growth in mind.
Well, of course. That's true — education.
Education reformers — and
or should be — of every school in
there's a new batch every few
the state.
All teachers care about kids — years — are developing ways to
otherwise they'd choose a differ- recreate the success of smaller systems in larger urban schools.
ent profession.
urban
Increasingly, larger,
And all schools have each stustudents
their
are
grouping
schools
mind
progress
in
academic
dent's
— that's what they're supposed to into grade level "families" or teams,
each numbering about 100 studo.
dents: four academic-area teachers
differMurray
So what makes
remain with that group all year
ent?
The system has two advantages long.
The purpose is to encourage a
over practically every other school

national averages.
In the most recent statewide evaluation of schools, it was no surprise that the Murray schools landed in the "rewards" category.
This means that the schools

sense of community, an atmosphere where every child is valued
as an individual.
Considering first-year primary
through high school seniors, Murray's enrollment is approximately
1300 students — which works out
to 100 kids per grade level, each
with four home room teachers.
So just'what are the advantages
for individuals in smaller schools?
Why is smaller better?
Small numbers make it easier
for more young people to get
involved in sports, in clubs, in
various activities; and it means
that more of them are given opportunities to hold responsible positions and that more of them will
be honored for their achievements.
Small numbers give principals
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KINDERGARTEN AND PRE-KINDERGARTEN
CURRICULUM OF ARTS, CULTURES,

The museum, called Wrather West Kentucky Museum, is
housed in the first building constructed on the campus of
Murray State University in 1924.

READING, WRITING & MATH

'73-433E30

North 16th. and University Drive • Mon.-Fri. 8:30-4:15 and Sat. 10-1
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and teachers a lot of flexibility. They characteristic.
There are active parent-teachThe other distinct advantage the
can schedule and rearrange classorganizations in each school,
ing
system
has
over
Murray
school
interor
the
the
needs
es to meet
ests of a particular group of stu- other Kentucky school systems is plus booster clubs for band and
the community of Murray. Mur- athletics.
dents or grade level.
Parents and community members
Most important, small enrollment ray is and always has been an
serve as school volunteers, helpmeans that teachers can respond education-minded place.
After all, it was the communi- ing to provide the one-on-one
to students personally, because they
know their families, their experi- ty which raised the money to bring instruction that is so important in
ences, their interests, their friends. the state university to west Ken- education, helping to sponsor clubs
and activities, organizing and teachSmall numbers don't mean that tucky back in the 1920s.
The importance of parent ing enrichment classes and servstudents are shortchanged in the curinvolvement and community sup- ing on the Board of Education
riculum.
The Murray schools have always port is listed on every blueprint and the individual school counmade certain that students have a for education reform ever written. cils.
In fact, last year, there were
Again, here in Murray, we begin
good firm grounding in the basics
one step ahead of everyone else. more than a thousand people who
— and that won't change.
Prevailing opinion is that you'd contributed their time, energies and
Electives and exploratory classhard-pressed
to find another com- talents to enrich the education the
respond
be
however,
es can, and do,
to the needs and interests of stu- munity with as much parental Murray school system is able to
dents. Again, flexibility is a key involvement anywhere else in the provide its students.
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have made substantial progress
toward or exceeded the improvement goals set two years earlier.
In a comparison of the "index,"
— a measure which involves results
of student testing plus attendance

Kentucky Athletic Association..
Is there any other school in the
state that boasts so many opportunities for students to participate
in sports?
In 1991,, the West Kentucky
Athletic AsSociation inaugurated the
"Purchase Cup," which was to be
awarded annually for excellence
in academics, athletics and attendance.
No one was surprised when it
the first recipient was Murray or
when Murray won the Cup again
in 1998. (The only reason we didn't win in 1997 was because of
one athlete who dropped out of
school — a rarity in Murray.)
Our goal is to provide the best
educational possible for all our
students — and that includes giving them all sorts of opportunities
to excel in academics sports, talent, and leadership contests. We
think we do a pretty • good job.
No, we're not perfect. We change
what we offer every year, ad we're
always looking for new opportunities for our students.
Every time we hire a new
teacher, our opportunities expand.
Every time a parent brings us a
good idea, our schools get better.
We've earned a right to brag
... whoops, we mean celebrate.
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Last year, more than 1,000 parents and community members volunteered their time, energy, and talents to students in the Murray schools. At Murray Elementary School, volunteers came every day to read to children in a week-long celebration of Dr. Seuss's birthday.

records, dropout rate, and other nonacademic data the Murray school
system ranked fourth in the state.
As part of the state evaluation,
a national standardized test was
given to students in grades 3,6
and 9.
In a comparison of scores, the
Murray schools again ranked fourth
in the state.
At every regional academic contest, Murray students are expected to walk off with a disproportionate number of awards.
It's routine for our foreign language students to win the sweepstakes award at the state foreign
language festival; for our drama
team to place first at the state
drama festival (eight out of the
past nine years) and for our chess
students to be ranked among the
top players in the state.
Our students' scores on the SAT
and ACT have exceeded the Kentucky and the national average for
decades. About 85% of our graduates go onto college every year
— a percentage that puts us in the
top 5% of schools in the state —
and in the nation.
Our complacency about the
excellence of our own school system extends to sports.
Although enrollment at Murray
High School is only 425, the school
offers 11 sports sanctioned by the

Small enrollment, community support boost Murray schools
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QUALITY EDUCATION
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!!
EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
• 4 and 5 year-old Kindergarten
• Elementary

_4331. 2
1irecior

270-753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

• Junior - Senior High
• After Care Available As Late As 5 p.m.

EASTWOOD CAN OFFER YOUR CHILD...
• Strong Emphasis on Reading & Math
• Christian Curriculum
• Dedicated, Christian Teachers
• Loving, Disciplined Atmosphere

ireclor
)
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• Affordable Tuition Rates
• Member of A.A.C.S.
• Over 20 Years Experience
• College Prepatory Requirements For
Graduation

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
2191 State Route 94 East • Murray • 753-7744

HOURS:
6:15 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Full Day
Educational Preschool
Program
For Ages 0-5

JUL 3 0 1999

CALLOWAY COUNITV
CALLOWAY COUNTY
MIDDLE SCHOOL

PRESCHOOL
(Cat1ob3au Tountu :*cipals
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MIRY ISOURLANO
JEFF GORDON
STEVE GROWN

P.O Box ROO
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone(270) 762.7300
Fax (270)762-7310
OA LARRY SALMON
Superintendent

Mission:
We,of the Calloway County School
Community,shall empower all students
academically, socially, and personally to
be lifelong learners capable of thinking,
solving problems, and serving as
responsible citizens ready to meet the
challenges for tomorrow.
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